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Abstract 

In this thesis we investigate quantum resonant effects in the atom-optical (5-kickecl 

accelerator. 

Using Floquet analysis, we theoretically study the t ime evolution of quantum systems 

which have a classical counterpart that exhibits chaotic dynamics. We introduce quantum 

resonance and quantum antiresonance features of the quantum (5-kicked rotor by setting 

the pulse period to an integer multiple of the half-Talbot time. The model is generalised 

to the atom-optical (5-kicked accelerator by considering thermal alkali atoms subject to a 

periodically pulsed standing wave potential formed from counter-propagating laser beams. 

The dynamics of the momentum distribution is analysed by evaluating the momentum 

moments and momentum cumulants. We derive analytic solutions for these observables 

for the ultracold and thermal l imi t ing cases, and observe fractional quantum resonant 

phenomena. Simulations have been developed to examine the t ime evolution for individual 

momentum eigenstates, which we use to construct a non-interacting finite temperature 

gas, based upon a Monte Carlo method. We investigate the temperature dependence of 

the <5-kicked rotor, neglecting gravitational effects, and show that the atomic dynamics is 

highly sensitive to the ini t ia l momentum wid th of the gas. A generalisation of the model 

to quantify the transition between the ultracold and thermal temperature regimes of the 

atom-optical 5-kicked accelerator is examined using linear regression analysis. High order 

quantum resonance features are found to be sensitive to the relative acceleration between 

the atomic gas and the pulsed optical standing wave. 

We assess the dependence of the 5-kicked accelerator upon gravitational acceleration, 

quantifying the wid th of the high order quantum resonance features, which we use to 

assess the prospect for precision measurement using a finite temperature gas. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Overview 

We investigate a periodically driven system known as the quantum (5-kicked rotor, observ
ing phenomena known as quantum resonance and quantum antiresonance. These effects 
have been studied in experiment by exposing laser cooled atoms to laser pulses. With the 
system oriented vertically, we analyse high-order quantum resonant effects by incorporat
ing gravity. In this chapter, we describe and motivate the structure and content of the 
thesis [1-3 . 

1.2 Thesis outline 

In this thesis, we theoretically analyse various arrangements of 6-kicked systems. In the 
context of atomic physics, we simulate a finite temperature distribution of alkali atoms 
subject to periodic laser beam pulses. 

We describe the background information for this thesis over three chapters. In Chapter 
2, we introduce the classical <5-kicked rotor. This is a simple mathematical model which we 
use to explain the transition from stable to chaotic dynamics. In Chapter 3, we discuss the 
quantum counterpart to the classically chaotic regime. We define the quantum resonance 
and quantum antiresonance features, highlighting their dependence upon the periodicity of 
the kicks by drawing an analogy to the Talbot effect from the field of optics. We generalise 
to the atom-optical (5-kicked accelerator in Chapter 4, by incorporating temperature and 
gravity into the quantum (5-kicked rotor model. In this thesis, we present results for the 
atom-optical arrangement for a variety of experimental configurations. 



I j 1.3. Publications 

With the next four chapters, we outlined the analytic and numerical methods used 
to model the system, and demonstrated that both approaches are compatible. We define 
the observables used to quantify the dynamics in Chapter 5. Analytic solutions are 
summarised for the ultracold and thermal regimes, from which we infer that high-order 
quantum resonant effects contribute to the time evolution. The numerical simulation used 
to model the atom-optical (5-kicked accelerator is presented in Chapter 6. We assess the 
analytic predictions in Chapter 7 for the ultracold limit by determining the evolution of a 
zero momentum eigenstate, and in Chapter 8 by analysing the behaviour for the thermal 
limit, which is approximated by a broad initial distribution of momentum eigeastates. 

We present original results in the next four chapters. We observe quantum resonant 
effects for a variety of experimental parameters, which have been shown in experiment 
to have applications to precision measurement of velocity, and both linear and angular 
acceleration. We examine the contribution from the individual momentum eigenstates 
in Chapter 9, from which a finite temperature gas is constructed. This allows us to 
study the temperature dependence of quantum resonances and quantum antiresonances 
in Chapter 10 by considering the special case of the atom-optical (5-kicked rotor, for which 
the gravitational acceleration is neglected. In Chapter 11, we study the generalised atom-
optical (5-kicked accelerator by incorporating gravitational effects into the model. We 
investigate the dynamics for a finite-temperature gas cloud subject to particular values of 
a gravity parameter, and observe the high-order quantum resonant features. In Chapter 
12, we examine the gravity dependence of the 5-kicked accelerator. We assess the time 
evolution for the ultracold limit, and then explore the limits for which a finite temperature 
gas exhibits the ultracold behaviour. 

We summarise the thesis conclusions in Chapter 13, which is followed by five appen
dices that contain analytic derivations which we make use of in the main body of the 
text. The remit for this thesis is to explore the implementation of 5-kicked systems in the 
context of atomic physics. 

1.3 Publications 

In Publication [1], we investigated the quantum resonance and quantum antiresonance 
features of the atom-optical 5-kicked rotor. In Chapter 10 we present results for a finite 
temperature gas, which is constructed from momentum eigenstates analysed in Chapter 
9. 



1.4. Research context 

Introducing gravity into the model, we present analytic results from Publication [2 . 
We evaluate observables in Chapter 5, which we summarise for the ultracold regime in 
Table 7.1, and for the thermal regime in Table 8.1. 

In Publication [3], we explore the gravity dependence of the atom-optical ^-kicked 
accelerator. In Chapter 11, we compare specific values of the gravity parameter for a 
thermal gas. We present the gravity dependence in Chapter 12. Note that the gravita
tional senstitivity results for a finite temperature gas are preliminary in scope. 

1.4 Research context 

To develop our understanding of quantum phenomena, we are interested in the quantum 
mechanical counterpart to classical Hamiltonian systems [4-6]. The classical 5-kicked 
rotor has been extensively modelled, since despite being defined from a simple iterative 
map [7, 8], its dynamics undergo a transition from stablity to chaos as the driving force 
increases. In contrast to the classically chaotic regime, the quantum (5-kicked rotor displays 
signatures that highlight its quantum nature [9-12 . 

In this thesis, we study quantum (5-kicked systems, as studied by S. A. Gardiner, 
as published in Refs. [1-3, 13-22]. Quantum resonant features of periodically driven 
systems have received significant attention [23-34], with a variety of theoretical models 
investigated by the Monteiro group at UCL, studying aspects including spin chains [35, 
36], Bogohubov resonances [37], localization [38], double (5-kicked systems [39-41], chaotic 
quantum ratchets [42, 43], and observation of nonlinear resonances [44 . 

Quantum versions of classically chaotic systems have been studied for a variety of 
experimental configurations. In this thesis, we study quantum (5-kicked systems in the 
context of atomic-physics by considering a cloud of atoms subject to a periodically pulsed 
laser potential. The atom-optical (5-kicked rotor which was first studied experimentally by 
the Raizen group at Austin, Texas, analysing quantum resonance using sodium atoms [45-
54]. Incorporating gravity, the (5-kicked accelerator was investigated by the Burnett group 
at Oxford, demonstrating the principle of gravity measurement using caesium atoms [16-
18, 21, 55-62]. In the ultracold regime, experiments with Bose-Einstein condensates have 
made it possible to observe quantum antiresonances [63], and provide detailed information 
about the momentum distribution of a 5-kicked gas [64, 65], with the observation of high-
order quantum resonances [66, 67 . 



1.5. Atom-light interactions 

1.5 Atom-light interactions 

In this thesis, we consider two counter-propagating laser beams, with a wave-vector along 
the vertical z direction of magnitude /c/,, which forms an optical dipole potential [68-70 

f / = - f / o sin-/ct2, (1.1) 

where the potential depth UQ — / l f i ^ / 4 | A | , where is the Rabi frequency and A is the 
detuning. A well localised atom with a broad range of momentum, experiences a force 
given by 

F = - V U . (1.2) 

In Section 4.2.3, we present the system Hamiltonian, adopting the two-level atom 
approximation. The available atom-light interaction mechanisms are absorption, sponta
neous emission and stimulated emission. For large values of A, spontaneous emission may 
be neglected by adiabatic elimination of the excited state. We find that the atoms expe
rience a change in momentum in units of hK, which corresponds to two photon recoils, 
as explained in Section 4.4.3. 

A high temperature cloud of atoms corresponding to the classical limit is composed 
from a broad distribution of momentum states, and in position space is described by a 
localised wave packet. 

To observe quantum resonant effects, we need to be in the low temperature limit 
where the momentum distribution is less that hK, such that the atomic wavepacket is 
delocalised. In this case, the periodically pulsed standing wave imprints a phase upon 
each spatial part of the wavepacket, and the relative phase determines whether we see 
quantum resonance or quantum antiresonance effects. The results for the ultracold limit 
are presented in Chapter 7, with the transition of the dynamics to the ultracold regime 
analysed in Chapters 10 and 11. 

Over the duration of the pulses, the atoms do not move a large distance, although 
their momentum is modified. Therefore, in Section 4.2.1 we explain how the momen
tum is measured using a time-of-flight method, from which observables are defined and 
analytically evaluated in Chapter 5. 



1.6. Summary 

1.6 Summary 

In this thesis, we present a model to describe the quantum (5-kicked accelerator, which: 

1. Can be experimentally realised using an atom-optical configuration. 

2. Has potential applications to precision measurement of momentum, angular accel
eration, and linear acceleration. 

3. Exhibits quantum resonant effects which are intrinsic to quantum mechanics, thus 
enabling the quantum counterpart to a classically chaotic regime to be studied. 



Chapter 2 

The classical 5-kicked rotor 

2.1 Overview 

Classical systems which exhibit extreme sensitivity to changes in initial conditions are said 
to be chaotic, and have been studied extensively for a variety of simple systems [4, 6 . 
The 5-kicked rotor is an important model due to the complex dynamics exhibited by the 
system despite being described by a simple mathematical definition. In this chapter, we 
review the properties of the classical d-kicked rotor, in preparation for our investigation 
into the quantum (5-kicked rotor. 

2.2 Model Hamiltonian 

The rotor is defined by a mass M with linear momentum p, constrained to move on a 
circle of radius R. The energy of this system is represented by the Hamiltonian [71 

H.otor=^. (2.1) 

with the moment of inertia / = MK^. It is convenient to select a coordinate system 
defined such that the mass is constrained to the {x. y)-plane, precessing about the z-axis 
with angular momentum J = \J\ = \R x p . 

Adding a constant force F along the x-direction, we produce a pendulum, as sketched 
in Fig. 2.1. This is described by the Hamiltonian [71 

J2 
^pendulum = ^ - F i ? cose, (2.2) 



2.2. Model Hamiltonian 

Figure 2.1: The (5-kicked rotor is modelled by a body of mass M constrained to move on circle 
of radius R, subject to periodic pulsing of force F, as described by Eq. (2.4). 

where 0 is the angular position of the oscillator. 

We now consider the force to be time dependent. In particular, we introduce into the 
model a periodic sequence of instantaneous (5-kicks, given by 

F{t) = f y S { t - n T ) , 
n=0 

(2.3) 

where n denotes the number of the pulsed Since the Dirac (5-functions have dimensions of 
frequency, / has units of momentum, which ensures consistency with the force F. Mod
ifying Hamiltonian (2.2) by substituting F for the periodic kicks described by Eq. (2.3), 
the classical (5-kicked rotor is defined by the Hamiltonian 

(2.4) 
n = 0 

In this chapter, we introduce the classical description of the 5-kicked rotor. In the next 

section, we evaluate the dynamics due to Hamiltonian (2.4) by using Hamilton's equations 

^Formal explorations of Hamiltonian (2.4) frequently consider the sum J2n=-oo Sit-nT) [6]. However, 
when considering dynamics beginning at time t = 0, the time evolution is independent of whether the 
lower Umit of the sum is n = —oo or n = 0. 



2. 2.3. Hamilton's equations of motion 

of motion. 

2.3 Hamilton's equations of motion 

In this section we will show that the dynamics of the (5-kicked rotor are described by a 
single variable At, known as the stochasticity parameter. Hamilton's equations of motion 
allow the time-evolutions of the canonically conjugate position and momentum variables 
to be determined from the Hamiltonian [6, 72 . 

For the classical (5-kicked rotor, we find that the angular position evolution is given by 

We interpret from Eq. (2.5) that between the kicks, 6 evolves linearly with time. The 
angular momentum is found to evolve according to 

^ = - ^ = / f l s m » f : i « - „ n (2̂ 6) 
n = 0 

Both Eqns. (2.5) and (2.6) are consistent with the definition from Hamiltonian (2.4) that 
during the period of free evolution, no force acts to modify J. For times t = nT the 5-
functions take an infinite value, which results in J having an instantaneous discontinuity-. 

We now wish to solve Hamilton's equations of motion in order to predict the dynamics 
of the classical 5-kicked rotor. We evaluate the evolution over the duration from the time 
instantaneously preceding one kick to just before the next. We thus integrate Eqs. (2.5) 
and (2.6) over one time period T to reveal the mapping 

r{[n+m-

JinT)- dt 

Jn+\ — Jn — I dt — -
J{nT)-

The subscripts n denote a kick occurring at time t = nT, with the integral's lower hmit 
defined to be infinitesimally before this kick, as denoted by (nT)~. The subsequent kick 
at time (n -I- 1)T does not contribute to the integral, as the upper limit t ^ {[n + l ] r ) " is 

-The energy of the system is modifie(d with each kick, due to the explicit time depen(dence that appears 
in the (5-function term of Hamiltonian (2.4). In Section 4.2.4, we address the validity of the i5-function 
approximation to the laser-driven atomic physics experiments that are considered in this thesis. 
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2.4. Phase space 

defined just before that kick occurs. Thus, these integrals describe the dynamics due to 
a (5-kick, followed by a period of free evolution. An equivalent expression to Harailtonian 
(2.4) for the 5-kicked rotor is obtained by solving equations (2.7), which reveals the 
iterative definition 

Solving Eqs. (2.7) we obtain an equivalent, iterative definition of the (5-kicked rotor: 

a n _ Jn+\T 

/ (2.8) 
Jn+\ — Jn = /i?sini9„. 

To simplify this map we express Eqs. (2.8) in terms of dimensionless quantities with the 
rescaling 

J' = ^ . (2.9) 

We thus obtain the Chirikov-Taylor standard map [6-8], 

.10) 
dn+\ — On + J'n+l'; 

J'a+l = J'n + /^Sine„, 

We observe that there is exactly one dimensionless free parameter, 

«̂  = / H y , (2.11) 

which governs the system dynamics. The term standard map highlights the fact that it 
describes a broad range of dynamical systems, which have been studied exhaustively [8, 
73]. Applications reduced to the standard map include: microwave ionisation of Rydberg 
atoms [74]: electron-transport in resonant tunnelhng in diodes [75]: and comet dynamics 
in the solar system [76]. In the next section we examine how the value of the stochasticity 
parameter «: influences the dynamics described by the classical (5-kicked rotor Hamiltonian 
(2.4). 

2.4 Phase space 

The (5-kicked rotor is completely described by its angular position and angular momentum, 
which is equivalent to a point in a [9, J') phase space. In this section, we explore the 
effect on the dynamics due to the periodic kicks, which modify the angular momentum. 



2.4. Phase space 

0 
In 

; (c) ' 

.. 1 - -

Ir. 

Figure 2.2: The standard map (2.10). Poincare sections for the classical 5-kicked rotor, with 
stochasticity parameter (a) K = 0.5, (b) K = 0.971635, and (c) K = 167r2/5. A total of Af = 100 
initial states are uniformly distributed, with the phase space trajectories shown by the blue dots. 
The Chirikov-Taylor standard map is iterated up to n = 500. 

as described by Hamiltonian (2.4). 

It is convenient to examine a subset of the phase space by constructing a diagram 
known as a Poincare section. In Fig. 2.2, each dot within the phase space indicates the 
state of the system following an iteration of the standard map (2.11). We evaluate the 
phase space trajectories of the standard map (2.10) over n = 500 iterations, for a range of 
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2.5. Summary 

values of stochasticity parameter K. A total of A/" = 100 initial conditions were randomly 
assigned values of {On-o-. Jn=o)-

A stable trajectory is characterised by closed curves, which dominate the phase space 
for low values of the stochasticity parameter, as seen for K = 0.5 in Fig. 2.2(a). 

A chaotic time evolution is indicated by points which appear distributed at random. 
The transition from stability to chaos is predicted to occur in a critical region located 
0.971635 • • • < K,c < 63/64 [77-79], such that the chaotic region dominates for AC > KC- In 
Fig. 2.2(b), for K = 0.971635, we observe isolated stable regions, surrounded by chaotic 
points. 

Setting K = 167r-/5 ~ 31.58 in Fig. 2.2(c), aU trajectories are found to be chaotic'^ 
For the remainder of this thesis, we focus on large values of the stochasticity parameter, 
for which the classical regime is chaotic. 

2.5 Summary 

In this chapter the classical (5-kicked rotor was defined by Hamiltonian (2.4). Due to the 
time periodicity of the system, it is convenient to derive the iterative description known 
as the Chirikov-Taylor standard map (2.10). The degree of chaos is quantified by the 
stochasticity parameter K. In the next chapter, we formulate the (5-kicked rotor from a 
quantum mechanical perspective. 

^This value of K imposed by Eq. (3.26) is consistent with experimental parameters [16-21, 5.5-60]. 
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Chapter 3 

The quantum (̂ -kicked rotor 

3.1 Overview 

Quantum mechanical counterparts to classically chaotic systems have received substan
tial attention, in order to explore and interpret quantum phenomena. In Chapter 2, we 
demonstrated that the classical (5-kicked rotor as an example of a simple classical system 
that exhibits chaotic time evolution. In this chapter, we introduce the quantum 5-kicked 
rotor as a basic tool for studying quantum regimes which have a classically chaotic coun
terpart. 

Understanding the relationship between classically chaotic systems and their quantum 
mechanical counterpart is instrumental to the development of quantum physics [80-83 . 
Quantum systems do not adopt the behaviour used to define classical chaos, to the extent 
that M. Berry made this distinction by introducing the terminology quantum chaology 
84 . 

A quantum signature known as localisation has been discovered in condensed matter 
physics with the prediction by P. W. Anderson [85] that classically diffusive processes 
are suppressed in random lattices. A mapping of the quantum 5-kicked rotor to the 
Anderson localisation model was studied by collaboration between Fishman, Grempel 
and Prange, as published in Refs. [86-88]. Anderson localisation has applications to 
semiconductor physics, with the experimental observation of a metal-insulator transition 
studied by considering the dependence of the quantum 5-kicked rotor evolution upon 
the kick strength [89, 90]. Localisation has been demonstrated for laser-driven atomic 
ensembles [45-52, 91-95 . 

The quantum 5-kicked rotor is an example of a system that has been extensively 
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3̂  3.2. Model Hamiltonian 

studied. Quantum resonance features, as first studied by G. Casati, F. M. Izrailev and 
D. Shepelyansky [9-12], have been analysed in detail by S. Wimberger et. al. [30-34], and 
I . Dana et. al. [23-29 . 

3.2 Model Hamiltonian 

The quantum analogue to the classical 5-kicked rotor (2.4) can be described by the Hamil
tonian, 

T O OO 

H8^.r = - - f R c o s 9 j 2 ^i^' ' ^T), (3.1) 
n = 0 

with quantisation imposed by the commutation relation 

e.j = ih. (3.2) 

3.2.1 Quantum transformation 

Following the procedure from Section 2.3 for the standard map, the equivalent quantum 
transformation to Eq. (2.9), 

J'-^-f.. (3.3) 

rescales the commutation constraint to 

'e. J' T 
= ihj = ik. (3.4) 

We wish to investigate the quantum 5-kicked rotor in the regime for which the classi
cal counterpart is chaotic, as shown in Fig. 2.2(c). We explore the dependence upon 
the stochasticity parameter K , and the rescaled Planck's constant k, both dimensionless 
quantities that may be freely varied. The quantum kicked rotor was first considered by 
G. Casati et. al. in 1979 [9]^ 

^We investigate thie realisation of the standard map from tiie context of atomic physics, wi t i i results 
for tile (5-kicked rotor found in Cliapter 10. By varying thie pulse period, fractional quantum resonance 
features were discovered by G. Casati et. al. [9]. High-order quantum resonance results are presented in 
Chapter 11 for the general case of a system known as tiie (5-kicked accelerator. 
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3.3. Floquet analysis 

3.2.2 Angular momentum 

In quantum mechanics, we note that J, the 2-component of the angular momentum, has 
a discrete spectrum of eigenstates such that 

J\j) = (3.5) 

where j is restricted to integer vahies [96, 97]. The rescaled angular momentum operator 
also has a discrete eigenstate spectrum, as seen hy, 

IT T 
J'\j) = ~ \ j ) = j h j \ j ) = kj\j). (3.6) 

3 . 3 Floquet analysis 

The time evolution of a wave-vector | ^ ' ) , described by Hamiltonian H, is governed by the 
time-dependent Schrodinger equation [98], 

zhj^\<bit)) = Hm{t)). (3.7) 

The time-evolution operator of the quantum ^"-kicked rotor, defined from just before 
one kick to just before the next, is given by 

Far = Erks. (3.8) 

This is known as a Floquet operator [99], which is partitioned into two separate parts: 
the kicking operator, K's, followed by the free evolution operator, ET-

3.3.1 Evolution between kicks: ET 

Between kicks, the Hamiltonian, H = J'-/2I, is time-independent. The solution to the 
Schrodinger equation at time nT < t < {n + 1)T \s evaluated as", 

\^>{t)) = expi-'--t \ | ^ ' (nr+)) , (3.9) 

-An exponential function of operators is defined by the Taylor series expansion e'* = Xlblo - '̂'/fe!-
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where t = nT'^ indicates the time infinitesimally after the kick that occurs at time t = nT. 
The free evolution over one time period is therefore obtained to be, 

^ T = e x p ( - 1 ^ T . (3.10) 

3.3.2 Evolution due to one (5-kick: 

In order to describe the system evolution resulting from an isolated individual kick, we fol
low the treatment of S. A. Gardiner [13], for which we integrate the Schrodinger equation 
over the infinitesimal time interval of a kick. This is evaluated exphcitly by parametrising 
the time interval by r. Substituting Eq. (3.1) into (3.7) tmd integrating, we obtain 

ih / dt-\<i{t)) = - / dt\^{t))-fRcose / y^5{t-nT)\^{t)). (3.11) 
J-nT-T JnT-r JnT-r ^ 

In order to impose the (5-kick approximation, we restrict this integration to an infinitesimal 
interval. Taking the limit that r tends to zero, the contribution to the integral from the 
angular momentum term tends to zero. Thus, the Schrodinger equation that we wish to 
integrate reduces to 

ih^\^{t)) = -fRcose6{t - n T ) l ^ ( n r ) ) . (3.12) 
at 

The Dirac 5-function is constrained by the normalisation condition 

f 5{t)dt = l, (3.13) 
J -oo 

which is consistent with a step function of width 2T and height l / 2 r , for arbitrarily small 

T [13]. We therefore approximate (3.12) by the differential equation 

z / l | | « ' ( i ) ) = - ^ c o s ^ | * ( n T ) ) , (3.14) 

which has solution 

/ ?• - A A 
|1'(nT + A t ) ) =exp -fRcosO— \^{nT)). (3.15) 

\n 2T J 

The integration takes place over time interval 2r, and so we set At = 2T, and allow r —> 0. 

15 



3̂  3.4. Quantum resonant effects 

Thus, the effect of a 5-kick is represented by the operator 

f i A 
/<5 = exp f - / i ? c o s ^ J . (3.16) 

3.3.3 Combining the time evolution results: F̂ ki 

By combming Eqs. (3.10) and (3.16), the tmie evohition operator over one time period T 
is determined to be 

( i p \ ( i A 
F5kr = exp -T—T exp - / i?cos^ . (3.17) 

\ n 21 I \ n I 

Er 

In terms of the rescaled parameters from (2.11) and (3.4), 

/ ^ j / 2 \ , ^ 
F^kr = exp - ^ - y exp (^?;-cos(9j . (3.18) 

As a result, the quantum (5-kicked rotor is characterised by two dimensionless parameters: 
the stochasticity parameter and the rescaled Planck's constant k. The quantum map 
corresponding to standard map (2.10), as introduced by G. Casati et. al. [9], is given by 

l^'n+l) ^F^Url'I'n)- (3.19) 

After n iterations of the Floquet operator, the initial state 1̂ *0) becomes 

\^n) = F,^ |*o). (3.20) 

3 . 4 Quantum resonant effects 

In this thesis, we use the term quantum resonance effect to refer to particular features 
that are exhibited by quantum 5-kicked systems. This includes quantum resonance and 
quantum antiresonance phenomena, which we demonstrate in this section for the simple 
case of the quantum (^-kicked rotor. 

Acting upon the angular momentum eigenstates with free evolution operator (3.10), 
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3.4. Quantum resonant effects 

and substituting for the eigenvalues in Eq. (3.6), we obtain, 

ET\j) = exp - - — | j ) = exp - z ^ (3.21) 

By choosing a classically chaotic parameter, we explore the dependence of the time evolu

tion upon the rescaled Planck's constant. This allows the quantum mechanical nature of 

the quantum 5-kicked rotor to be explored. We observe quantum resonance and quantum 

antiresonance features by restricting the rescaled Planck's constant to 

k = 2ni., (3.22) 

defining i to be an integer. In Section 3.6, we explain that b may be experimentally 

modified by tuning the pulse period T. Therefore, we consider £ to be a measure of the 

time between the pulses. By imposing integer values £, we may simplify Eq. (3.21) by 

noting that an even value of j implies that is also even, and conversely, an odd value 

of j implies that j- is also odd. Hence, exp(—ZTT^/') = exp(±27r^j) and so 

/ J ' \ 
ET\3) = exp{±t7Tij)\j)=exp ±z- (3.23) 

V V 

Therefore, restricting k to integer multiples of 27r, as with constraint (3.22), we may 
simplify Eq. (3.21) to 

ET\J) = (3.24) 

for which dramatically different features occur depending whether i is even or odd. 

3.4.1 Kick strength 

Substituting (3.23) into (3.18), the Floquet operator reduces to 

f J ' \ / K A 
F(Skr = exp ± i — exp ( i - c o s ^ ) . (3-25) 

y 2J \ k J 

We find that subject to constraint (3.22), the Floquet operator depends only upon the 

single parameter, K/k, which for experimental realisations is denoted by the kick strength 

variable 0^. We restrict the study throughout this thesis to the classically chaotic regime, 
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3.4. Quantum resonant effects 

and have chosen 

Od = n/k = O.STT, (3.26) 

as an illustrative value typical of recent experiments [16-18, 21, 55-58, 60]. For ^ = 2, 

it follows that the stochasticity parameter K = 167r-/5, as was chosen in Fig. 2.2(c) to 

illustrate the dynamics of the classical <5-kicked rotor. 

3.4.2 Quantum resonance 

For even values of i, the evolution operator (3.24) reduces to the identity, and so the 
Floquet operator is 

Fs\^y = ex.p (icpdCOsOj , (3.27) 

for which the system effectively responds only to the 5-kicks. 

Applying the Floquet operator n times, 

FJJ,, = = exp (zn0d cos ^ ) . (3.28) 

This effect, known as quantum resonance, may be interpreted to be mathematically equiv

alent to the application of one kick with n times the kick-strength of (pd-

3.4.3 Quantum antiresonance 

We consider the application of the Floquet operator twice, 

F|i,r = exp —i-TT exp (icpdcosd) exp i— exp (iddCOsO) . (3.29) 
V - / ^ ^ V - / ^ ^ 

In Appendix A, we derive the displacement operator result (A.4), which simplifies Eq. (3.29) 

F/kr = exp (^lOd cos{e - TT^)) exp (^/.(pd cos 9^ . (3.30) 

There are two possible cases to consider, depending on whether i is even or odd: 

to 

1. For even values of i, we make the simplification cos(^ —7r£) = cos(^), with the result 
that F|i^j. = Kj. We saw in Section 3.4.2 that this is characteristic of quantum 
resonance. 
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3.6. The Talbot time 

2. In this section, we introduce the phenomenon of quantum antiresonance by exam
ining the case of odd values of £, for which cos(^ — Tvi) = — cos{9). In this case, the 
exponential terms in Eq. (3.30) cancel to reveal 

FL = 1. (3.31) 

As a result, after every two kicks, the system is returned to its original state. 

3 . 5 Evolution of an angular momentum eigenstate 

Quantum resonant effects are dramatic phenomena observed for the quantum counterpart 
to a classically chaotic system, which have been studied for a variety of configurations 
4-6 . 

The classical (5-kicked rotor exhibits chaotic trajectories for large values of K, as demon
strated in Fig. 2.2(c). By imposing quantisation condition (3.2), we may compare the 
quantum 5-kicked rotor with its classically chaotic counterpart. In the quantum case, the 
dynamics depend upon k, displaying the effects described in Section 3.4. 

The quantum resonance and quantum antiresonance features of the quantum (5-kicked 
rotor are demonstrated in Fig. 4.2. We quantify the time evolution in terms of D{j), the 
normalised angular momentum density'^ We show results for the cases ^ = 1 in the left-
hand plots, and ^ = 2 in the right-hand plots. The initial condition of the zero-momentum 
eigenstate is shown in Figs. 4.2(a) and (b). The apphcation of Floquet operator (3.18) 
modifies the momentum distribution, as seen in Figs. 4.2(c) and (d). Quantum antires
onance, characterised by Eq. (3.31), is depicted in Fig. 4.2(e) by the recurrence of the 
initial state. In contrast, quantum resonance, characterised by Eq. (3.28), is observed in 
Fig. 4.2(f), as seen by the continued spread in the momentum distribution. The time 
evolution of the eigenstate displays these quantum resonant effects for subsequent kicks, 
with the momentum dependence investigated in Chapter 9 for a range of parameters. 

3 . 6 The Talbot time 

The Talbot effect is a phenomenon from classical optics, discovered in 1836 [100, 101], and 
analysed for an extensive variety of optical arrangements [102, 103]. In this section, we 

^Observables used to analyse the momentum distributions are introduced in Chapter -5. 
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Figure 3.1: The quantum standard map (3.20), with initial eigenstate \j — 0) , shown in (a) and 
(b). The normalised distribution density D{j), is shown evolving over subsequent applications 
of Floquet operator (3.18), with n = 1 (c), (d); n = 2 (e), (f); and n = 3 (g), (h). Parameters 
axe (f)d = K/k = O.STT, with k = 2TT (Quantum antiresonance: ^ = 1 ) [left-hand column], and 
k = An (Quantum resonance: £ = 2) [right-hand column]. 

make an analogy with the effect from optics by defining the Talbot time. We demonstrate 
that an angular momentum eigenstate exhibits the quantum resonant effects introduced 
in Section 3.4. 
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3̂  3.7. Summary 

In Fig. 4.2, we investigate the dependence of the quantum 5-kicked rotor upon the 
rescaled Planck's constant, k = hT/I. This could be examined by varying the properties 
of the rotor. However, we choose to keep M and R fixed, constraining the moment of 
inertia. Therefore, to examine the k dependence, we modify T, the time period between 
the (5-kicks. 

The Talbot time is then defined as 

A-KI 
TT = (3.32) 

h 
which is the smallest time between kicks for which we observe quantum resonance. The 
features described in Section 3.4 may be equivalently characterised in terms of the pulse 
period 

r = ^ , (3.33) 

again with even £ values corresponding to quantum resonance, and quantum antiresonance 
observed for odd values of I [104 . 

3 . 7 Summary 

In this chapter, we have introduced the quantum 5-kicked rotor to analyse the quantum 
analogue to a classically chaotic regime. We evaluate the time-evolution using Floquet 
analysis, demonstrating quantum resonance in Section 3.4.2, and quantum antiresonance 
in Section 3.4.3. In the next chapter we generalise to the (5-kicked accelerator for an 
atom-optical configuration, incorporating gravitational effects for a finite temperature 
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Chapter 4 

Atom-optical realisation of the 
5-kicked accelerator 

4.1 Overview 

The quantum (5-kicked rotor may be examined by subjecting a dilute atomic gas to a 
periodically pulsed optical standing wave. This is referred to as the atom-optical config
uration. One of the features of such experiments is that the optical standing wave may 
be oriented vertically, allowing a distribution of atoms to fall under gravity during the 
optical pulses. This realises the quantum (5-kicked accelerator. 

In this chapter, we introduce the (5-kicked accelerator, incorporating gravity into the 
model derived in Chapter 3. An experimental reahsation is presented, for which results 
are presented in Chapter 7 in the zero-temperature limit, and for a thermal gas in Chapter 
8. 

4.2 Atom-optical configuration 

In this thesis, the dynamics of quantum (5-kicked systems is investigated in the context 
of atomic physics, due to the advances in laser coohng and trapping that have made it 
possible to study quantum phenomena [105, 106]. A typical experimental configuration 
is presented in Fig. 4.1(a), with a summary of the procedure outhned in Fig. 4.1(b). We 
present a simplified schematic of experimental arrangements performed in Oxford, UK, 
using caesium [107], and in Austin, Texas, USA, using sodium [108, 109 . 

A thermal distribution of alkali atoms is confined and Doppler cooled in a magneto-
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4.2. Atom-optical configuration 

Laser beam 

Phase shifted 
Laser beam 

(b) 
Atoms 

confined 
to MOT 

Atoms 
cooled 

MOT 
turned 

Laser pulses Atom cloud 
falls and 
expands 

Time-of-flight 
measurement 

time 

Figure 4.1: Atomic realisation of the 5-kicked accelerator. A schematic for a typical experi
ment is shown in (a), with the experimental procedure outlined in (b). 
A finite temperature cloud of atoms is laser cooled before being exposed to a periodically pulsed 
sinusoidal potential formed by the interference of two counter-propagating laser beams. The 
atoms experience a Hnear acceleration a ,̂ tuned by phase shifting the laser beams to a walking-
wave potential. The laser pulses approximate (J-kicks, exposing the cooled atoms to an envi
ronment described by Hamiltonian (4.3). Orienting the system vertically enables the precision 
measurement of local gravitational acceleration g. Following the pulses, the atoms then fall 
freely under gravity, allowing the cloud to expand, resulting in the separation of the momentum 
states. They pass through a time-of-flight beam, enabling the momentum distribution of the 
atoms to be measured. 
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4.2. Atom-optical configuration 

optical trap (MOT) [110-113]. Releasing the atom cloud from all external fields, it falls 
subject to gravity and the potential formed by two periodically pulsed counter-propagating 
laser beams [114]. We theoretically examine the evolution of the momentum distribution 
due to the vertically aligned pulsed sinusoidal potential, which we compare with experi
ment [16-18, 21, 55-57, 64 . 

Over the duration of the pulses, the position of the atoms is not modified significantly 
by the interactions with the laser beam. However, the momentum of the atoms provides a 
signature for quantum resonant effects, which is typically measured using a time-of-flight 
measurement, as explained in the next section. 

4.2.1 Time-of-flight method 

Following the laser pulses at time t = nT, the momentum distribution is to be measured. 
The atom cloud is allowed to fall freely, expanding and thus causing the individual mo
mentum states to separate [115]. Treating the subsequent evolution classically, after an 
evolution of duration r, the change in the vertical position z{t) for a particular momentum 
state is given by 

^ir + nT)-z{nT) = ^ - ^ . (4.1) 

Since the Doppler cooled cloud initially has a narrow distribution in position, after suf
ficient time for which r 3> nT, the momentum distribution at i = nT may be inferred 
from the position distribution -At t — r -\- nT. 

The Burnett group at Oxford made use of the time-of-flight method, resolving the 
momentum with a precision on the order of ~ hK [107]. This degree of resolution is 
sufficient for the observation of quantum resonance and quantum antiresonance, as we 
demonstrate in Chapter 7. We explain in Chapter 10 that there are a variety of experi
mental techniques available for the preparation of an atomic ensemble with a very narrow 
momentum distribution, thus ensuring that the temperature is low enough for quantum 
effects to be observed. 

4.2.2 Interactions 

In a thermal gas, interactions occur when the constituent atoms collide, distributing their 
energy and momentum [116]. The experiments in Oxford and Texas were performed 
using a thermal gas at temperatures. Interactions were suppressed by using very 
dilute samples. 
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4.2. Atom-optical configuration 

At lower temperatures considered in this thesis, bosonic species form a Bose-Einstein 
condensate, for which interactions are significant and categorised by s-wave scattering 
117]. It is possible to tune the scattering length to zero [118] using Feshbach resonances 
119-122], which means that the interactions may be neglected. 

The quantum resonance effects which we are interested in observing are most promi
nent if the interactions are suppressed. We therefore neglect the atom-atom interactions 
throughout this thesis, as has been justified experimentally for the temperature range 
considered. 

4.2.3 Two-level atom Hamiltonian 

The interaction of an accelerating two-level atom exposed to a counter-propagating laser 
beam potential is represented by the Hamiltonian, 

1 p2 
i^2ievei = 2 ^ 0 (le)(e| - \9){g\) + ^ + 

+ ]^h^Ri [e'^'=^^-'^'-'+*^)|e)(5| + e-'(^-^-^-'^^'+^^)|p)(e|] (4-2) 

which describes the energy of the atoms occupying ground state \g) and excited state |e). 
The energy difference between the internal atomic levels is hwo, with the laser frequency 
uji corresponding to a wave-vector along the vertical direction of magnitude ki. The 
difference between the transition frequency and the laser frequency is known as the de
tuning, defined A = UQ — UJL- The lasers have phases (pi and 4>2, and Rabi frequencies flm 
and Clfi2- The gravitational potential is expressed in terms of g, the local gravitational 
acceleration. 

The laser beam potential in Eq. (4.2) does not vary with time. In the next section, 
we justify the assumptions imposed to model the time dependence of the Hamiltonian. 

4.2.4 The Raman-Nath regime 

In this thesis, we model the experimental setup theoretically by comparing it to the 
quantum (5-kicked rotor described in Chapter 3. We approximate the finite laser-pulse 
duration to be instantaneous, modehing the time periodic laser potential by a sequence 
of Dirac (5-functions, as imposed by Eq. (2.3) for the classical (5-kicked rotor. 
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4. 4.3. Model Hamiltonian 

The (5-kick assumption is justified provided that over the duration of the pulse, the 
atoms do not move a distance that is comparable with the wavelength of the laser beam. 
An atom satisfying this criterion is said to be in the Raman-Nath regime. 

Provided that the atom cloud is sufficiently cooled, atoms which lie outside of the 
Raman-Nath regime serve only to reduce the effective value of the stochasticity param
eter, and characteristic (5-kick behaviour continues to be exhibited in the momentum 
distribution [48]. In experiment, it has been verified that it is possible to sufficiently cool 
a cloud of alkali atoms, such that the (5-kick assumption is valid [57 . 

By modifying Hamiltonian (4.2) to incorporate the time periodicity of the laser pulses, 
i t is possible to derive the atom-optical (5-kicked accelerator, which we discuss in the next 
section. 

4.3 Model Hamiltonian 

The atom-optical 5-kicked accelerator is described by the Hamiltonian, 

-2 °° 
^5ka = ^ + Maz - h(pacos{Kz) 5{t - nT), (4.3) 

n=0 

which is subject to the quantisation condition 

z.p] = ih. (4.4) 

In this section we compare the atom-optical ^-kicked accelerator to the quantum 5-kicked 

rotor from Chapter 3. 

Hamiltonian (4.3) is derived in Appendix B by imposing the time dependence as

sumptions from Section 4.2.4 to the two-level atom Hamiltonian (4.2). We express this 

Hamiltonian in the reference frame of the falling atoms, and adiabatically eliminate the 

transition between \g) and |e). 

Hamiltonian (4.3) has the form of the quantum 5-kicked rotor (3.1), with the following 

significant modifications: 

1. The conjugate linear momentum p has a continuous spectrum of eigenvalues, in 
contrast to the discretely quantised angular momentum J. In Section 4.5, we assess 
the dependence upon the momentum of the time evolution for a single atom. 
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4.3. Model Hamiltonian 

2. The position operator z. aligned along the vertical spatial axis, replaces the angular 
position opercitor 6. 

3. We consider the linear motion by atoms, each with mass M. as opposed to the 

moment of inertia 7 of a rotor. The equivalence of the mathematics relating a rotor 

to a periodic linear system enables Bloch theory to be invoked in Section 4 .4.2. 

4. The model is generalised to incorporate a uniform acceleration a along the vertical 

direction. For a vertically aligned configuration, a = g — a^, such that this quantity 

is composed of the local gravitational acceration g together with a phase term â i-

Proof of principle experiments have demonstrated that precision measurement of 

g is possible by tuning the value of to reveal the quantum resonance effects 

56]. The prospect for precision measurement of gravity with the quantum (5-kicked 

accelerator is assessed in Chapter 12. 

5. The standing-wave pulses have wavenumber K, which ensures a dimensionless ar

gument for the cosine function. In Chapter 12, we present values of K used in 

experiment, and explain how this is relevant to enable the prospect of precision 

measurement. 

6. In Section 3.4, we explained that quantum resonant effects occur for large values of 

the quantity 0^, which is defined by Eq. (3 .26) in terms of both the stochasticity 

parameter and the rescaled Planck's constant. From the context of atomic physics, 

the physical interpretation of this dimensionless variable is to quantify the strength 

of the individual pulses from a laser beam. In Section B.6, we demonstrate that 

4>d is the amplitude of the phase modulation, defining the effective potential depth 

(pcL = ^%tp/8A [57], for Rabi frequency and detuning A. The 5-kick term 

contributes a phase to the system wavefunction, which has been experimentally 

studied over the range O.STT < (pd < I-STT [16, 57] . In order to remain consistent 

throughout this thesis, we constrain (pd = O.STT, typical to experiments from atomic 

physics [16-18 , 2 1 , 55-58 , 60 . 

As explained in this section, the experimental configuration introduced in Section 4.2 

can be modelled by 5-kicked accelerator Hamiltonian (4 .3) . In the next section, we follow 

the procedure from Chapter 3 to derive the time evolution operator, which we then apply 

to an individual eigenstate in Section 4.5. 
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4. 4.4. The evolution operator in the accelerating frame 

4.4 The evolution operator in the accelerating frame 

The 5-kicked accelerator Hamiltonian is expressed in the reference frame of the falling 
atoms. We derive a time evolution operator for the atom-optical configuration, which 
incorporates the acceleration dependence of the falling atoms. 

4.4.1 The periodic Hamiltonian in the accelerating frame 

In this section, we make use of operator identities from Appendix A to derive the (5-kicked 
accelerator Hamiltonian from the reference frame which is accelerating with the centre of 
mass of the cloud of falling atoms. The unitary operator 

f i \ 
U{t) = exp -Adazt . (4.5) 

\n ) 

is used to transform Eq. (4.3). Using the displacement operator (A.3) and Hamiltonian 
transformation (A.8), we obtain 

^ 5 k a = ^^''^^''^ - ^<P<i cos(A-i) f; <5(t - nT). (4.6) 
n=0 

Comparing this to Hamiltonian (4.3), the linear position dependent term has been re
moved and the momentum operator was displaced. Therefore, as a consequence of per
forming unitary operation (4.5), Hamiltonian (4.6) is periodic in position space. We 
exploit the periodicity in position to simplify the mathematics describing the evolution of 
the atoms. 

4.4.2 Quasimomentum conservation: Bloch theory 

It is convenient to separate the momentum into discrete and continuous components, 

p = hK{k + p), (4.7) 

where the eigenvalues of k are integers, with the eigenvalues of 0 restricted to the interval 
— 1/2 < (3 < 1/2. The Hamiltonian in the reference frame accelerating with the falling 
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4.4. The evolution operator in the accelerating frame 

atoms is then given by 

H.^ = - M.cos(A'S) ± 6(t - nT). (4^8) 
; )-0 

The spatial periodicity of Hamiltonian (4.8) is analogous to the spatial periodicity 

observed in solid state systems [123, 124]. Therefore, Bloch theory applies to this system, 

which demonstrates a conservation law for quasimomentum, as explained below. 

Hamiltonian (4.8) commutes with the quasimomentum operator $ [1, 19, 125, 126 . 

Therefore, the quasimomentum is conserved in the accelerating frame, and the laser field 

induces coupling only between momentum eigenstates differing in momenta by integer 

multiples of hK. 

In Section 4.4.4, we evaluate the time evolution operator by making use of the peri
odicity in the momentum. 

4.4.3 IMomentum units 

The 5-kick component of Hamiltonian (4.8) shows that the laser pulse establishes a si

nusoidal potential, with periodicity set by wavevector K = 2ki. We used this result to 

demonstrate that quasimomentum is conserved, which enables the atom-optical 5-kicked 

accelerator to be described using essentially the same mathematics as in Chapter 3. 

Due to the momentum of an atom being changed discretely, it is convenient to use 

Eq. (6.2.3) to define units of momentum. To present the results of this thesis, we express 

the momentum in terms of hK, which is twice the photon recoil hki [127 . 

4.4.4 The transformed Floquet operator 

Following the same procedure as in Chapter 3, the time-evolution operator correspond

ing to Hamiltonian (4.3), defined from just before one kick to just before the next is 

determined to be 

F^ua = exp { - \ 
h 

^ + Maz T]exp{i(t>dCos{Kz)). (4.9) 
_2M 

The Floquet operator exhibits quantum resonant effects by setting 

TT .2TTM 
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4.5. Time evolution 

where the Talbot time for the atom optical configuration is defined [1 

T r - ' i ^ . . (4.U, 

with ^ a positive integer. For a single eigenstate, which has a particular value of quasi-
momentum /9, we demonstrate in Appendix C that the time evolution operator may be 
expressed as 

F„,(/3) = exp {-m [(1 + 2(3^ - (2n - 1) fi] A:) exp (zĉ ^ cos(/<5)). (4.12) 

The dependence upon kick number n introduces a time argument into the evolution 
operator, which means that technically it is not a Floquet operator. However, in the frame 
of the falling atoms, the transformed Floquet operator (4.12) is useful for investigating 
the kick-to-kick evolution. The dependence upon the acceleration is parametrised by the 
diraensionless quantity 

In this thesis, we investigate the time evolution as a function of this rescaled effective 
gravity parameter. 

4.5 Time evolution 

To evaluate the application of time evolution operator (4.12), we begin by simplifying the 
initial distribution by considering an idealised system prepared in a momentum eigenstate: 

\<i,{t = Q)) = \k + (3). (4.14) 

In this chapter, we present results for a single initial momentum eigenstate, constraining 
the study to a particular {3 subspace. Gaining an understanding of the evolution of state 
(4.14) enables the evolution of a general distribution to be inferred. 
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4.5. Time evolution 

4.5.1 Momentum eigenstate evolution 

The evolution of state (4.14) can be determined at time t = nT. by consecutively applying 
transformed Floquet operators defined by Eq. (4.12). More formally, 

| * ( ^ = nT)) = J^,(/?)|/c + /?), (4.15) 

where 

MP) = FMF„,-iiP)K_2{P)..-F,iP). (4.16) 

The conservation of quasimomentum. as shown in Section 4.4.2, allows the evolved 
momentum eigenstate (4.15) to be expanded into its constituent momentum eigenstate 
components, 

oo 

| * ( i = n T ) ) = c,,{P,nT)\j+p)., (4.17) 
j=-oo 

where the probability amphtudes Ckj{l3.nT) are given by 

c,,(/?, nT)5{(5 - [3') = U + p'\Pn{P)\k + P). (4.18) 

Taking the complex conjugate, the evolution of {k + P\ is given by 

oo 

{^it^nT)\= J2 cl,{P.nT){j + P\. (4.19) 
j = -oo 

In the next chapter, we use Eq. (4.17) and (4.19) to demonstrate that the evolution of an 
individual momentum eigenstate is given by 

oo 

D,{P, t = nT) = Yl nT)\'-D,iP, t = 0). (4.20) 
k=-oo 

In Appendix D, we summarise the analytic forms of these matrix elements for various 
initial parameters. In the next section, we evaluate the time evolution for a momentum 
eigenstate, and demonstrate an application known as velocity selection, which has been 
observed in experiment [128, 129 . 
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4.5. Time evolution 

4.5.2 Velocity selection 

In this section, we demonstrate quantum resonant effects for the (5-kicked rotor by setting 
n = 0. We examine the (3 dependence by investigating the time dependence for individual 
eigenstates. An arbitrary momentum distribution is composed from many atoms with 
varying speeds, which we analyse by comparing the evolution for each (3 subspace. 

The observation of quantum resonance and quantum antiresonance has been achieved 
experimentally. The dependence upon the momentum, or equivalently the velocity, pro
vides apphcations to both precision measurement of momentum and the selection of a 
chosen momentum class. 

Quantum resonant effects for the atom-optical 5-kicked rotor 

In Fig. 4.2, we show the evolution of the momentum distribution for the atom-optical 
(5-kicked rotor, where T = = 1). The initial momentum distributions are shown 

for eigenstates p = 0 in Fig. 4.2(a), and p — 0.5 hK in Fig. 4.2(b). The distributions are 
shown evolving by the application of successive kicks. As seen from Fig. 4.2, quantum 
antiresonance is observed in the P = 0 subspace, characterised by the recurrence of the 
initial state every two pulses. Quantum resonance is shown in the (3 = 1/2 subspace, with 
the atom cloud expanding ballistically. 

Quantum resonant effects are observed as a function of momentum, as expected from 
the P dependence of Eq. (4.12). This can be compared to the quantum resonant effects 
presented in Fig. 4.2, for which the value of £ was varied. 

Experimental observation of velocity dependent quantum resonant effects 

The ability to select the velocity of atoms to high precision allows quantum systems to 
be manipulated. These results are consistent with an experiment by the Hoogerland 
group in Auckland, in which they observe these quantum resonant phenomena for a range 
of P values [128, 129]. They propose applications which can make use of these results: 
velocity selection of narrow parts of an initial distribution, or conversely, the accurate 
measurement of a momentum distribution. 
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4.6. Summary 
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Figure 4.2: The momentum distribution of eigenstate (4.14), initially with p = 0 [left-hand 
column] and p = 0.5 HK [right-hand column]. The initial state (a), (b), is evolved by subsequent 
applications of evolution operator (4.12), with n = 1 (c), (d); n = 2 (e), (f); and n = 3 (g), (h). 
Parameters are (pd = O.Stt, T = TT/2 {£ = 1), and Q. = 0. Note the similarity to Fig. , for which 
the quantum resonant and quantum antiresonant effects correspond to particular values of the 
pulse period T. 

4.6 Summary 

We have derived the time evolution operator for the atom-optical ^-kicked accelerator. In 

Chapter 7 we show results for various system parameters, adopting the idealisation of the 
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4.6. Summary 

zero temperature limit by restricting the system to the P = 0 subspace. In Chapter 6 we 
explain how a finite temperature gas was numerically simulated, with results for the high 
temperature limit presented in Chapter 8. A detailed analysis of the quasimomentum de
pendence for the individual eigenstates is given in Chapter 9. We present the temperature 
dependence of the 6-kicked rotor in Chapter 10, and the (5-kicked accelerator in Chapter 
11. 
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Chapter 5 

Quantum observables 

5.1 Overview 
In this chapter, we introduce the quantum observables which we use to characterise the 
time-evolution: 

1. Momentum distribution. 

2. Momentum moments. 

3. Momentum cumulants. 

We derive analytic expressions for the observables for two limiting cases: 

1. The ultracold regime: In Section 5.4, we consider the idealisation of a zero tem
perature gas by evaluating the evolution of an individual momentum eigenstate. In 
this regime, the quantum resonant effects are well resolved. The low temperature 
analytic results are compared with simulation results in Chapter 7. 

2. The thermal regime: In Section 5.5, we consider a broad initial momentum distribu
tion composed from an incoherent mixture of momentum eigenstates. The quantum 
resonant effects average out. The high temperature analytic results are compared 
with simulation results in Chapter 8. 

5.2 Definitions 

The momentum distribution is determined from a matrix known as the density operator, 
which we time evolve using the transformed Floquet operator. To analyse the momentum 
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5. 5.2. Definitions 

distribution, we define momentum moments and momentum cumulants, which we evaluate 
in this thesis for a variety of values for the system parameters. 

5.2.1 Momentum distribution definition 

A finite temperature atomic gas consists of an incoherent mixture of momentum eigen-
states. In this section, we express the momentum distribution by defining a matrix known 
as the density operator. We expose this matrix to the sequence of transformed Floquet 
operators given in Eq. (4.16), and then extract the resulting momentum distribution. 

Density operator definition 

To investigate the temperature dependence of the dynamics within a gas, the initial 
distribution may be expressed in terms of an incoherent sum of orthogonal plane waves. 
This defines the density operator [99], 

p{t = 0) = hK J dp\p)D{p){p\. (5.1) 

The momentum density D{p) is normalised, with units of inverse momentum (/ i / \ ' )~ ' , 
and may be extracted from the diagonal elements of the density operator. The integral 
in Eq. (5.1) is multiplied by hK which ensures that the density operator matrix elements 
are dimensionless. 

In terms of the discrete and continuous variables introduced in Eq. (6.2.3), the mo
mentum distribution is given by D{p) = Dk{P)/hK, and the integral becomes 

Pit = 0)= d p T \k + P)D,[p){k + p\. (5.2) 

For each individual eigenstate, the value of P remains constant, due to quasimomentum 
conservation as described in in Section 4.4.2. As a result, the time evolution may be eval
uated by examining the change in the contribution to the sum of the discrete momentum 
variable k. 

Density operator time dependence 

The time evolution of momentum operator p allows the time dependence of the density 
D{p) to be evaluated. The time evolution of the individual momentum eigenstates are 
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5.2. Definitions 

given by Eq. (4.17) and (4.19). Hence the time-evolved density operator is obtained by 
substituting state (4.17) for the eigenstates in Eq. (5.2), which reveals 

p{t = nT)= / J.(3Y, E CkA(^:nT)\3+l5)DM ^ 4^ . , ( /? ' ,nr) ( /+ (5.3) 
k=-oo j = -oo j'=-oo 

Final momentum density 

We extract the time evolved distribution from the diagonal elements of evolved density 
operator matrix (5.3). Setting j = f and 0 = /3', we obtain 

oo 

D,ip,t = nT)= Yl \ckj{P.nT)fD,{P..t = 0)- (5.4) 
k=-oo 

In Appendix D, we explain that 

oo 

D,{P,t = nT) = JUHD,{p,t = 0), (5.5) 
fc=-oo 

where uj is presented for a variety of system parameters. 

As a result, the laser pulses directly modify the momentum of the atoms, and therefore 
the distributions in momentum space reveal the effect of the Floquet kicks. This quantity, 
which was plotted in Figs. 4.2 and 4.2, is used throughout this thesis to emphasise the 
effect of the laser pulses upon a cloud of cold atoms. 

5.2.2 Momentum moment definition 

The gith-order momentum moment is defined 

ip")^ = j dpD{p)v'>.. (5.6) 

which gives a measure of the shape of a distribution. The subscript n denotes the ap-
phcation of time-evolution operator J^n{P). defined in Eq. (4.16), which corresponds to 
time t = nT. In terms of the discrete and continuous variables given in Eq. (6.2.3), and 
substituting for the time evolved distribution (5.4), the momentum moments are given by 

^1/2 oo 

{p^)^ = {hKy dp Y JUi'^)Dk{p){j + py. (5.7) 
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5. 5.2. Definitions 

The momentum moments are defined by distribution D{p), and conversely, an ar
bitrary momentum distribution may be constructed from a complete set of momentum 
moments, {{p'')n}; ioi q — 1 , . . . , oo. We therefore use the momentum moments in this 
thesis to concisely convey the distribution data. In the next section, we define momentum 
cumulants, which are mutually independent, and therefore provide a useful measure for 
describing the shape of the momentum distribution. 

5.2.3 Momentum cumulant definition 

In this section we define and interpret the momentum cumulants, explaining the signifi
cance of interpreting these observables. 

Significance of the momentum cumulants 

A gth-order momentum moment {p'')n is dependent upon all moments up to order {q — I). 
As a consequence, {p~)n and {p'^)n are not independent quantities. Using an iterative 
process, mutually independent cumulants {{p''))n can be constructed from the moments 
{p)n,{P%,---AP')n [19, 130-132]. 

The energy of the atoms in the cloud has a mean value proportional to ((p"))„, with 
a standard deviation proportional to {{p^))n- Therefore, the cumulants relate directly to 
experimentally observable quantities. 

Iterative momentum cumulant definition 

Momentum cumulants are related to the moments by the recursion formula [130]: 

m)n={p'^)n-J^{ : ^ mUp'-kYn (5.8) 

We express the momentum cumulants in terms of the momentum moments as seen below: 

1. The first-order cumulant ((p)),,, is equivalent to the mean 

2. The second-order cumulant {{p'))n is the variance, as defined by 

{{P'))n = { f ) n - {P)l (5.9) 
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5.2. Definitions 

3. The third-order cumulant, known as the skew, characterises the balance of the 
distribution about the mean, and is given by 

{ { f ) ) n ^ { f ) n - m n { p % + {p)l (5.10) 

4. The fourth-order momentum cumulant, also known as the kurtosis, is defined 

{{p%, ^ {p% - 4{f)n{p)n + I2{p\,{p)l - Z { f ) l - 6{p)l (5.11) 

Interpretation of the momentum cumulants 

The shape of the momentum distribution may be constructed from the set {((p'')),,,}, for 
9 = 1 , . . . , oo. Since the momentum cumulants are mutually independent, finer detail is 
added by the higher-order cumulants, and therefore a good approximation to the original 
distribution is provided by the first few cumulants. 

For a symmetric distribution, its odd ordered momentum cumulants are zero [3 . 
Futhermore, if a momentum distribution is symmetric initially, for Q = r/s, it must 
evolve to a symmetric distribution at intervals of .s kicks [2]. As we explain in Section 
5.3, we are justified in modelling a thermal gas by a Gaussian momentum distribution. 
Therefore, we are only interested in the even-ordered momentum cumulants. 

The second-order cumulant characterises the width of a distribution. Low values of 
{(p~))n correspond to narrow distributions, while high values of ((j5-))„ correspond to wide 
distributions. 

The fourth-order cumulant characterises the pointedness of a distribution. Negative 
values of ((p^))n correspond to flat distibutions, which highlight quantum resonance fea
tures. Positive values of ((p^))n correspond to peaked distributions, which emphasise the 
predominance of quantum antiresonance effects. 

Momentum cumulant simplification for a symmetric distribution 

The odd moments remain relatively insignificant in comparison to the rapidly growing 
even moments [3]. Therefore, the second-order cuniulant simplifies to 

((P'))n = (p-)n, (5.12) 
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and the fourth-order cumulant simplifies to 

The second and fourth-order cumulants are numerically evaluated in Chapter 11 to present 
the temperature dependence results for an atom cloud subject to (5-kicked accelerator 
Hamiltonian (4.3). 

The set of cumulants used to convey the distribution data, may be truncated by 
neglecting odd cumulants and high-order cumulants. In this thesis, we find that it is 
sufficient to describe all of the results using {p~)n and {{p'^))n-

5.3 Initial conditions 

The initial momentum distribution D{p) is defined for a finite temperature gas according 
to Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics. In this chapter, we analytically evaluate the system 
dynamics for two limiting cases: the ultracold and thermal limits. 

The Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution 

A general distribution is expressed by its component eigenstates. We approximate a 
thermal gas to a Gaussian initial momentum distribution D{p) = Dk{P)/hK, 

DM = exp f ^ ^ 1 ^ ) , (5.14) 

which the distribution width is parametrised by the dimensionless quantity w. The initial 
variance is given by ((p-))n=o = w-ihK)-, and all other momentum cumulants take the 
value of zero. 

In this thesis we explore the temperature dependence for an initial distribution of 
non-interacting particles with a Maxwell-Boltzmann temperature defined in terms of w 
by [116 

^- = -Mkr- ^'-''^ 
Individual momentum eigenstates 

We approximate a finite temperature cloud by considering its constituent momentum 
eigenstates. In the limit that the system can be described by a single momentum eigen-
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5.4. The ultracold limit 

state, the momentum distribution reduces to a Dirac d-function. In this limit, we set the 
distribution width w = 0, which corresponds to a zero temperature idealisation. This well 
approximates an ultracold Bose-Einstein condensate, provided that interactions may be 
neglected, as explained in Section 4.2.2. 

Investigating the evolution of individual momentum eigenstates allows the dependence 
upon the quasimomentum to be evaluated. For example, the p = 0.5 h,K momentum 
eigenstate is shown in Fig. 4.2(b) for which the momentum distribution is described by 
the Dirac (5-function, D{p) = 6{p - hK/2), or equivalently Dk{P) = 5ko5{P - 1/2), for 
which the Kronecker (5-function St^o denotes the discrete momentum k = 0. 

The evolution of an individual eigenstate is analytically evaluated in Section 5.4, and 
compared with numerical results analysing the P dependence in Chapter 9. 

Finite temperature 

High temperature results are obtained by taking the limit that w » 1/2\/2TT^, for which 
the dynamics is described by a superposition of the quantum resonant effects. We have 
found an analytic solution for the (5-kicked accelerator at high temperatures for specific 
values of the system parameters, with results summarised in Section 5.5. We compare the 
analytic description of the thermal limit in Chapter 8. 

The temperature dependence of the (5-kicked rotor is examined in Chapter 10. We 
explore fractional quantum resonances of the 5-kicked accelerator in Chapter 11, evalu
ating the sensitivity to Q in Chapter 12, with a view to assess the prospect for precision 
measurement of local gravitational acceleration. 

5.4 The ultracold limit 

We study the evolution of momentum moments as a useful way to characterize the atomic 
dynamics. If the state of the atoms is initially prepared in the momentum eigenstate 
\k + P), the gth-order momentum moment after time t = nT is found by simplifying 
Eq. (5.7) to 

oo 

{p'^)r. = {hKr J2 jf-kHu+pr, (5.16) 
j=-oo 

where a; is a function dependent upon the value of the acceleration parameter Q. In this 
section, we express (p^)n and (p^)n i i i terms of UJ, with a solution derived for fractional 
quantum resonant effects. 
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5.4. The ultracold limit 

5.4.1 Evaluating {f)'')n for the /3 = 0 eigenstate 

Setting /? = 0, we can analytically solve Eq. (5.16) iox q = 2 using the Bessel function 

identity T^JL-^^'Jjiv) = TI2 [1, 133], from which we obtain 

( p % = ( / i A 7 ^ y . (5.17) 

5.4.2 Evaluating for the /3 = 0 eigenstate 

Using the Bessel function identity T!f=-ooi^-^^i^) = ^vV8 + 77-/2 [2], we find that 
Eq. (5.16) with g = 4 in the ultracold hmit has the solution 

{pX = { h K Y ( ^ + ' ^ ) . (-5.18) 
V 8 2 J 

5.4.3 Quantum resonance 

In the case where Q = l/s, Eq. (5.17) and (5.18) can be evaluated analytically. For even 
s( l — £), and n an integer multiple of s, we explain with Eq. (D.IO) that 

" = ^ - (5.19) 

from which we find for g = 2 that 

{ p \ = { h R y ^ . (5.20) 

Equation (5.20) describes quadratic growth in the second-order momentum moment, and 
therefore the kinetic energy, with a growth rate inversely proportional to s. 

Similarly, for g = 4, we find that 

,,,, 
To leading order, Eq. (5.21) describes quartic growth with a rate inversely proportional 
to S-. 

For the initially infinitely narrow momentum distributions considered here, the evo
lution of the fourth-order momentum moment does not provide significant additional 
information over and above that extracted from the second-order momentum moment 
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evolution. However, as we show in Section 5.5, the situation is quite different for ini
tially broad, thermal momentum distributions, so we have included a description of the 
fourth-order momentum moment dynamics here for completeness. 

5.4.4 Quantum antiresonance 

In Appendix D, we describe fractional quantum antiresonance effects, for which, first-
order quantum antiresonances are of particular importance to this thesis, as depicted in 
Fig. 4.2, and characterised by the Floquet operator identity (3.31). 

For a zero-momentum eigenstate, quantum antiresonance occurs for odd integers i. 
At the quantum antiresonance, with odd values of 77,, the matrix element is given by 
koj(0)l~ = Jj{4>d)- Therefore, following the first kick, the results are the same for a 
quantum resonance, as is demonstrated by comparing the momentum distributions in 
Fig. 4.2(c) and 4.2(d). For even values of n, the momentum distribution returns to the 
initial condition, as is verified from the probability amplitudes given by |coj(0)|" = ^jo-
The second-order momentum moment evolves as 

{ p \ = ihKf^cf^lil - i-ir]. (5.22) 

The oscillation of the second-order momentum moment with period 2T is illustrated 
in Chapter 7 by selecting values of i and 0 which correspond to a quantum antiresonance. 

5.4.5 Evaluating {{p^))n for the /3 = 0 eigenstate 

Before considering the high-temperature limit of the cumulant dynamics, it is first instruc
tive to consider the zero-temperature limit where the initial state is a zero-momentum 
eigenstate. The initial state is symmetric in p so {{p^))n = {p~)n is given by Eq. (5.20) 
which is valid for n an integer multiple of s (where Q = 1/s). 

Substituting Eqs. (5.20) and (5.21) into Eq. (5.13), we find that the fourth-order 
momentum cumulant for the ultracold Umit is given by 

( _ ? | ^ , ^ ) , , , . 3 , 

where again n is an integer multiple of s. 
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5.5 The thermal limit 

Deriving analytic expressions for the momentum moment evolution of a finite temperature 
gas is more involved than arriving at the zero temperature results (5.20) and (5.21). 
However, it is possible to derive such expressions for integer and half-integer values of Q, 
as detailed in Appendix E. 

In this section, we consider the quantum resonant features by setting i to be an 
integer. Also, setting the initial Gaussian momentum distribution (5.14) to be broad, we 
demonstrate that by choosing w to be large, the dynamics of the finite temperature case 
approaches the thermal limit. 

5.5.1 Derivation for {p^)n in the thermal Hmit 

In Appendix E, we derive (p^)n in the thermal limit for both integer and half-integer 
values of Q. We derive Eqs. (E.33) and (E.37), 

{ p \ = [hKf (w'- + § 7 ^ ) , (5.24) 

which are the same for both cases. Note that for the case of the half-integer result, 
Eq. (5.24) only applies for even values of n. However, we observe that the results are 
equivalent where the theory is applicable. 

In Chapter 8, we present a numerical study of the thermal regime, and demonstrate 
that {p')n is independent of fi. We therefore refer to as being unresolvable using {fr)n 
in the thermal hmit. 

For the classical (5-kicked rotor, the second-order moment for a thermal momentum 
distribution evolves according to Eq. (5.24) [46, 73]. Therefore, the quantum nature of 
the time-evolution is not revealed for a thermal gas by using second-order observables. 
Therefore, we evaluate the fourth-order momentum moments and cumulants. 

5.5.2 Derivation for {p'^)n in the thermal Hmit 

We now summarise the analytic results derived in Appendix E for the fourth-order mo
mentum moment. For integer values of VL we find in Section E.3 that 

{PX = [hKf ( ^ n ' + ^ n + ^ n + 3w'(f>ln + 3wA . (5.25) 
\ 4 8 2 J 
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For half-integer values of fl we find in Section E.4, that with the restriction that n is 
even, the evolution of the fourth-order momentum moment is given by 

{ p \ = (hRr f ^ n ' + ^ n + ^ n + Sw'cpjn + 3w'] . (5.26) 
\ 8 8 2 J 

The leading order term of the fourth-order momentum moment evolution is cubic in 

n, with the leading-order coefficient for half-integer Q is exactly half the leading-order 

coefficient in the integer Q case. Therefore, it is possible to distinguish between fractional 

quantum resonances with integer and half-integer values of Q. using (p'')„,. This quantity 

may be used to distinguish between values for a finite temperature atom cloud, as we 

verify numerically in Chapter 8. We refer to Q as being resolvable using {p'^)n in the 

thermal limit. 

5.5.3 Evaluating {{p^))n in the thermal limit 

We define a Gaussian initial momentum distribution by asserting the standard deviation 

of w{hK), as explained in Section 5.3. In the thermal limit, where w is taken to be large, 

the momentum variance is given by Eq. (5.24). Subtracting the initial value gives 

^{{p-))n = - = { h K f ^ , (5.27) 

which is independent of w. Note that Eq. (5.27) applies to both integer and half-integer 

values of Q., although for half-integer values of 0 it applies only for even values of n. In 

Chapter 8, we demonstrate that a finite temperature gas with a large value of w approaches 

the thermal limit. We observe that our numerical calculations strongly indicate that 

Eq. (5.27) should apply for all values of O, including irrational values of fi. In Chapters 

10 and 11, we explore the transition between the ultracold and thermal regimes. 

A Gaussian distribution has no non-zero cumulants of order greater than two so, when 

considering an initially Gaussian momentum distribution, we have {{p'^))o = 0. For integer 

values of f2, we substitute Eqs. (5.24) and (5.25) into Eq. (5.13) and find that 

<(p^))„ = ihKY ( f n» - - f f n + | „ ) , (5.28) 

which is also independent of w. An analogous expression for half-integer values of Vt can 
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be found by substituting Eqs. (5.24) and (5.26) into Eq. (5.13) to yield 

= {hKf \^^n' - - - l ^ + '^J^n+^ny, (5.29) 

whicli is valid for even n. For general rational values of f ) , we expect that the change in 

the momentum cumulants, compared to their in i t ia l values, wi l l again be independent of 

w, for w sufficiently large. 

5.6 Summary 

We have quantified the quantum resonance effects in terms of three momentum observ-

ables: distr ibution, moments and cumulants. A gth-order momentum moment {p^)n is 

dependent upon all moments up to order {q — I). In particular, (p " )n and (p ' ' )n are 

not independent quantities. Using an iterative process, mutually independent cumulants 

{{•p^))n can be constructed f rom the moments {p)n, (p")„,, • • • •, (p^)n [19-, 130-132 . 

I n the ultracold l imi t , we observe fractional quantum resonant effects. We interpret 

f rom Eqs. (5.20) and (5.22) that i t is possible to resolve the value of ft f rom a momentum 

distr ibution by calculating its corresponding second-order moment. The fourth-order 

moments and cumulants are derived for comparison w i t h the finite-temperature results. 

We note f rom Eq. (5.23) that quantum resonance is characterised by a negative value of 

{{p'^))n, due to a broadening of the distr ibution wi th each kick. 

Taking the thermal l imi t , we see f rom Eqs. (5.24), (5.25), and (5.26), that the evolution 

of the momentum moments depends explicitly on w. For this reason, we defined a lower 

bound for the large-w l imi t of the momentum moment evolutions. We showed explicitly by 

Eqs. (5.27), (5.28), and (5.29), that for integer and half-integer values of Q, this diff icul ty 

does not arise i f we consider the change in the momentum cumulants f rom their ini t ia l 

value. In this way i t is possible to have a well defined high-temperature l imi t . 

In the thermal l imi t i t is not possible to resolve Q using the second-order momentum 

cumulant, as seen f rom Eq. (5.27). We find that may be resolved in the thermal 

l imi t using the fourth-order momentum cumulant. In the next chapter, we present the 

numerical method used to simulate the finite-temperature gas subject to a periodically 

pulsed laser beam potential. 
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Chapter 6 

Numerical implementation 

6.1 Overview 

I n this thesis, we investigate the interaction of a cloud of cold atoms, subject to gravity 

and a periodically pulsed sinusoidal potential. The momentum distr ibut ion of the atoms 

wi th in the cloud is evolved using the transformed Floquet operator (C.6), 

Fn = exp ( - - exp{i(f)dCos{kz)). (6.1) 

In this chapter, we explain the code implemented in Matlab, which is a matr ix oriented 

computing environment and programming language. We have developed a simulation 

of the atom-optical 5-kicked accelerator, which we use to obtain the numerical results 

presented in this thesis. 

6.2 Variable definitions 

The program specifications have been selected to simulate the (5-kicked accelerator wi th 

the numerical errors reduced to the extent that the quantum resonant effects are clearly 

resolvable. In this section, we explain how the code was structured to allow the system 

parameters to be systematically varied. 
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6.2.1 Input parameters 

Parameters allow control of both the evolution operator and the momentum distribution. 

Evolution operator variables which include the properties of the laser are given in Table 

6.1. Terms describing the momentum distribution which defines the properties of the 

atom cloud are given in Table 6.2. These tables show the variables, together w i th the 

notation used to label them. The algebra labels are used for equations, whilst the Matlab 

variable names in this chapter represent the variables for commands used to generate the 

data. 

Physical quantity Variable Matlab name 
Kick number n n 

Gravity Q Omega 
Kick period e e l l 

Kick strength (t>d = O.STT p h i d 

Table 6.1: Parameters for evolution operator. 

Physical quantity Variable Matlab name 
In i t i a l distr ibution wid th w w 

Sample size N = 10000 sample 
Discrete momentum range -250 <k< 250 k 

Number of bins B = 101 bin 
Quasimomentum range -0.5 < /5 < 0.5 beta 

Table 6.2: Parameters for initial Gaussian momentum distribution. 

We systematically modify the parameters in order to investigate the dependence of 

the system upon each of them. A typical choice of variables may be selected w i t h the 

commands: 

clear a l l 
% Evolution operator 

n_max = 100; n = 0:n_maLx; 

Omega = 1/4; 
e l l = 2 ; 
phid = 0.8*pi; 

°/o Laser kicks 
°/o Gravity parameter 
% Number of half-Talbot times 
% Laser i n t e n s i t y 
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7o Momentum d i s t r i b u t i o n 
w = 2.5; 
sample = 10000; 
k;_limit= 250; k_range = 
bin = 101; 

% Standard deviation of i n i t i a l Gaussian. 
% Number of plane waves 

- k _ l i m i t : k _ l i m i t ; % Discrete basis 
% Quasimomentum basis 

6.2.2 Initial momentum distribution 

Subjecting single eigenstates to operator (6.1) allows the evolution to be examined over the 

range of the quasimomentum basis. We have examined various shapes of the momentum 

distribution, including Gaussian, uniform and symmetric distributions. I n this thesis we 

present results for a Gaussian in i t ia l momentum distribution, as explained in Section 5.3. 
A Monte Carlo approach is used to populate the ini t ia l distr ibution in preference to a 

grid-based method, which could produce sampling errors if , for example, a disproportion

ate number of grid points were to coincide w i t h strongly quantum resonant values of the 

in i t ia l momentum. The ini t ia l condition consists of M plane waves, f rom which k and /? 

are extracted. The density operator is defined by a sparse 2D matr ix, w i t h a 1 denoting 

the k value for each plane wave, typically w i t h the ini t ia l values close to k = 0, such that 

density_operator = 

(I 1 0 II 

I) (1 1 i l 

1) 1 I) I) 

I) 1 (1 0 

I 0 0 II 

II 1 0 (I 

0 1) 0 0 1 (1 II II II 

k 

II 

II 

II 

\ sample. (6.2) 

We have found that a discrete basis ranging f rom -250 < A; < 250 is sufficient for kick 

numbers up to n = 100. This is implemented by the segment of code: 

i n i t i a l . d i s t r i b u t i o n = randn(l, sample) * w; 
beta = mod(initial_distribution+0.5,1) - 0.5; 

% Gaussian d i s t r i b u t i o n 
% Extract quasimomentum 
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Figure 6.1: The binning process, shown for initial Gaussian distribution Z?fc(/3), with standard 
deviation (a) w = 2.5; and (b) w = 1/32. Numerical distributions (bars) closely resemble the 
Gaussian fit (solid curves) defined by Eq. (5.14). The continuous momentum is partitioned 
into bins, wi th momentum basis values (crosses) located at the centre of the bin boundaries 
(dashed lines). Distributions for J\f = 10000 are normalised, with the resolution in momentum 
determined by the number of bins over the quasimomentum selected to be (a) B = 1, and (b) 
B = 101. 

discrete_momentum = i n i t i a l _ d i s t r i b u t i o n - beta; % Discrete k basis 
basis_index = discrete_inomentum + k _ l i m i t + 1 ; % Discrete basis index 
density_operator = zeros ( 2*k_limit+l,sample); % Sparse matrix created 
f o r k = 1:sample 

density_operator(basis_index(k),k) = 1 ; % I n i t i a l density operator 
end 

6.2.3 Quasimomentum resolution 

I n Section 4.4.2, we expressed the momentum in units of hK w i t h Eq. (4.7) and explained 

that the quasimomentum is conserved. In Section 5.3, the in i t ia l momentum distribution 

by the dimensionless parameter w, which characterised the wid th of a Maxwell-Boltzmann 

distr ibution of quasimomentum eigenstates. I n this section we jus t i fy the required reso

lut ion of the momentum eigenstates. 

I n Fig. 6.1, we show the binning process used to analyse the momentum distribution. 

For each program run, a sample size of = 10000 eigenstates are evaluated. For a large 
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temperature, w i t h in i t ia l standard deviation w = 2.5, the bar chart in Fig. 6.1(a) shows 

the number of eigenstates in the discrete momentum basis. This closely approximates the 

analytic Gaussian [green curve]. The values of the discrete momentum basis [red crosses], 

are placed at the centre of the bin [with edges shown by the dashed lines . 

For lower temperatures, the wid th of the distribution is not resolved using the k basis. 

We show the ini t ia l condition w = 1/32 in Fig. 6.1(b), w i th the quasimomentum sub

divided into B = 101 bins. We require an odd number of quasimomentum bins to ensure 

that the central bin contributes the value k = /3 = 0 to the momentum basis. This ensures 

that the odd momentum moments are negligible, and therefore the ini t ia l distr ibution is 

approximately symmetric. To resolve the quasimomentum, we make use of the code: 

% Order momentum d i s t r i b u t i o n i n ascending beta 
or d e r _ b e t a ( l : 2 * k _ l i m i t + l , : ) = density_operator; 
order_beta( 2*k_limit+2,:) = beta; 
order_beta = sortrows(order_beta',2*k_limit+2)'; 
beta = sort(beta); 
density_operator = o r d e r _ b e t a ( l : 2 * k _ l i m i t + l , : ) ; 

We have rearranged the momentum distribution into ascending values of P, which enables 

the binning process in Section 6.3.1. 

6.2.4 Evolution operator 

The evolution operator is separated by rearranging Eq. (6.1), 

oo 

FniP) = exp (^-i-K fk- + Qk^ exp (z27rfiA;n) exp (^-i27TekP^ ^ J j M exp {ikKz). 
V V ' fc=-00 

discrete-term (time.term)" quasi.temi 
kick 

(6.3) 

The evolution operator terms are defined by the following four matrices: 

°/o Free evolution operator: Discrete component 
discrete_term = di a g ( e x p ( - i * p i * ( e l l * k _ r a j i g e . *k_raiige + Omega*k_range))); 
discrete_term = discrete_term*ones(size(density_operator)); 

% Free evolution operator: Time-dependent component 
time.term = diag(exp(i*2*pi*0mega*k_rcLnge)); 
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time.term = time_term*ones(size(density_operator)); 

°/o Free evolution operator: Quasimomentum component 
quasi_term = diag(beta); 
quasi_term = ones(size(density_operator))*quasi_term; 
quasi_grid = cgrid*ones(size(density_operator)); 
quasi_term = exp(-i*2*pi*ell*quasi_term.*quasi_grid); 

% Kick matrix 
k_grid = diag(k_range); 
kick = k_grid*ones(size(k_grid)); 
kick = kick - kick'; 
kick = i." k i c k . * b e s s e l j ( k i c k , p h i d ) ; 

Each term in the evolution operator corresponds to a matr ix, which we use in the next 

section to time evolve the density operator matrix. 

6.3 D a t a generation 

6.3.1 Evolution of the momentum distribution 

This part of the code simulates the quantum (5-kicked accelerator. For each pulse period, 

the density operator matrix, defined in Section 6.2.2, is mult iplied by the evolution ma

trices, defined in Section 6.2.4. A t each iterative time step, the momentum distr ibution 

is calculated and recorded. 

This step uses the loop: 

% The momentum d i s t r i b u t i o n s are binned by analysing beta components 
b i n _ l i m i t = -0.5: (1/bin) :0.5; 7. Bin boundaries established 
f o r kicks = l:(n_max+l) % Kicks loop 

f o r bin_label = l i b i n % Bin loop 
beta_find = find(beta > b i n _ l i m i t ( b i n . l a b e l ) ... 

& beta <= b i n _ l i m i t ( b i n _ l a b e l + l ) ) ; 
beta_address(bin_label, :) = bin_label: bin : b i n * ( 2 * k _ l i m i t + l ) ; 
d i s t _ b i n ( : , bin_label) = sum((abs(density_operator(:, b e t a _ f i n d ) ) . ~ 2 ) , 2); 
distribution(beta_address(bin_label, : ) , kicks) = d i s t _ b i n ( : , b i n _ l a b e l ) ' ; 
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end 7o Bin loop 
% Floquet operator i t e r a t i o n : Time evolution of density operator 

density_operator = kick * density_operator; 
free_evolution = quasi_terin.*(time_term."kicks).*discrete_term; 
density_operator = free.evolution.•density_operator; 

end 7. Kicks loop 

6.3.2 Evaluation of the moments and cumulants 

The momentum moments, defined by equation (5.7), concisely express the distr ibution 

data. They are used to construct the momentum cvmiulants, as defined by the iterative 

process explained in Section 5.2.3. 

The momentum distr ibution is normalised and analysed w i t h the commands: 

d i s t r i b u t i o n = d i s t r i b u t i o n / sample; % Normalise momentum 
bin_ o f f s e t = 0.5*(1 - 1/bin); % Place value at centre of correct bin. 
p_range = - ( k _ l i m i t + b i n _ o f f s e t ) : ( 1 / b i n ) : ( k _ l i m i t + b i n _ o f f s e t ) ; % Momentum basis 

% Momentum moment d e f i n i t i o n 
momentl = p_range * d i s t r i b u t i o n ; 
moment2 = p_raiige."2 * d i s t r i b u t i o n ; 
moments = p_range."3 • d i s t r i b u t i o n ; 
moment4 = p_range."4 * d i s t r i b u t i o n ; 

% Momentum cumulant d e f i n i t i o n 
cumulantl = momentl; 
cumulant2 = moment2 - momentl."2; 
cumulants = moments - 3*momentl.•moment2 + momentl."S; 
cumulant4 = moment4 - 4*momentS.*momentl + 12*moment2.*momentl."2 ... 

- S*moment2.~2 - 6*momentl."4; 

The fact that we employ a Monte-Carlo method means that the odd momentum moments 

are small, although the values are non-zero. Therefore, in numerical calculations we 

evaluate the momentum cumulants f rom their iterative definitions, as given in Section 

5.2.3. 
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6.3.3 Data analysis 

For each set of parameters selected, a data file is saved. The file name for the data is 

generated by the input variable, making them easily accessible. This is done wi th the 

commands; 

% Define f i l e name 
w_string = num2str(w); 
Omega_string = num2str(Omega, 5); 

data_output_label = strcat('Omega_',Omega.string,'_w_',w_string,'.mat'); 

7. Output data 

save(data_output_label, ... 
'w', 'n', 'Omega', ' e l l ' , 'phid', 
' k _ l i m i t ' , 'k_range', 'bin', 'sample', ' d i s t r i b u t i o n ' , ... 
'momentl', 'moment2', 'moments', 'moment4', ... 
'cumulcintl', 'cumulant2', 'cumulantS', 'cumulant4') 

The results are analysed using separate Mat lab plot t ing programs, which are presented 

in Chapter 10 for the atom-optical (5-kicked rotor [1], which is further generalised in 

Chapter 11 for the (5-kicked accelerator [3], w i th the prospect for precision measurement 

discussed in Chapter 12. 

6.4 Numerical accuracy 

In this section, we explain how to ensure that the t ime taken to run the programs is 

kept reasonable, whilst minimising the numerical errors. As an example, we explain why 

throughout this thesis, the extent of the discrete momentum basis is set to k\\m\t = 250. 

6.4.1 Extent of the discrete momentum basis 

The momentum is partitioned into discrete and continuous components according to 

Eq. (6.2.3). The extent of the discrete momentum is defined by the basis —/i:iimii, < 

^ ^ ^'limit-

I n Fig. 6.2, we analyse the evolution of momentum cumulants, varying the extent of 

the momentum basis, comparing the numerical results w i t h the analytic solutions given 
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6.4. N u m e r i c a l accuracy 

by Eqs. (5.20) and (5.23). We set Q = 0 and w = 0 thus considering the first-order 

quantum resonance feature in the ultracold l imi t . The second-order cumulant is plotted 

in Fig. 6.2(a), w i t h errors analysed in Fig. 6.2(b). The fourth-order cumulant is plotted in 

Fig. 6.2(c), w i th errors analysed in Fig. 6.2(d). We define the error in the qth momentum 

cumulant by 

For low kick numbers, the numerical values are compatible w i t h the analytic result. 

Following a certain number of kicks, the atoms reach the extent of the momentum basis, 

introducing errors into the evaluation of the momentum moments. The extent of the 

momentum basis is varied, w i t h the green curves showing /cumit = 200, the blue curves 

showing k\u-nit = 250, and the red curves showing /cumit = 300. 

The numerical errors in Eq{{{p'^))n'') are negligible up unt i l the atoms encounter the 

edge of the momentum basis. For the results presented in this thesis, i t is sufficient to 

choose /c i imit = 250. For values of Q for which higher-order quantum resonances occur, 

the atoms spread out at a lower rate, and therefore the momentum basis is sufficient for 

all of the parameters considered in this thesis. 

6.4.2 Time taken for the programs to run 

The script is a self-contained m-file, which generates data for a given choice of input 

parameters. Our computations are run on an eight node cluster, each consisting of two 

dual core A M D Opteron 280 processors. The nodes control a total of 32 microprocessors 

which each have 4 GB of random access memory ( R A M ) and a processing speed of 2.4 

GHz. 

For the quasimomentum dependence scans in Chapter 9, 11000 eigenstates were con

sidered for each subplot. These programs each took 3 hours to run. In Chapters 10 and 

11, each finite temperature evolution considered Af = 10000 sample points, again taking 

around 3 hours to run. 

For the results in Chapter 12, we scan over the Cl parameter. For the ultracold l imi t , we 

evaluated 30000 0 values, taking 8 hours to evolve a single eigenstate. When considering 

the thermal l imi t , we time evolved Af = 1000 sample points for 2000 Q values, which took 

80 hours to run for each value of w considered. 
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Figure 6.2: Analysis of the numerical errors in the momentum cumulants, Eq{{{p'^))n'^), as 
defined by Eq. (6.4). Analytic results are shown by the dotted lines, corresponding to Eq. (5.20) 
in (a) and Eq. (5.23) in (c). The coloured lines indicating the extent of the momentum basis, 
with the green curves showing /cumit = 200; the blue curves showing fciimit = 250; and the red 
curves showing kumit = 300. Setting q = 2, the cumulants are plotted in (a), and with the errors 
analysed in (b). Setting q = 4, the cumulants are plotted in (c), and with the errors analysed 
in (d). 

6.5 Summary 

We have described the program used to generate the numerical data used in this thesis. I n 

the Chapters 7 and 8, we verify that the numerical results are consistent w i t h the analytic 

predictions f rom Chapter 5. 

I n Chapter 9, we extend the analysis beyond the Umiting regimes by presenting nu

merical results over the quasimomentum range. We assess the temperature dependence in 

Chapters 10 and 11. The Q dependence is investigated in Chapter 12 first i n the ultracold 

l imi t , and then for a finite temperature momentum distr ibution. 
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Chapter 7 

The ultracold regime 

7.1 Overview 

In this chapter we present the results for an idealised ultracold gas, for which we consider 

the evolution of the eigenstate |p = 0). This is quantified by the momentum distribution, 

which is concisely expressed by the momentum moments. We analytically derive these 

moments for the zero-temperature l imi t . 

In this thesis we present the results in two stages: 

1. T h e ^-kicked rotor: 

This is a special case of Hamiltonian (4.3), for which we remove the gravitational 

effects by setting a = 0. As a consequence, the gravity parameter, defined by 

Eq. (4.13) simplifies to Q = 0. This enables an extension to atomic physics of the 

mathematical description of the quantum (5-kicked rotor as introduced in Chapter 3. 

We investigate the quantum resonant effects as a funct ion of T. as shown in Fig. 4.2. 

2. T h e (5-kicked accelerator: 

We consider the dependence of the system upon the gravity parameter Q., keeping the 

pulse period constant by setting T = TT {i = 2). We compare integer and irrational 

results, before concentrating on higher-order effects by comparison of rational values 

of fi. 
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7. 7.2. T h e (^-kicked rotor: Dependence upon the pulse period T 

7.2 T h e (5-kicked rotor: Dependence upon the pulse 

period T 

I n this section we neglect gravitational effects by setting = 0. We demonstrate that 

quantum resonance effects occur for particular values of the rescaled Planck's constant fc, 

or equivalently, the pulse periodicity T. As expected, quantum resonance occurs in the 

/3 = 0 subspace for even I while quantum antiresonance is observed for odd values of t. 

Figure 7.1 shows the atomic momentum distr ibution and the second-order momen

t u m moment of a (5-kicked rotor, for the case where the system is ini t ia l ly in the zero-

momentum eigenstate wi th unit amplitude. We have chosen 4>d = O.STT as an illustrative 

value typical of recent experiments [16-18, 21, 55-58, 60]. The left-hand subplots show 

the momentum distr ibution evolving over n = 10 pulses, w i t h the adjacent right hand 

subplots showing the corresponding second-order momentum moment. 

As explained when describing velocity selection in Section 4.5.2, the observation of 

quantum resonant features depends dramatically upon the in i t ia l momentum distribution. 

In the ultracold l imi t , we impose the p = 0 in i t ia l condition by defining the symmetric 

distr ibution function D[p = 0) = 5{p), or equivalently, Dk=o{(3 = 0) = 5t,Q5{(3). Since 

D{p) is symmetric, the odd ordered moments are zero, and (p^) is equivalent to ((p")), as 

seen f rom Eq. (5.12). 

The markers in the right-hand subplots are evaluated f rom the numerical distributions 

using Eq. (5.2). The solid lines correspond to analytic solutions, which are derived in 

Section 5.4. 

Q u a n t u m antiresonance 

Figures 7.1(a) and 7.1(b) are for the case (. = \ . We observe recurrence of the in i t ia l 

state w i t h period 2T, which f rom Eq. (3.31) is characteristic of a quantum antiresonance 

feature. Also note that the parameters for the distr ibution evolution shown in Fig. 7.1(a) 

are the same as for the angular momentum results for left-hand column of Fig. 4.2. 

Q u a n t u m resonance 

In contrast. Figs. 7.1(e) and 7.1(f) correspond to the quantum resonant case 1 = 2. for 

which each kick contributes energy to the system, as described by Eq. (3.28). Quadratic 

growth is observed in the second-order momentum moment, which is referred to as ballistic 

expansion [50]. The distributions in Fig. 7.1(e) relate to the right-hand column of Fig. 4.2. 
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Figure 7.1: Momentum distributions D{p) [left-hand column] and corresponding second-order 
momentum moments (p^) [right-hand column] for a quantum ^-kicked rotor, as introduced in 
Chapter 3, described by Hamiltonian (3.1). This is a special case of the (5-kicked accelerator, 
as introduced in Chapter 4, by setting = 0 in time evolution operator (4.12). In each case 
the ultracold idealisation is modelled by selecting a zero-momentum eigenstate for the initial 
condition. Parameters are 4>d = O.STT, M = 1 {W = 0), and (a), (b) T = TT/2 [or equivalently 
k = 2n, setting i = 1]; (c), (d) T = {1 + V5)TT/2 [or equivalently k = 27r(l + V^)] ; and (e), 
(f) T = TT [or equivalently k — 47r, setting £ = 2]. The markers in (b), (d), and (f) correspond 
to the numerical results, whilst the solid lines are analytic results from Eqs. (5.22), (5.24) with 
w = 0, and (5.20), respectively. 

C o m p a r i s o n w i t h non-resonant parameters 

To emphasise the dramatic nature of the quantum resonance effects, we provide a compar

ison to (5-kicked systems w i t h non-resonant parameters We present the system evolution 

for the case where T is an irrat ional multiple of the Talbot t ime in Figs. 7 .1(c) and 7 .1 (d) . 

We have chosen the value 

T = (1 + V ^ ) T T / 2 , (7.1) 
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7. 7.3. T h e (5-kicked accelerator: Dependence upon gravity parameter Q 

as the irrational multiple, which is known as the golden ratio, is sufficiently far f rom a 

resonant value to ensure that quantum resonant effects do not dominate the dynamics. 

The analytic line is a plot of the analytic result for the thermal l imi t , given by 

Eq. (5.24). We observe that for the first few kicks, the numerical values of {p~) follow this 

classical-like analytic diffusion line. Af te r a break time, the system demonstrates its quan

t u m nature. This phenomena is often referred to as dynamical localisation [5, 6, 45, 46, 88], 

and is analogous to Anderson localisation [85], which has been studied extensively in the 

field of sohd state physics [123, 124 . 

Real i sat ion of the quantum (5-kicked rotor 

Since quasimomentum is conserved, as explained in Section 4.4.2, the accessible momen

t u m spectrum for the dynamics considered in Fig. 7.1 can be mapped to the spectrum of 

an angular momentum. The results presented in Fig. 7.1 are therefore equivalent to the 

study in Chapter 3 into the dynamics of a quantum (5-kicked rotor. 

7.3 T h e 5-kicked accelerator: Dependence upon grav

ity parameter Q 

In this section, we generalise the model to incorporate gravitational effects, as discussed 

in Chapter 6. The numerical values are compared w i t h the analytic results derived in 

Section 5.4 for the atom-optical (5-kicked accelerator. 

7.3.1 Comparison of integer with irrational values of Q 

In order to study the (5-kicked accelerator in the ultracold regime, we investigate the 

effects of integer values of Q, which we compare wi th an irrational value. We examine the 

evolution of the P = 0 subspace for £ = 2 by fixing T = TT- We analyse Fig. 7.2, which is 

similar to Fig. 7.1, except now, Q takes the values taken previously by To compare the 

momentum moments, we plot {fP)]!'^, iov q = 2 and q = A. We observe quantum resonant 

effects similar to those found when varying the pulse period in Fig. 7.1. 

The quantum resonant dynamics are highly sensitive to the value of fi. In Figs. 7.2(a) 

and (b), quantum antiresonance is observed for Q — 1. The reconstruction of the ini t ia l 

state every second kick, is weU characterized by the second- and fourth-order momentum 
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Figure 7.2: Momentum distributions with a resolution of hK [left-hand column], and momen
tum moments of order (o) g = 2 and ( x ) q — \ [right-hand column], for a (5-kicked accelerator. 
The initial condition is a zero-momentum eigenstate and parameters are A/" = 1, T = Tr (^ = 2), 
4>d = O.STT, and (a), (b) = 1; (c), (d) = (1 -h V5)/2; and (e), ( f) 0 = 2. The markers in (b), 
(d), and ( f ) denote the momentum moments evaluated directly from the distributions, whilst 
the sohd lines correspond to Eq. (5.20) and the dashed lines correspond to Eq. (5.21). 

moments, which oscillate between the n = 0 and n = 1 values of Eqs. (5.20) and (5.21), 

respectively. 

For r2 = 2 quantum resonance is observed, as shown in Figs. 7.2(e) and ( f ) . The 

simulation results are consistent w i t h the analytic results given by Eq. (5.20) for (p^)n 

and Eq. (5.21) for (p^)„. These results therefore confirm that baUistic expansion results 

in quadratic growth in the second-order momentum moment and quartic growth in the 

fourth-order momentum moment. 

For an irrat ional value of fi, the momentum moments i n Fig. 7.2(d) indicate that the 

second and fourth-order momentum moments behave erratically. Throughout this thesis. 
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7. 7.4. S u m m a r y 

we choose the irrational vahie to be the golden ratio, 

Q = ( l + v/5)/2, (7.2) 

although testing various other irrat ional values has yielded similar dynamics, as is ex

pected. These quantities show a general trend to increase irregularlj ' , unlike the local

isation seen in Fig. 7.1(d), for which the observables stop increasing following a break 

time. 

7.3.2 Rational values of fl 

We further generalise our study of the 5-kicked accelerator in Fig. 7.3 by selecting the 

effective gravity parameter to be a rational value f2 = r/.s, for integers r and s. 

A quantum resonance feature is presented satisfying Q = 0 in Figs. 7.3(a) and (b), 

which we compare w i t h higher-order quantum resonant effects in Figs. 7.3(c) - (h). For a 

fractional quantum resonance, the energy transfer to the system is less efficient than the 

quantum resonant case observed for integer fl values. The atomic momentum distribution 

expands in bursts of period UT = s, and the quasi-periodic nature of the energy transfer is 

directly observable in the evolution of the second- and fourth-order momentum moments. 

Comparing Figs. 7.2(c) and 7.3(g) we see a similarity between momentum distributions 

for which Cl takes irrational and fractional values. However, we see see f rom the momentum 

moments that the quasi-periodic behaviour that is observed for fractional values does not 

occur for non-resonant values of 0 . 

Both the analytic and numerical results confirm that to leading order, that for q — 2 

and g = 4, the gth-root of the (jth-order momentum moment {p'^)n^ grows linearly in n 

at a rate proportional to l / \ / s . We observe that, when n is not an integer multiple of 5, 

the momentum moments oscillate periodically around the analytic predictions (5.20) and 

(5.21). 

7.4 Summary 

The results of this thesis are conveyed by presenting quantum resonant effects for different 

values of the system parameters, including T , Q, and temperature. In this chapter, we 

considered the dynamics of the (5-kicked accelerator restricted to the zero temperature 

idealised case, for which we restrict /3 = 0. 
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Figure 7.3: Momentum distributions D{p) with a resolution of UK [left-hand column], and 
momentum moments of order (o) g = 2 and ( x ) g = 4 [right-hand column], for a (5-kicked 
accelerator. The initial condition is a zero-momentum eigenstate and parameters are A/" = 1, 
T = TT{e = 2), cj>d = O.STT, and (a), (b) = 0; (c), (d) = 1/2; (e), (f) Q = 1/4; and (g), 
(h) Q = 1/8. The markers in (b), (d), ( f ) , and (h) denote the momentum moments evaluated 
directly from the distributions, whilst the solid hues correspond to Eq. (5.20) and the dashed 
lines correspond to Eq. (5.21). The vertical lines in (d), ( f ) , and (h), indicate where n is an 
integer multiple of s (as taken from f2 = 1/s). 

We compared the t ime evolution of the momentum distr ibution for different values of 

r , and then observed fractional quantum resonances for = 1/s and T = TT {£ = 2). 

We found that the quantum resonant dynamics are highly sensitive to the value of Q. 
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7.4. S u m m a r y 

As explained in Chapter 5, we are interested in observables for which Q is resolvable, 

allowing the fractional quantum resonant features to be distinguished. In Chapter 12. we 

assess the prospect of distinguishing between Q. values, w i t h a view to potentially using 

this technique for precision measurement of local gravitational acceleration. 

We see f r o m Eq. (5.20) that the fractional quantum resonances are characterized by 

quadratic growth of the second-order momentum moment at a rate inversely proportional 

to s: {p^)„ oc n^/s. The leading order fourth-order momentum moment characterises 

quantum resonance as described by Eq. (5.21): we f ind that the evolution dependence is 

given by {'p^)n oc /s~. These details are summarised in Table 7.1. 

Order Quantity Observable Low temperature 0 resolvable Equation 
1 Mean {V)n ^ 0 
2 Variance {P')n oc n-/s Yes (5.20) 
3 Skewness { P \ . ^ 0 
4 Kurtosis {P% Yes (5.21) 

Table 7.1: The momentum moments for the quantum resonance features in the low temperature 
limit. The dependence of the observables upon the time and gravity parameter is summarised. 
Resolving Q = r/s is possible from both the energy of the ensemble, and the shape of the 
momentum distribution. 

We are interested in simulating this system for a finite temperature gas. In the next 

chapter, we make use of the simulation f rom Chapter 6, for a large value of w, and 

demonstrate that the dynamics approximates the l imi t ing regime for a thermal gas. 
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Chapter 8 

The thermal regime 

8.1 Overview 

The time evolution operator governing the dynamics in each quasimomentum subspace is 

expHcitly dependent upon (3. as seen f rom Eq. (4.12). In the case of a finite temperature 

cloud, we may consider all of the quasimomentum subspaces to be populated. Therefore, 

the overall dynamics exhibit some significant qualitative differences when compared wi th 

the three cases considered in Chapter 7, for which the treatment was restricted to the 

(5 = Q subspace. 

In this chapter, we investigate the dynamics in the thermal l imi t , by running the 

simulation presented in Chapter 6 for finite temperature gas which has a large value of w. 

We again model a finite temperature cloud by imposing the ini t ia l momentum distr ibution 

composed f rom quasimomentum eigenstates described by the Gaussian (5.14). A Maxwell-

Boltzmann temperature of around 5 / i K for the case of caesium [57, 60] corresponds to 

setting w = 2.5, as investigated experimentally in Oxford [107 . 

We again present the results for the following two cases: 

1. T h e quantum 5-kicked rotor: 

Quantum resonance and quantum antiresonance effects are demonstrated by select

ing particular values of the pulse period T. 

2. T h e quantum 5-kicked accelerator: 

Higher-order quantum resonant effects are examined by the comparison of rational 

values of w i th integer and irrational values. 
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Figure 8.1: Momentum distributions D{p) [left-hand column] and corresponding second-order 
momentum moments (p^) [right-hand column] of a (5-kicked rotor, as introduced in Chapter 3, 
described by Hamiltonian (3.1). This is a special case of the (^-kicked accelerator, as introduced 
in Chapter 4, by setting = 0 in time evolution operator (4.12). In each case the initial thermal 
regime is modelled by populating Gaussian momentum distribution (5.14) via a Monte Carlo 
method. An initial standard w = 2.5 deviation corresponds to an experimental temperature 
of 5 12K. Parameters are 4>d = O.STT, M = 10000, and (a), (b) T = TT/2 {£ = 1); (c), (d) 
r = (1 + V5)TT/2; and (e), ( f ) T = TT {i = 2). The solid lines in (b), (d), and (f) correspond 
to the Hnear result (5.24). 

8.2 The (5-kicked rotor: Dependence upon the pulse 
period T 

Following the procedure f rom Chapter 7, we again set f2 = 0 and assess the dependence 

upon t ime period T , this t ime for a thermal cloud of atoms. We compare numerical 

simulation w i t h the analytic predictions. 

I n Fig. 8.1, we show the atomic momentum distr ibut ion and the second-order momen-
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8. 8.3. T h e (5-kicked accelerator: Dependence upon gravity parameter Q 

t u m moment of a 5-kicked cloud of non-interacting particles wi th ini t ia l wid th parametrised 
by w = 2.5. The values of i is the same as presented in Fig. 7.1, for the case of a zero-
momentum eigenstate. The finite temperature cloud appears to behave identically for 
i — 1 and i = 2, as seen by comparing Figs. 8.1(a) and (b) w i t h Figs. 8.1(e) and ( f ) . I n 
practice W. H. Oskay et al. [50] have shown that at finite temperature, quatum resonance 
can be distinguished f rom quantum antiresonance because the trajectories of the ballis-
tically expanding atoms are subtly different. We consider the duration of the pulses to 
satisfy the Raman-Nath regime, and therefore take the l imi t —> 0, and consequently do 
not observe such differences. 

For £ — 1 or 2, a small fraction of the cloud expands ballistically, but much of the 

distr ibution remains near zero momentum. This clustering near the centre is due to 

quantum antiresonant effects occuring concurrently w i t h the ballistic expansion arising 

f rom the quantum resonant dynamics. In Figs. 8.1(c) and (d), we set T to be an irrational 

multiple of the Talbot time, as given by Eq. (7.1). We observe dynamical localization 

rather than ballistic expansion. The distr ibution in Fig. 8.1(c), while truncated at the 

edges, appears flatter and broader compared to Figs. 8.1(a) and (e). 

In Figs.8.1(b) and ( f ) , we show that the second-order momentum moment grows l in

early. This is dramatically different f rom either the periodic behaviour or the quadratic 

growth observed in Figs. 7.1(b) and ( f ) . respectively. Linear energy growth is charac

teristic of quantum resonant phenomena in a thermal atomic cloud [50]. The numerical 

results are in agreement w i t h the analytic line given by Eq. (5.24), which is valid for 

integer and half-integer values, and also coincides w i t h the classical result i n a regime 

of global chaos [46, 73]. Close inspection of Figs. 8.1(b) and ( f ) reveals that the classical 

expression slightly overestimates the numerical data in the quantum antiresonant case, 

and underestimates in the quantum resonant case. 

8.3 The (5-kicked accelerator: Dependence upon grav
ity parameter Q 

In this section we compare the simulation results to the analytic derivation for a thermal 

gas subject to the ^-kicked accelerator time-evolution. We follow the procedure f rom 

Section 7.3, for which we considered the zero temperature idealisation by restricting the 

in i t ia l condition to the = 0 subspace. As explained in Section 8.2 for the case of 

= 0, a finite temperature gas exhibits significant differences in comparison to the zero 
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8. 8.3. T h e S-kicked accelerator: Dependence upon gravity parameter Q, 

£ 10 

Figure 8.2: Momentum distributions D{p) [left-hand column] and the corresponding ^th root 
of the ^th-order momentum moment (p^)^/^ [right-hand column], with q = 2 (o); and q = A 
( x ) . The evolution is governed by Hamiltonian (4.3), which realises the (5-kicked accelerator for 
the thermal limit of the atom-optical configuration. In each case the initial atomic momentum 
distribution given by Eq. (5.14) is evolved by transformed evolution operator (4.12). Parameters 
are T = TT {£ = 2), w = 2.5, cpa = O.STT, ^^ = 10000, and (a), (b) f2 = 1; (c),(d) = (1 + V5)/2; 
(e), (f) Q = 2. The markers in (b), (d), and (f) denote the momentum moments, evaluated 
directly from the distributions. The sohd lines correspond to Eq. (5.24). The dashed lines in 
(b) and (f) correspond to Eq. (5.25). 

momentum case. 

We present results for integer values of fl, which we compare to an irrat ional value, 

and then investigate higher-order effects by selecting fl to be rational. 

8.3.1 Comparison of integer with irrational values of Q 

I n Fig. 8.2, we show, the momentum distributions and second- and fourth-order momen

t u m moments as a funct ion of kick number. The parameters are the same as those used 
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8. 8.3. T h e (5-kicked accelerator: Dependence upon gravity parameter Q 

in Fig. 7.2, w i t h the exception that in Fig. 8.2, the in i t ia l condition in each case is a 
Gaussian momentum distr ibution wi th w = 2.5. 

There are distinct differences in this case compared to the zero momentum eigenstate 

evolutions shown in Fig. 7.2. For integer values of Q, pure quantum resonant behaviour 

occurs for the zero momentum eigenstate, as seen in Figs. 7.2(a) and (e). In contrast, at 

finite temperature the momentum distr ibution behaves identically irrespective of whether 

Cl is even or odd, as seen f rom Figs. 8.2(a) and (e). As shown for the (5-kicked rotor in 

Fig. 8.1, we observe that a small fraction of the cloud expands ballistically, but much of 

the distr ibution remains clustered near zero momentum. 

8.3.2 Rational values of Q 

For Q = 1/s, we again observe a smah fraction of the cloud expanding ballistically at 

finite temperature, as shown in Figs. 8.3(a), (c), (e), and (g). However, as s increases, the 

rate of ballistic expansion in the wings of the distr ibution is reduced. This is characteristic 

of fractional quantum resonances and was more clearly observable in the zero-mometum 

eigenstate evolutions shown in Fig. 7.3. Also, w i th increasing 5, the fraction of the cloud 

clustered near zero momentum becomes increasingly delocalized, as can be seen in Fig. 8.3 

after 20 kicks. This indicates that, for rational values of f2, the higher-order quantum 

antiresonances are not as effective at localizing the atom cloud. 

The evolutions of the second-order momentum moment are extremely similar for each 

value of n illustrated in Figs. 8.2 and 8.3. We have found this to be a general prop

erty at finite temperature, which reflects the fact that quantum resonant and quantum 

antiresonant dynamics are occurring concurrently in the cloud. This rules out the second-

order momentum moment as a useful means of concisely distinguishing different fractional 

quantum resonances f rom one another, or indeed f rom the non-resonant case shown in 

Figs. 8.2(c) and (d). 

In contrast, the fourth-order momentum moment evolutions remain comparatively 

distinct, as shown in the right-hand panel of Figs. 8.2 and 8.3. We find that for larger 

values of s, the fourth-order momentum moment increases at a slower rate. This is 

a quantitative signature of the fact that as s increases both the higher-order quantum 

resonant dynamics are less efficient at transferring energy to the atoms. Consequently 

the momentum distributions become less peaked. The fourth-order momentum moment 

evolution is sensitive to the peakedness of the distr ibution, and provides a useful way to 

characterize the manifestation of fractional quantum resonant effects at finite temperature. 
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Figure 8.3: Momentum distributions D{p) [left-hand column] and the corresponding gth root 
of the gth-order momentum moment (p')^/^ [right-hand column], with q = 2 (o); and q = 4 
( x ) . The evolution is governed by Hamiltonian (4.3), which realises the (^-kicked accelerator for 
the thermal limit of the atom-optical configuration. In each case the initial atomic momentum 
distribution given by Eq. (5.14) is evolved by transformed evolution operator (4.12). Parameters 
are r = T r (£ = 2), w = 2.5, 0d = O.STT, M = 10000, and (a), (b) 0 = 0; (c),(d) 0 = 1 / 2 ; (e), 
(f) 0 = 1/4; (g), (h) 0 = 1/8. The markers in (b), (d), ( f ) , and (h) denote the momentum 
moments, evaluated directly from the distributions. The solid lines correspond to Eq. (5.24). 
The dashed lines corresponds to Eq. (5.25) in (b); and Eq. (5.26) in (d). The vertical Hnes in 
(d), ( f ) , and (h), indicate where n is an integer multiple of s (as taken from O = 1/s). 

However, we note that for integer Q,, the fourth-order momentum moment evolutions are 
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essentially indistinguishable, as seen f rom Figs. 8.2(b), 8.2(f), and 8.3(b). 

8.4 Summary 

In this chapter, we have demonstrated that a broad init ial momentum distr ibution ap

proaches the thermal l imi t , characterised by the second-order momentum moment growing 

linearly w i th n , at a rate that appears to be independent of Q: f rom Eq. (5.24) we note 

the trend that on average, {p~)n ^ n. The fourth-order momentum moment appears to 

evolve, to leading order, cubically as {p^)n oc n^/s: we emphasize that while we have only 

shown these trends to be exactly true for 5 = 1 in Eq. (5.25), and s = 2 in Eq. (5.26), the 

generalization to higher values of s is strongly supported by our numerical calculations. 

These details are summarised in Table 8.1. 

Order Quanti ty Observable High temperature Q resolvable Equation 

1 Mean {P)n ^ 0 
2 Variance {P')n oc n No (5.24) 
3 Skewness {P%. ^ 0 
4 Kurtosis {P% oc n^s Yes (5.25) & (5.26) 

Table 8.1: The momentum moments in the high temperature limit. The dependence of the 
observables upon the time and gravity parameter is summarised. Resolving Q = r/s is not 
possible from the energy of the ensemble, but is possible from the shape of the momentum 
distribution. 

In the next chapter we examine the underlying mechanisms that give rise to the 

ultracold and thermal regimes by dissecting the in i t ia l atom cloud into its constituent 

momentum eigenstates. 
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Chapter 9 

Quasimomentum dependence 

9.1 Overview 

In this chapter, we investigate in detail the quasimomentum dependence for various values 

of the system parameters. We follow the procedure f rom Chapters 7 and 8, examining 

values of the pulse period, before focussing on the gravity parameter, and investigating 

the fractional quantum resonance effects in detail. 

The differences observed between the zero-temperature hmit , as summarised in Table 

7.1, and the thermal l imi t , as summarised in Table 8.1, arise because different quasimo

mentum eigenstates evolve according to the /3-dependent transformed Floquet operator 

(4.12). For a broad in i t ia l momentum distr ibution, all quasimomentum eigenstates are 

populated and the observed momentum moment dynamics is determined by averaging 

over all the different eigenstate evolutions. I t is therefore instructive to consider the 

dynamics of the different P eigenstates independently. 

9.2 The (5-kicked rotor: Dependence upon the pulse 
period T 

We introduced the Talbot effect in Chapter 3, and analytically examined the evolution 

operator as a funct ion of the pulse period. A pulse period of a half-integer multiple of the 

Talbot time, as imposed by Eq. (3.33), results in the observation of quantum resonance for 

even values of i and quantum antiresonance for odd values of i. In Chapter 7 we considered 

the /? = 0 subspace, and found that quantum resonance and quantum antiresonance are 
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9.2. T h e ^-kicked rotor: Dependence upon the pulse period T 

Figure 9.1: The evolution of the ^-kicked particle, initially in the plane-wave state subject 
to subsequent applications of Floquet operator ( 4 .12 ) . The colour scale quantifies ((p^))^^, 
in units of HK, which is proportional to the kinetic energy of the particle. Pulse period (a) 
T = TT/2 [i = 1 ) ; (b) r = ( 1 + V5)TT/2] and (c) T = (€ = 2 ) . Parameters are = 0, 
(t)d = CSTT, and M = 1 {w = 0). The quantum resonant features are summarised in Table 9 . 1 , 
and analysed in detail for (a) in Fig. 9.2; and (c) in Fig. 9.3. 

Pulse period p = o /? = ± 1 / 4 P = ± 1 / 2 

T = TT/2 {i = 1 ) Antiresonance Higher-order Resonance 
T = ( 1 + V 5 ) T T / 2 Non-resonant Non-resonant Non-resonant 

T = TT{i = 2) Resonance Antiresonance Resonance 

Table 9.1: The quantum resonant features for the (5-kicked rotor, for which f2 = 0. Results are 
summarised for the pulse period values presented in Fig. 9 . 1 . 

clearly distinct, as seen f r o m Fig. 7 . 1 . I n contrast, we showed in Chapter 8 that at finite 

temperature, the system appears to behave identically irrespective of whether £ is even 

or odd, as seen f rom Fig. 8 . 1 . 
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9. 9.2. T h e ^-kicked rotor: Dependence upon the pulse period T 

9.2.1 Quantum resonant features 

In this section we look at the effect of the quasimomentum P on quantum resonant dy

namics for the (5-kicked rotor. We illustrates this P dependence in Fig. 9.1, w i t h the 

quantum resonant features summarised in Table 9.1. In Fig. 9.1(a), for £ = 1, quantum 

antiresonance occurs at /3 = 0, as was observed in Figs. 7.1(a) and (b). Quantum reso

nances occur at P = ±1/2. I n Fig. 9.1(c), for ^ = 2, a quantum resonance occurs at /? = 0, 

as observed in Figs. 7.1(e) and ( f ) , and also at P = ± 1 / 2 . Quantum antiresonances are 

observed at P = ±1/4. 

For comparison, in Fig. 9.1(b) we show the quasimomentum dependence for a pulse 

period of an irrational multiple of the Talbot time, as given by Eq. (7.1). We find that the 

quantum resonant structure breaks down, such that i t is no longer possible to distinguish 

the value of P by examining the evolution of the observable {{p~))n~. 

9.2.2 Quantum resonant conditions 

In Appendix D, we explain that the probability amplitude, f rom which we extract the 

momentum moments, is given by Eq. (D.3), 

\ck,{P..nT)\' = (9.1) 

For the (5-kicked rotor, u is given by Eq. (D.17) [47], 

s in(nT) 

wi th the quasimomentum and pulse period incorporated into the parameter (D.8) wi th 

the definition 

T = ^ 7 r ( l + 2 / 3 ) 1 (9.3) 

Q u a n t u m resonance 

Quantum resonance occurs when setting T = mn, where m is an integer, for which a 

resonant value of the quasimomentum is given by 

AS = y - i m 
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9. 9.2. T h e 5-kicked rotor: Dependence upon the pulse period T 

Since sin(nT) = 0, we obtain ui = n0d using rHopital's rule. Therefore, the probability 
amplitudes are determined to be 

|c, ,( /3,nr)l '^ = [J ,_,(n0,)]-2. (9.5) 

This is consistent w i t h our observation that under resonant conditions, the application of 

n kicks is equivalent to the apphcation of one kick wi th amplitude ncp^j. 

Q u a n t u m antiresonance 

Quantum antiresonance occurs when setting T = (m -h 1/2)?:, where 7;?, is an integer, for 

which an antiresonant value of the quasimomentum is given by 

The Bessel function argument is given hy LU = 0^ sin(n7r/2), and therefore the probability 

that the ini t ia l state is measured to have momentum hK{j + (3) is 

|c , , ( /? ,nT)p = [J,_,(<^rfSin(n7r/2))]^. (9.7) 

This is consistent w i t h our observation that under the conditions of a quantum antireso

nance, the momentum distr ibution oscillates w i th every two kicks. 

Spacing of the features 

The spacing between quantum resonances is found to be 

/5.^-M-An = ^- ( 9 . 8 ) 

Quantum antiresonances have separation 

/ ? ^ + i - / ? ™ = ^ , ( 9 - 9 ) 

as expected, since they occur half way between the quantum resonances. These analytic 

result are in agreement w i th the numerical observations f rom Figs. 9.1(a) and 9.1(c). 
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9. 9.2. T h e 5-kicked rotor: Dependence upon the pulse period T 

9.2.3 The width of the quantum resonant features 

The quantum resonant features in Fig. 9.1 have a momentum wid th associated w i t h them, 

which depends on i and the kick number n, which we explore further in this section. We 

zoom in on these features for £ = 1 in Fig. 9.2 and £ = 2 in Fig. 9.3. 

In close proximity to the main quantum resonance and quantum antiresonance fea

tures, the red lines correspond to hyperbolic curves of zero momentum variance. We call 

these reconstruction loci, as they each correspond to a discontinuous series of points in 

time where high-order quantum antiresonances cause the ini t ia l condition to be periodi

cally reconstructed. I n this section, we summarise the procedure developed by K. J. Chal-

lis to quantify the wid th of the quantum resonance features. We verify that the numerical 

and analytic results are consistent. 

High-order quantum antiresonance 

As explained in Section 4.5.2, an understanding of the evolution of the momentum eigen

states in the vicinity of a quantum resonant feature provides an application to precision 

measurement of atom velocity. The reconstruction loci are defined in terms of the high-

order quantum antiresonance, which we use to quantify the wid th of the quantum resonant 

features. 

A n A^th order quantum antiresonance occurs when the system returns to its ini t ia l 

state every A^th kick. From Eq. (9.2) this corresponds to 

1 777 

T = - 7 r ( l + 2/?)£ = 7 r - , (9.10) 

where m is a nonzero integer, and m and N have no common factors. I n this case, 
/ , s i n ( n m 7 r / A ' ) \ l • 

\ sm(m7r /A) J\ 

When n is a multiple of the order N, \ckj{P., nT)\- = 6jk, and the system returns to its 

in i t ia l stated 

'Note that when N = 2, we regain the results of Eq. (9.7) 
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9.2. T h e 5-kicked rotor: Dependence upon the pulse per iod T 

0.025 0.025 

0.525 0.475 

Figure 9.2: The evolution of the 5-kicked particle, initially in the plane-wave state \j3), subject 
to subsequent applications of Floquet operator (4.12). The colour scale quantifies ((p^))^^, 
in units of HK, which is proportional to the kinetic energy of the particle. Parameters axe 
T = TT/2 (^ = 1), O = 0, 0d = O.STT, andM =1 {W = 0). We show the features from Fig. 9.1(a) 
in detail: the quantum antiresonance in the vicinity of ^ = 0 (a), with the analytic asymptotes 
corresponding to Eq. (9.14); and the quantum resonance in the vicinity of /3 = 0.5 (b), with the 
analytic asjonptotes corresponding to Eq. (9.12). 

Q u a n t u m resonance w i d t h 

I n close proximity to a quantum resonance, we evaluate the difference /9 = /? — for 

which P satisfies the A/'th-order quantum antiresonance condition (9.10). I t was shown 

analytically by K . J. Challis that the solid red lines i n Figs. 9.2(b) and 9.3(a), correspond 

to reconstruction loci [1^ 

P^ = ix/Ni, (9.12) 

where fx is an integer. The hyperbolic curves lying halfway between the quantum resonance 

at and the reconstruction loci = ±1/Ni we call transit ion loci, as they are the 

sequence of points at which the wave-function begins the process of reconstruction. The 
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100 

0.025 0.025 

0.225 0.25 0.275 0.3 

Figure 9.3: The evolution of the (5-kicked particle, initially in the plane-wave state subject 
to subsequent applications of Floquet operator (4.12). The colour scale quantifies {ip^))n'^, in 
units of hK, which is proportional to the kinetic energy of the particle. Parameters are T = 
{e = 2),n = 0, 4>d = O.STT, and a/" = 1 (it; = 0). We show the features from Fig. 9.1(c) in detail: 
the quantum resonance in the vicinity of /? = 0 (a), wi th the analytic asymptotes corresponding 
to Eq. (9.12); and the quantum antiresonance in the vicinity of /3 = 0.25 (b), wi th the analytic 
asymptotes corresponding to Eq. (9.14). 

transit ion loci are described by = ±1/2N£. We quantify the quantum resonance wid th 

by the separation in 0 between the two transition loci adjacent to the quantum resonance, 

which is evaluated to be 

(9.13) 

Quamtum sintiresonance w i d t h 

A measure of the second-order quantum antiresonance wid th can be determined in a 

similar way to the quantum resonance case, by considering the closest A/^th-order quantum 

antiresonances near an iV = 2 quantum antiresonance. I n general, the high-order quantum 

antiresonances i n close proximity to an N = 2 quantum antiresonance occur for 0 = 
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9̂  9.2. T h e (5-kicked rotor: Dependence upon the pulse per iod T 

P — (3-^, where (5 satisfies the high-order quantum antiresonance condition (9.10). 

The reconstruction loci, given by the red hnes in Figs. 9.2(a) and 9.3(b), are in agree

ment w i t h the analytic lines derived by K . J. Challis to be [1 

P^ = fi'/2Ni, (9.14) 

where fi' is an integer. 

Looking closely at the reconstruction loci adjacent to the quantum antiresonances in 

Figs. 9.2(a) and 9.3(b), i t is possible to confirm that adjacent reconstruction loci corre

spond to opposite parity'-, w i th the dashed lines corresponding to odd values of f^if and 

the solid lines corresponding to even values of fi'. 

Transition loci can be defined which lie halfway between the N = 2 quantum an

tiresonance at and the closest reconstruction loci described by P = ±l/2Nt In the 

quantum antiresonance case the transition loci P'^ = ±l/ANi are the sequence of points 

for which the even parity of the N = 2 quantum antiresonance changes over to the odd 

parity of the closest higher-order quantum antiresonances. The wid th of a second-order 

quantum antiresonance can be characterised by the separation in P between the transition 

loci P^ = ±l/4Ne, given by 

^P^ = ^ f (9.15) 

The quantum antiresonance wid th (9.15) is a factor of two narrower than the quantum 

resonance wid th SPft,. as is evident f rom Figs. 9.2 and 9.3. 

T e m p e r a t u r e dependence 

For an atomic gas w i t h low w, the in i t i a l momentum distr ibution is centred around the 

quantum resonance or quantum antiresonance feature, and thus evolves in accordance wi th 

the ultracold l imi t . For high w values, the ini t ial momentum distr ibution is spread across 

the f u l l range of P, and therefore evolves as a superposition of the individual eigenstates. 

Developing an understanding of the quasimomentum dependence develops our under

standing of the transition between the behaviour for a zero-momentum eigenstate, and for 

a broad thermal distribution. In Chapter 10, we make use of this information to explore 

this transition for a finite temperature cloud of atoms. 

-Due to the different colour scale, this level of detail is impossible to resolve in Fig. 9.1. 
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Figure 9.4: The evolution of the (5-kicked particle, initially in the plane-wave state subject 
to subsequent applications of Floquet operator (4.12). The colour scale quantifies {{p^))n'^, in 
units of hK, which is proportional to the kinetic energy of the particle. Gravity parameter, (a) 
f2 = 1; (b) f ] = (1 + y5) /2 ; and (c) ft = 2. Parameters are T ^ TT {£ = 2), (pa = O.STT, and 
j V = 1 (w = 0). The quantum resonance features are summarised in Table 9.2. 

9.3 The (5-kicked accelerator: Dependence upon grav
ity parameter Q. 

We follow the procedure f rom Chapters 7 and 8, comparing integer and irrational values 

of Q before investigating high order effects by selecting a rational value of Q 

9.3.1 Comparison of integer with irrational values of Q 

I n this section, we investigate the quasimomentum dependence, i n order to investigate 

the effect of setting the Q value to an integer. I n Fig. 9.4, we present the evolution of 

{(p^))n^, comparing integer values of fl w i t h an irrat ional value. We show results for 

= 1 in Fig. 9.4(a), and = 2 in Fig. 9.4(c). In Fig. 9.4(b) we present the results when 

setting S7 to an irrat ional value known as golden ratio, as discussed in Section 7.3.1. We 
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9̂  9.3. T h e (^-kicked accelerator: Dependence upon gravity parameter Q 

Gravity parameter p = o P = ±l/4 P = ±l/2 
n = 1 Antiresonance Resonance Antiresonance 
n = {i + V5)/2 Non-resonant Non-resonant Non-resonant 
Q = 2 Resonance Antiresonance Resonance 

Table 9.2: The quantum resonant features for tlie (5-kicked accerator, for which T = Tj- = 2). 
Results are summarised for the pulse period values presented in Fig. 9.4. 

f ind that the quantum resonant features observed for rational values become irregular and 

less well defined. 

For T = TT = 2), there are two quantum resonance features across the range of 

P, as seen in Figs. 9.4(a) and (c). For SI = 1 the quantum resonance and quantum 

antiresonance features are shifted in momentum by 1/4 compared to the Q = 2 case. This 

is consistent w i t h results for the p = 0 subspace, corresponding to the features shown in 

Fig. 7.2. The results for a thermal distribution, shown in Fig. 8.2 are obtained by taking 

an average over the evolution results for a Gaussian distr ibution of the in i t ia l momentum 

states. 

9.3.2 Rational values of Q. 

In Fig. 9.5 we present the quasimomentum dependence for rational values of Q. We draw 

a comparison wi th the (5-kicked rotor by setting Q = 0 in Fig. 9.5(a). The parameters are 

the same as for Fig. 9.1(c), for which quantum resonances occur for /5 = 0 and P = ± 1 / 2 , 

and quantum antiresonances occur for P = ± 1 / 4 . This quasimomentum scan is also 

identical to Fig. 9.4(a), for which Q = 2. 

For Q. = 1/s, Figs. 9.5(b)-(d) show that increasing s increases the density in P of 

the quantum resonant features. However, the quantum resonances and quantum antires

onances remain evenly spaced and, as we discuss in the next section, the wid th of the 

fractional quantum resonances are independent of s. 

Fract iona l quantum resonance conditions 

I t is possible to quantify the p separation between fractional quantum resonances. Frac

tional quantum resonances occur when [2 

s[r - (1 ± 2p)e] = 2m 
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Figure 9.5: The evolution of the (5-kicked particle, initially in the plane-wave state subject 
to subsequent applications of Floquet operator (4.12). The colour scale quantifies {{p^})}/^, in 
units of hK, which is proportional to the kinetic energy of the particle. Gravity parameter, (a) 
n = 0;{h)n = 1/2; (c) fi = 1/4; (d) = 1/8. Parameters are T = T T (^ = 2), (̂ d = O.STT, and 

= 1 {w = 0). The high-order quantum resonance features are summarised in Table 9.3, and 
analysed in detail for in Fig. 9.6 

for integer values of m . Inverting this, we find that fractional quantum resonances occur 

for quasimomentum values 

P^^ = 
2i 

m 
Ts' 

(9.17) 

The fractional quantum resonances are separated in momentum by lj^s, breaking up 

momentum space into qualitatively similar, although not identical regions. The fractional 

quantum resonances observed in Fig. 9.5 are consistent w i t h Eq. (9.17). 
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Gravity parameter Resonance ym 
Q = 0 Ist-order 0 , ± l / 2 
n = 1/2 2nd-order 0, ± 1 / 2 , ± 1 / 4 
n = 1/4 4tli-order m / 8 
n = 1/8 8th-order m/16 

Table 9.3: The quantum resonant features for tlie 5-kicked accerator, for which T = Tr (^ = 2). 
Results are summarised for the pulse period values presented in Fig. 9.5. For rational values of 
Q. = r/s, quantum resonances of order s are located at quasimomentum values /3 = Pf^, given 
by Eq. (9.17). Quantum antiresonance features are located between each quantum resonance. 

Fract iona l quantum resonance w id th 

Fractional quantum resonances have a momentum wid th that depends on i and the kick 

number n . As shown for t l ie (5-kicked rotor in Section 9.2.3, an expression for the frac

tional quantum resonance wid th can be derived by considering the quantum antiresonance 

features in close proximity to the fractional quantum resonances. In Fig. 9.6, we show in 

detail the P = 0 fractional quantum resonances f rom Figs. 9.5. 

We find that the reconstruction loci are described by Eq. (9.12) [3]. Our analytic 

results indicate that the quantum resonance wid th given by Eq. (9.13) is independent of 

5, for s = I and s — 2. The numerical calculations in Figs. 9.6(c) and (d) indicate that 

the wid th of the fractional quantum resonances are independent of s. 

9.4 Conclusions 

In this chapter, we have shown the evolution of individual momentum eigenstates. 

Quantum resonant effects may be observed by tuning to specific values of the system 

parameters, as seen in Section 9.2 for integer multiples of the half-Talbot time, and 

in Section 9.3 for rational values of gravity parameter The wid th of the quantum 

resonant features is inversely proportional to A'', corresponding to the A'th-order quantum 

antiresonance feature. Since the A'^th order quantum antiresonance recovers its in i t ia l 

state following n kicks, a precision measurement of P may be performed by tuning to a 

quantum resonance feature for a large number of laser pulses, as introduced in Section 

4.5.2. We observed that the density of the fractional quantum resonance features is 

dependent upon the value of Q, while the wid th of the quantum resonant features is 

found to be independent of Q. 
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-0.025 0.025 

Figure 9.6: The evolution of the (5-kicked particle, initially in the plane-wave state subject 
to subsequent applications of Floquet operator (4.12). The colour scale quantifies {{p^))]!"^-, in 
units of hK, which is proportional to the kinetic energy of the particle. Gravity parameter, (a) 
Q = 0; (b) 1} = 1/2; (c) Vl = 1/4; (d) Q = 1/8. Parameters are = 1 {w = 0), (pd = 0.8n, 
T = TT (^ = 2). We show the fractional quantum resonances from Fig. 9.5 in detail, wi th the 
analytic asymptotes corresponding to Eq. (9.12). 

We have demonstrated agreement between numerical simulation and analytic results: 

1. I n Chapter 7, we applied the t ime evolution operator to a zero temperatiire in i t ia l 

condition, and showed that this coincided w i t h the expected momentum moments 

summarised in Table 7.1. 

2. I n Chapter 8, we evaluated the numerical simulations for a thermal in i t ia l condition, 

which is compatible to the expected momentum moments summarised in Table 8.1. 

3. I n this chapter, we showed Eqs. (9.12) and (9.14) coincide w i t h the Nth. order 
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quantum antiresonances in Figs. 9.2, 9.3, and 9.6. 

We now extend the analysis to intermediate temperatures, modelled by a Gaussian distri

bution of the momentum eigenstates presented in this chapter. We consider the (5-kicked 

rotor in Chapter 10 for various values of T , and the 5-kicked accelerator in Chapter 11 

for various values of Q. 
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Chapter 10 

Temperature dependence of the 
5-kicked rotor 

10.1 Overview 

In Chapter 9 we found that the evolution of the momentum variance for momentum eigen

states \k + P) depends dramatically on the quasimomentum P, but is independent of the 

discrete momentum k. This means that the evolution of a (5-kicked rotor, w i t h a Gaussian 

in i t ia l momentum distr ibution given by Eq. (5.14), depends sensitively on the in i t ia l pop

ulation of P eigenstates [32]. In particular, if the ini t ia l momentum distr ibution is broad 

compared to the momentum separation 1/i between consecutive quantum resonance fea

tures, the range of individual momentum eigenstate evolutions occur simultaneously. In 

this case an averaged evolution results [47, 50, 52 . 

In this chapter we investigate in detail the effect of the ini t ia l momentum distr ibution 

wid th w on the evolution of a 5-kicked rotor. We give analytic expressions for the second-

order momentum moment evolution for both a zero-momentum eigenstate, as seen in 

Fig. 7.1, and for a finite temperature cloud, as seen in Fig. 8.1. 

We make use of the quasimomentum dependence, as described in Chapter 9, to un

derstand the changeover between the zero-temperature regime where quantum resonant 

and quantum antiresonant features are distinct, and the finite temperature case where 

the system energy is observed to grow linearly, as seen f rom Figs. 8.1(b) and ( f ) . 

Note that in this chapter, we consider atomic momentum distributions that are sym

metric around zero. Thus, i t is equivalent to consider either the second-order momentum 

moment or the momentum variance, as seen f rom Eq. (5.12). We consider the former for 
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notational convenience. 

10.2 Quantum resonant dynamics 

In this chapter, we consider the (5-kicked rotor, for which Q = 0. As we are in an integer 

Q regime, for which first-order quantum resonant effects are exhibited, we set s = 1. For 

a zero-momentum eigenstate, quantum resonance occurs for even values of i, as defined 

wi th Eq. (3.33). A t a quantum resonance, the second-order momentum moment evolves 

quadratically according to Eq. (5.20) setting /? = 0, 5 = 1, and i even. The quadratic 

dependence of the second-order momentum moment wi th the kick number n is illustrated 

in Fig 7.1(f). In contrast, the energy of a finite temperature cloud grows hnearly at a 

quantum resonance, as shown in Fig. 8.1(f). 

10.2.1 Comparison of numerical results with the analytic limit
ing cases. 

I n Fig. 10.1, the markers show the numerical results for the evolution of the second-order 

momentum moment for three in i t ia l Gaussian momentum distributions w i t h different 

values of the standard deviation w. We observe that the momentum moment ini t ia l ly 

follows the quadratic growth of the zero-momentum eigenstate case, as indicated by the 

dashed fine in Fig. 10.1. For a finite temperature cloud, the ballistic expansion becomes 

l imited at a particular kick number, denoted n^. Above UR the rate of energy growth 

begins to revert to the classical diffusion result (5.24), as indicated by the lower dotted 

line in Fig. 10.1. For large w. the energy growth is bounded below by the classical result 

(5.24), as seen previously in Fig. 8.1(f). 

10.2.2 The quantum resonance transition time, UR 

The behaviour observed in Fig. 10.1 can be understood by considering the range of P 

subspaces ini t ia l ly populated. The quantum resonance wid th was found in Section 9.2.3 

to be 5Pfi = l / N i , as given by Eq. (9.13). Provided that the in i t ia l momentum width 

of the cloud is weU wi th in the quantum resonance width , quantum resonant dynamics 

dominates the system evolution. Conversely, i f the in i t i a l momentum wid th is larger than 

the quantum resonance width , the higher-order quantum antiresonances play a significant 

role and the baUistic expansion is l imited. 
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4Si 

CM 

Figure 10.1: The second-order momentum moment {p^) of a (5-kicked atom cloud. The initial 
state is a Gaussian momentum distribution with standard deviation {x) w — 1/128; (o) w = 
1/32; and (+) w = 1/8. Parameters are T = Tr , = 0, <?!>d = O-STT, and A/" = 10000. The analytic 
result from Eq. (10.2) are shown by the solid lines, with the colour of these fines indicating 
the value of corresponding to the same colour as the markers used to plot the numerical 
results. The black lines show the analytic limiting cases, wi t f i the dashed line corresponds to 
the quadratic growth (5.20), and the solid line corresponds to the classical linear growth (5.24) 
setting w = 0. The vertical dotted lines indicate n = UR, as defined in Eq. (10.1). 

Quantitatively, we define a kick number UR to indicate the number of kicks at which 

the ballistic expansion becomes l imited. We define the quantum resonance transition 

t ime UR so that two standard deviations of the in i t i a l Gaussian momentum distr ibution 

lie w i th in the quantum resonance wid th 5PR, such that 

1 
riR = Awl 

(10.1) 

This equation (10.1) ensures that 95.4 % of the atom cloud expands ballistically up unt i l 

the kick number UR, as indicated by the red and blue vertical dotted lines i n Fig. 10.1. 
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10.2.3 Analytic results for a finite temperature gas 

In Appendix E, we derive expressions for the momentum moments for a finite temperature 

gas. We follow a method developed by P. L. Halkyard [2], which considered integer values 

of Ci, w i t h the in i t ia l momentum distribution approximated by Gaussian function (5.14). 

For the 5-kicked rotor, the second-order momentum moment evolves according to 

1^ = + f - + 0^ E ( - - m)( - l ) " ' ( -+^)e - - - - ' ^ -=-^ 
{hK) 

(10.2) 

The analytic lines shown Fig. 10.1 demonstrate good agreement w i t h our numerical results. 

In Chapter 10, we extend the numerical analysis by varying the value of the gravity 

parameter O. 

10.3 Quantum antiresonant dynamics 

The effect of the in i t i a l atomic momentum wid th on the second-order momentum mo

ment evolution at a quantum antiresonance is shown in Fig. 10.2. The evolution can be 

separated into two regimes: (i) when w <^ 1/21 periodic oscillations are observed, as seen 

in Fig. 10.2(a), and (ii) for w > \/2l for which the momentum moment grows linearly, 

as seen in Fig. 10.2(b). For large w, the energy growth is bounded above by the classical 

result (5.24), which was demonstrated in Fig. 8.1(b). 

10.3.1 The quantum antiresonance transition time, UA 

As in the quantum resonance case, we can define a kick number n.4 below which the 

major i ty of plane-wave components in the distr ibution exhibit a first order quantum 

antiresonance effects, w i th period 2T. Requiring that two standard deviations of the 

ini t ia l Gaussian atomic momentum distribution lie wi th in the quantum antiresonance 

wid th 5pA, as derived wi th Eq. (9.15), we find that 

In Fig. 10.2(a), the kick numbers n.4 are indicated by the vertical dotted lines. For kick 

numbers less than UA the ini t ia l state recurrence w i t h period 2T is clearly observed. 

In the low temperature regime, where w <^ 1/2^, as in Fig. 10.2(a), we observe oscil-
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Figure 10.2: The second-order momentum moment (p^) of a (5-kicked atom cloud. The initial 
state is a Gaussian momentum distribution with standard deviation (a) ( • ) w = 0; ( x ) w = 
1/128; and (o) w = 1/32; and (b) (+) w = 1/8; (*) w = 1/4; { ) w = 1/2; and (o) w = 2.5. 
Parameters are T = r T / 2 , Q = 0, (pa = O.STT, and M = 10000. In (a) the soHd Hnes are given 
by Eq. (10.4) and the vertical dotted Hnes indicate n = UA, as defined by Eq. (10.3). The soHd 
Hnes in (b) are given by Eq. (5.24). 

lations w i t h period 2 r even after n = UA- However, the oscillations decay to a constant 

value. The momentum moment evolution in the low temperature regime is well approxi

mated by [1' 

{ p \ « ^fi'K^^l [l - cos(n7r)e-2"'^'^''^'] + h^K^w^ (10.4) 

as shown by the sohd lines in Fig. 10.2(a). The derivation of Eq. (10.4) is due to K . J. Chal-

The observed decay in the periodic oscillations occurs when the in i t i a l momentum 

wid th of the cloud is comparable to, or larger than, the quantum antiresonance wid th 

5PA- Provided that w <C l /2£ , higher-order quantum antiresonances begin to play a role 
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in the system dynamics, but quantum resonances do not. In this regime the evolution of 
the different (3 subspaces can be described as an oscillation of the same amplitude as the 
/3 = 0 subspace, but wi th a different phase. This means that the different (5 subspaces 
gradually become out of phase w i t h each other, leading to a decay in the oscillation of 
the second-order momentum moment. The decay of the oscillations has been observed 
experimentally by Duffy et al. [63 . 

For the case where w > l/2£, as shown in Fig. 10.2(b), certain ini t ia l ly populated ,6 

subspaces f u l f i l l the quantum resonance condition (9.4), and consequently the second-order 

momentum moment is observed to grow linearly. For broad momentum distributions, the 

gradient of the moment growth tends to the thermal l imi t given by Eq. (5.24). 

10.4 Conclusions 

In this chapter we have theoretically investigated the quantum resonant dynamics of S-

kicked cold atoms. In particular we have shown how the behaviour of the second-order 

momentum moment changes for progressively broader in i t ia l momentum distributions. By 

increasing the in i t ia l temperature of the atomic cloud f rom the ideal case of zero Kelvin, 

we have identified transition times, as a funct ion of the in i t ia l momentum width , after 

which the dynamics of the quantum resonance and quantum antiresonance clearly deviate 

f rom the ideal zero temperature case. This can be understood f rom the time evolution of 

individual momentum eigenstates, which we showed in Chapter 9 varies greatly wi th the 

quasimoment um. 

Laser cooling below the photon recoil l imi t , discovered by Philips [113], w i th significant 

developments by Chu [134-136] and Cohen-Tannoudji [137, 138], enabled the dynamics 

of quantum systems to be analysed by reducing the kinetic energy along the axis of the 

time-of-flight momentum measurement. Typical temperatures achieved w i t h an ini t ia l ly 

magneto-optically trapped sample, such as for the value of w = 2.5 used in the Oxford 

experiment [16-18, 21, 55-58, 60], observe a linear-with-time increase of the mean kinetic 

energy. I n this case there is very Httle to distinguish quantum resonant f rom quantum 

antiresonant evolution [47, 50, 57, 139]. However, along one dimension, narrower ini t ia l 

momentum distributions are achievable, w i t h examples shown in Table 10.1. In three-

dimensions, i t has been shown that a Bose-Einstein condensate has been cooled below 

500 pK [140], using a technique known as velocity-selective coherent population trapping 
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Species Technique A [nm T w R.eference 
« ' R b BEG 780 3 nK 0.043 [63] 
"^Cs I D Raman 895 3 nK 0.062 [142] 
i^^Cs BEG 895 46 p K 0.008 [119] 
2^Na I D Raman 589 24 pK 0.0016 [134] 

Table 10.1: Experimental accessibility of the ultracold temperature regime. Various cooling 
mechanisms are possible, with results obtained for alkali-earth metals from group 1 of the pe
riodic table. The effective one-dimensional temperature 7^ is determined from the momentum 
distribution spread, which we approximate to a Gaussian function, as explained in Section 5.3. 
The width of the momentum distribution, w hK, is extracted from the standard deviation of 
the thermal distribution using Eq. (5.15). 
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Chapter 11 

Temperature dependence of the 
5-kicked accelerator 

11.1 Overview 
We now generalise the discussion of the time evolution for a finite temperature gas by 

varying the value of gravity parameter Q, thus realising the (5-kicked accelerator. To in

vestigate the correspondence between classical and quantum counterparts of the 5-kicked 

accelerator, we analyse the fourth-order momentum cumulant using linear regression anal

ysis. We present the results f rom Publication [3 . 

11.2 Momentum moment evolution 

We investigate the dependence of the ini t ia l atom cloud temperature on the system dy

namics by considering the evolution of the momentum moments for a Gaussian ini t ia l 

atomic momentum distribution. We vary the widths of the distr ibution, as given by 

Eq. (5.14). In Fig. 11.1, we show the evolution of (p^)n and {p'^)n for different values of 

w and Q. 

11.2.1 Comparison of the numerical results to the analytic lim
iting cases 

As w increases, for a given Q, the momentum irioment evolutions make a gradual transition 

f rom the zero-temperature l imi t behaviour discussed in Ghapter 7, towards the thermal 
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Figure 11.1: The momentum moments (p')n of order q = 2 [left-hand column] and ^ = 4 
[right-hand column], for a Gaussian initial atomic momentum distribution wi th (x) = 1/128; 
(c) w = 1/32; and (+) w = 1/8. Parameters are T = T r = 2), (pd = O.Sn, M = 10000, and (a), 
(b) n = 0; (c), (d) Q = 1/2; (e), ( f) Q - 1/4; (g), (h) Q = 1/8; and (i), (j) = (1 + V5)/2. The 
dashed lines correspond to the w = 0 analytic predictions [Eq. (5.20) for (p'̂ )n and Eq. (5.21) 
for (p^)n]- The solid lines correspond to the large-io l imit lower bound [Eq. (5.24) for {p^)n', 

Eq. (5.25) in (b); and Eq. (5.26) in (d), all with w = 0]. The vertical dotted lines indicate 
n = npR [see Eq. (11.1)], and the solid vertical hues in (c) - (h) indicate where n is an integer 
multiple of s (as taken from 17 = 1/s), for which values the analytic equations are valid. The 
quantum resonance features in (a) are equivalent to the results presented in Fig. 10.1 for the 
(5-kicked rotor. 
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l imi t described in Chapter 8. The dashed Unes in Fig. 11.1 indicate the zero-temperature 
hmit , given by Eq. (5.20) for the second-order momentmn moment, and (5.21) for the 
fourth-order momentum moment. 

The solid lines in the figure are lower bounds to the momentum moment evolutions 

in the thermal l imi t . The analytic expressions in the thermal l imi t are summarised in 

Table 8.1, evaluated w i t h w = 0. For the second-order momentum moment, the solid 

lines correspond to Eq. (5.24) w i th w = 0. Note that for finite w, the thermal hmit of 

{p')n is larger than that for w = 0, but wi l l increase at the same rate. For the fourth-order 

momentum moment evolution, the lower bounds depend on Q and are defined by setting 

w = 0 in Eq. (5.25) for integer Q, and Eq. (5.26) for half-integer fl. We have not evaluated 

analytic expressions for the lower bounds for general rational ft, although Figs. 11.1(f) 

and 11.1(h) strongly indicate that similar behaviour exists in the thermal l imi t . 

11.2.2 The fractional quantum resonance transition time npR 

The deviation of the momentum moment evolution f rom the zero-temperature l imi t occurs 

at a particular kick number npR, indicated by the vertical dotted lines in Fig. 11.1. As 

explained for the case of the 5-kicked rotor in Chapter 10, the energy transferred to the 

system becomes l imited when the in i t ia l momentum wid th of the atom cloud becomes 

comparable w i t h the momentum wid th of a quantum resonance. 

I f the in i t ia l momentum wid th is large compared to the quantum resonance width , the 

quantum antiresonances play a role in the system dynamics and the momentum moment 

evolution tends towards the thermal l imi t . We define npR such that two standard devi

ations of the in i t ia l Gaussian momentum distr ibution lie wi th in the quantum resonance 

wid th 6PFR, 

As described in Section 9.3.2, the wid th of a fractional quantum resonance feature is 

independent of Q, and therefore, the expression for npR gives the same result as for the 

case of the 5-kicked rotor, seen f rom Eq. (10.1). 

11.2.3 Thermalisation transition Wth 

To study fractional quantum resonances, we set the gravity parameter to the rational 

value Q = r/.s, where and s are integers. In Fig. 11.1 we find that as the denominator s 

increases, the fractional quantum resonances become increasingly sensitive to the in i t ia l 
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11. 11.3. M o m e n t u m cumulant evolution 

temperature of the system. This effect is most clear f rom the second-order momentum 
moment^ w i t h the thermal l imi t given by Eq. (5.24), appearing to be independent of the 
gravity parameter. 

We observe that as s increases, the momentum moments approach the thermal l imi t ing 

behaviour for lower values of w. This is explained in terms of the number of quantum 

resonance features spanned by the in i t ia l atomic momentum distr ibution. The fractional 

quantum resonances are separated in momentum by l/£s, as seen f rom Fig. 9.5 and 

described in Section 9.3.2. Thus, we can define a thermalisation wid th Wi\^, above which 

the atomic momentum distr ibution ini t ia l ly spans more than a single quantum resonance 

feature and the atomic dynamics reach a thermal l imi t . 

As explained in Chapter 5, thermalisation is manifest in linear rather than quadratic 

growth of {p^)n, and cubic rather than quartic growth of {p'^)n- Quantitatively, we define 

Wth such that one standard deviation of the in i t ia l Gaussian momentum distr ibution lies 

wi th in the separation of the fractional quantum resonance features, such that 

= ^ - { " - 2 ) 

Finally, we note that i f Cl is chosen to be irrational, as shown in Figs, l l - l ( i ) and 

l l . l ( j ) , we observe that the second-order momentum moment grows linearly wi th n , and 

the fourth-order momentum moment grows quadraticall}'. The data becomes smoother 

as w increases, but the growth rate appears to be largely independent of w. 

11.3 Momentum cumulant evolution 

We now examine the momentum cumulants, verifying that the analytic equations derived 

in Chapter 5 for l imi t ing cases, and investigating the temperature dependence presenting 

the results of the numerical simulation described in Chapter 6. 

11.3.1 Second-order cumulants 

The second-order momentum cumulant evolution is essentially described by the second-

order momentum moment evolution, since is negligible for a thermal distribution. 

However, by analysing the evolution of the change in the second-order momentum cumu

lant in Fig. 11.2, we f ind that the distinction between the ultracold and thermal regimes 

'Note that Fig. 11.1(a), showing the numerical results for (p-) wi th = 0, is equivalent to Fig. 10.1. 
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a) t 

250 H 

Figure 11.2: The increase in energy of an atom cloud ensemble, quantified by A((p^))„, subject 
to a (5-kicked accelerator with Gaussian initial momentum distribution of standard deviation (o) 
w = 1/4; { ) w = 1/16; ( x ) w = 1/32; { ) w = 1/64; (A) w = 1/128; and (+) w = 1/1024. 
Parameters are T = Tr = 2), = O.STT, Af = 10000, and (a) Q = 0; (b) = 1/2; (c) 
n = 1/4; (d) Q = 1/8; and (e) Q = {1 + V5)/2. The dashed hues correspond to Eq. (5.20), 
and the solid lines correspond to Eq. (5.27). The vertical lines in (b)-(d) indicate where n is an 
integer multiple of s, where = r / s , for which values the analytic equations are valid. 
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is magnified. In this plot, we are simply presenting the data f rom the left-hand column 
of Fig. 11.1 in a shghtly different format. 

I t is clear f rom Fig. 11.1(a) that the analytic and numerical methods are consistent for 

describing the ultracold and thermal regimes. Furthermore, intermediate temperatures 

exhibit dynamics in between these regimes, as previously discussed in Chapter 10. Varying 

the denominator of Q = rjs in Figs. l l . l ( b ) - ( d ) , the result given by Eq. (11.2) is verified. 

We observe that increasing the denominator .s by a factor of two, the momentum wid th 

for which the thermal regime is adopted also scales by a factor of two. The vertical 

lines denote the kick numbers for which the analytic results are valid. We note that the 

numerical results are consistent w i th the equations where they are applicable, however, 

for intermediate kicks, i t is apparent that dynamics deviates f rom the theoretical curves. 

I t is clear f rom Fig. 11.1(e) that the fluctuations about the thermal result become erratic 

when the quantum resonant effects are removed by setting 17 to an irrational value. 

11.3.2 Fourth-order cumulants 

By analysing the evolution of the fourth-order momentum cumulant, we extract addi

tional information about the dependence of the system upon temperature and gravity. 

In Fig. 11.3 we present the evolution of the cube root of the fourth-order momentum 

cumulant for different values of w and fi. The reason for taking the cube root is that 

the thermal regime is then indicated by a straight hue. Also, the sign of the cumulant 

value is preserved, which is important for understanding the shape of the distr ibution 

represented. 

We observe that {{p^))n^ ini t ia l ly evolves according to the zero-temperature l imi t , 

indicated by the dashed lines in the figure. The fact that i t is negative indicates a broad 

momentum distr ibution characteristic of quantum resonance phenomena. A t the kick 

number n = npR, defined in Eq. (11.1), the cumulants deviate f rom the zero-temperature 

l imi t , eventually becoming positive, indicating a sharply peaked momentum distr ibution 

which is caused by quantum antiresonances playing a significant role in the dynamics. 

For irrational values of Q, as seen f rom Fig. 11.3(e), the absence of quantum resonant 

features leads to the distr ibution gradually becoming broader, as indicated for a ther

mal distribution in Fig. 8.2(c). For low temperatures, the cumulant dynamics fluctuates 

erratically, as expected f rom Fig. 7.2(c). 

For sufficiently large values of w, the fourth-order momentum cumulant tends to the 

thermal hmit , indicated by the sohd lines in Figs. 11.3(a) and (b). I n the thermal Umit, 
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Figure 11.3: The change in shape of atom cloud ensemble, quantified by {(p^))n^, subject to 
a 5-kicked accelerator with Gaussian initial momentum distribution of standard deviation (o) 
w = 1/4; { ) w = 1/16; ( x ) w = 1/32; { ) w = 1/64; (A) w = 1/128; and (+) w = 1/1024. 
Parameters aieT = TT {£ = 2), (pd = O.STT, Af = 10000, and (a) Cl = 0; {h) Q = 1/2; (c) = 1/4; 
(d) f ) = 1/8; and (e) Q = (1 + V5)/2. The dashed lines correspond to Eq. (5.23), and the solid 
hues correspond to (a) Eq. (5.28) and (b) Eq. (5.29). The vertical Hnes in (b)-(d) indicate where 
n is an integer multiple of s, where = r / s , for which values the analytic equations are valid. 
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the fourth-order momentum cumulant evolution, as described by Eqs. (5.28) and (5.29), 
is independent of w and is characterized by cubic growth wi th n . The growth rate is 
smaller for high values of denominator s, indicating that high-ordered fractional quantum 
resonances have less peaked momentum distributions, as seen in Fig. 8.3. 

11.3.3 Linear regression analysis 

In this section, we use a statistical tool to quantify the transition f rom an ultracold to 

a thermal regime. We choose the fourth-order momentum cumulant as the observable 

since the value of Q has been shown to be resolvable in the thermal l imi t . We use linear 

regression analysis to determine the value of w for which {{p'^)y^'^ adopts a linear profile 

143. 

For rational values of f2 = r/s, we observe that for larger values of .s, the cumulant 

evolution tends to the thermal l imi t behaviour more readily, adopting the thermal regime 

w i t h smaller values of w. We have investigated this quantitatively by determining the 

asymptotic dependence of the fourth-order cumulant. This was done by f i t t i ng a particular 

number of asymptotic points using a least-squares method according to 

m y / ' = bn+c. (11.3) 

Note that the linear f i t values b and c incorporate the momentum units [{hKy^'^]. The 

most appropriate asymptote, w i th b = 6opt, was identified by choosing the number of 

asymptotic points such that the standard error in the gradient b was minimized. 

In Fig. 11.4 we show the opt imum asymptote gradient 6opt as the wid th w of the Gaus

sian distr ibution is varied. We find that as w increases, the asymptote gradient saturates 

to its thermal l imi t value 6th, as indicated by the solid horizontal lines in Fig. 11.4. For 

integer values of Q, we determine f rom Eq. (5.28) that 

= {d>y4y/'{hKr^\, (11.4) 

as shown by the red fine. For half-integer values of fi, we determine f rom Eq. (5.29) that 

= M8y/'{hKr/\, (11.5) 

as shown by the green line. 

Saturation to thermal value 6th occurs when the wid th of the in i t ia l atomic momentum 
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Figure 11 .4 : The asymptote gradient 6opt of ((p'*))^'^^, determined from Fig. 11.3 using linear 
regression analysis. Parameters are T ^TT (i = 2), = O.STT, M = 10000, and ( • ) = 0; ( ) 

= 1/2; (o) = 1/4; ( • ) J) = 1/8; and ( A ) ?L = 1/16. The dashed lines are shown to guide 
the eye. The horizontal sohd lines correspond to the thermal asymptote gradients of Eqs. (5.28) 
and (5.29). The vertical dotted lines correspond to Eq. (11.2). 

dis tr ibut ion spans a fractional quantum resonance feature. Quantitatively, the thermali

sation w i d t h Wth is defined by Eq. (11.2) , and as indicated by the vertical dotted lines in 

Fig. 11.4 i t accurately predicts the temperature at which the fractional quantum resonant 

djoiamics saturates i n the thermal l imi t . 

11.4 Conclusions 

We demonstrated w i t h Fig. 11.1 that for a low temperature gas, the energy of the en

semble, quantified by (j9^)n, provides a signatmre for quantum resonance in the 5-kicked 

accelerator. For sufficiently high temperatures, the linear growth of (p^)„ is not resolv

able. We demonstrated that w i t h finite temperatmres, (p'^)n is resolvable. However, since 

(p"*)n is dependent upon (p^)n, we found that i t is informative to investigate the mutually 

independent momentum cumulants. 

I n Figs. 11.2 and 11.3, we presented the cumulant evolution compeiring their depen-
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dence upon w and Q. In Fig. 11.2, we plotted A((p-))„, in the ultracold and thermal 
regimes, as well as for intermediate temperatures. We observed the linear trend for the 
thermal regime, which is consistent w i t h the result expected for a classically chaotic 
(5-kicked rotor. However, we also observe fluctuations for this thermal case which are 
dependent upon the value of 0 . These fluctuations demonstrate the inherent quantum 
mechanical nature of the system, which we exploit in the next chapter to quantify the Q 
dependence. 

W i t h Fig. 11.3, we demonstrated the merit of using {{p'^))n'^ to quantify the transition 

of a finite-temperature gas f rom an ultracold to a thermal regime. We have determined 

that a narrow Gaussian momentum distr ibution ini t ia l ly exhibits dynamics compatible 

w i t h the ultracold regime, and adopts the thermal regime following a sufficient number 

of laser pulses. We find the transition between these two extremes to be independent 

of the value of Q, as indicated by comparing Eq. (11.1) to our numerical data. The 

dependence upon w for this transition was investigated using linear regression analysis, 

w i t h the gradient of {{p'^))n ^ plotted in Fig. 11.4. The thermalisation temperature was 

found to be dependent upon Q, as given by Eq. (11.2). 

Movies showing the t ime evolution of the observables are available to download at: 

h t t p : / / m a s s e y . d u r . a c . u k / m s / m o v i e s . h t m l 
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Chapter 12 

Gravitational sensitivity 

12.1 Overview 

In this chapter, we assess the sensitivity of the fractional quantum resonances to fi. In 

Section 12.2, we consider the simplest case possible by taking the ultracold l imi t , analysing 

the t ime evolution of a single momentum eigenstate. I t is constructive to learn more about 

quantum resonance widths to develop our understanding of the 5-kicked accelerator. 

A n application to rotation measurement has been performed by the Prentiss group at 

Harvard [144-147]. Analysing decoherence times of an atom interferometer perturbed by 

a (5-kicked rotor potential, the quantum resonance wid th was found to be given by 

In this chapter, we demonstrate that this experimental result is consistent w i th our model. 

We follow the procedure f rom Chapter 9 to investigate the gravity dependence of the 

5-kicked accelerator. We propose methods to quantify the wid th of the quantum resonant 

features. In Section 12.3, we present preliminary results for a finite temperature gas, and 

discuss the feasibility of using the 5-kicked accelerator for the precision measurement of 

9-

12.2 Quantum resonant effects in the ultracold limit 

In Fig. 12.1 we study the evolution of the second-order momentum moment over a range 

of n f rom 0 to 2, for both T = TT/2 {£ = 1) and T = TT {i = 2). The in i t ia l condition 
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Figure 12.1: {{p^))n'^ in units of hK for a <5-kicked accelerator initially in a zero-momentum 
eigenstate. Parameters axe J\f = 1 {w = 0), (pd = 0.87r, and (a) T = TT/2 {£ - 1); and (b) 
T = TT {i = 2). 

in every case is a /? = 0 quasimomentum eigenstate. We observe a rich structure of grav-

itat ionally sensitive phenomena, w i t h the dark regions showing the fractional quantum 

resonance featiues, and the light regions showing the fractional quantum antiresonance 

effects. First-order quantum resonance effects, as studied in Chapter 10, are observed for 

integer Q values. 

I n the ultracold l imi t , transformed Floquet operator (4.12) reduces to 

FniP = 0) = exp (^-in[e + Q- 2nn]k^ exp {i4>d cos{Kz)). (12.2) 

Prom the simplified free evolution operator term, we deduce that integer changes i n the 

value of Q can be equivalently described by modifying the number of half-Talbot times 

making up a kick period T. This is verified f r o m the numerical results presented in 

Fig. 12.1, w i t h the observation that on changing f r o m £ = 1 to i = 2, the Q dependence of 

the various quantum resonant and quantum antiresonant featmres is transposed by one. 

We may define an effective kick period T = ^ 'Tx/2 for an integer formed f r o m £' = i + Q,, 

for which the quantum resonant results are observed as predicted. 

12.2.1 Quantifying the quantum resonant features 

I n Fig. 12.2, we examine quantum resonant effects f r o m Fig. 12.1(b), for which £ = 2. The 

vicini ty of the quantum resonant effects is shown in further detail i n Fig. 12.3. We have 

found that i n addit ion to the quantum resonance and quantum antiresonance features 

themselves, there are other interesting features which we highlight i n this section by 
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12. 12.2. Q u a n t u m resonant effects in the ul tracold l imit 
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Figure 12.2: {{p^))n'^ in units of HK for a (5-kicked accelerator initially in a zero-momentum 
eigenstate. Parameters axe N = I {w = 0), 4>d = O.STT, and T = {£ — 2). The gravity 
dependence is shown in the vicinity of (a) f2 = 0 (Quantum resonance, with s = 1); (b) f2 = 1/4 
(Fourth-order quantum resonance, with s = 4); and (c) f ] = 1 (Quantum antiresonance). The 
dashed lines correspond to Eq. (12.3) in (a) and (b), and Eq. (12.4) in (c) The solid lines 
correspond to Eq. (12.5) in (a) and (b), and Eq. (12.6) in (c). 

postulating equations to describe loci, as was done in Chapter 9. I n Section 12.3, we 

describe the conditions for which these features are observed for a finite temperature gas. 

I n Figs. 12.2 and 12.3, we observe the Cl dependence in the vicini ty of the fractional 

quantum resonance featmre by evaluating the difference 0, — Cl — Q^^. I n Chapter 9, we 

showed w i t h Eq. (9.12) that an A''th order quantum antiresonance occurs at n = A'' kicks, 

f r o m which we deduced that reconstruction loci are inversely proportional to the number 

of kicks. 

Q u a n t u m resonance loci 

I n Figs. 12.2(a) and 12.3(a), we show the gravity dependence in the vicini ty of the first-

order quantum resonance where = 0. A fourth-order quantum resonance is shown in 

Figs. 12.2(b) and 12.3(b), i n the vicini ty of f2 = 1/4. We see f r o m the behaviour of 

{(p^^n^ that for Q = 1/N, there is a step up in energy after a number of kicks that is 

an integer multiple of N. The first occurrence of the onset of the A'"th order quantum 

resonance is denoted by the dashed fines, which may be used to quantify the w i d t h of the 

s th order quantum resonance feature, as was done i n Chapter 9. The observation of the 
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12. 12.2. Qucmtum resonant effects in the ul tracold l imit 

0.00:1 

0.255 

Q.995 

Figure 12.3: Zoom of the quantum resonant features, with the same parameters as shown in 
Fig. 12.2. Note that the colour scale is different in each of the subplots, to emphasise the high-
order quantum antiresonance features. The solid hnes correspond to the asymptotes defined by 
Eq. (12.5) in (a) and (b), and Eq. (12.6) in (c). 

dramatic step up in energy is consistent w i t h the A^'th order fractional quantum resonant 

effects observed in Fig. 11.2, for which the grey Unes correspond to kick numbers are an 

integer multiple of the value of A''. 

Analogous to the loci described by Eq. (9.12), we expect loci that are inversely pro

port ional to n. F i t t i ng the loci by eye, we observe f r o m the dashed hnes in Figs. 12.2(a) 

and 12.2(b) that for 17™ = r / s , 

ns 
(12.3) 

which is found to be dependent upon the value of since s appears i n this expression. 

The result given by Eq. (12.3) for the (5-kicked accelerator which incorporates gravity, is 

consistent w i t h Eq. (12.1) for the (5-kicked rotor evaluated by the Prentiss group. 

I n the vicini ty of a quantum antiresonance feature, we predicted w i t h Eq. (9.14) that 

the number of loci was double the number i n the vicinity of a quantum antiresonance 

feature. This was confirmed by comparison w i t h the numerical results in Figs. 9.2 and 

9.3, and explained by the observation of Nth order quantum anthesonances of bo th even 

and odd parity. We found a similar result w i t h Fig. 12.2(c), for which we observed w i t h 
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12. 12.2. Q u a n t u m resonant effects in the ul tracold limit 

= 1, for which s = 1, that fitting the loci by eye that 

Q u a n t u m antiresonance loci 

In Fig. 12.3, we observe interesting behaviour of {{p'^))n' in the vicinity of flf,^. We 

at tr ibute this to the occurrence of high order quantum antiresonance features, which are 

resolvable at low values of 0,^. This appears consistent to Fig. 11.2, for which fluctuations 

in energy were observed at intermediate kick numbers. 

We postulated that the loci satisfy a 1/n'^ relationship, denoted by the solid lines in 

Figs. 12.2 and 12.3, which we fit by eye to the numerical data. In the vicini ty of an 5 th 

order quantum resonance feature, we found that 

f^k = ± | . (12.5) 

which is found to be independent of the value of f l ^ since s does not appear in this 

expression. In the vicinity of a quantum antiresonance, we note that the expression for 

the loci differs by a factor of two, such that 

^'A = ^ = (12.6) 

12.2.2 Quantifying the width of a fractional quantum resonance 
feature 

Following the procedure f rom Chapter 9, we refer to the solid lines described by Eq. (12.5) 

as reconstruction loci. We define the cjuantum resonance wid th in terms of the separation 

of the lines adjacent to a fractional quantum resonance feature, which is given by 

5Q'^^. (12.7) 
nr 

This measure of the quantum resonance wid th is an improvement to the fitted expression 

for the 5-kicked accelerator given by Eq. (12.3), and the angular acceleration result given 

by Eq. (12.1). 

We conclude that is possible to quantify the wid th of a fractional quantum resonance 

feature, w i t h Eq. (12.7) providing an upper bound to the gravitational sensitivity of the 
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12. 12.3. G r a v i t y measurement w i t h a finite temperature gas 

5-kicked accelerator. In Section 12.3, we discuss the possibility for using these asymptotes 
to perform a precision measurement of the value of fi. 

12.3 Gravity measurement with a finite temperature 
gas 

Inertial sensitivity is of importance for mapping the variations in the Earth's gravitational 

field, w i t h a recent high profile example being the launch of the GOCE satellite by the 

European Space Agency, which is designed to map the gravitational pull to an accuracy 

of 10~^ ms~^ [148]. Mappping the variation in gravitational field, the measurement of 

mass distr ibution has applications to prospecting for oil as well as the study of geological 

hazards. The sensitivity of the satellite is expected to enable the mapping of ocean 

currents, which circulate heat around the planet, and wi l l be used for the development of 

climate change models. 

In Fig. 12.4, we show the gravity dependence in the vicinity of a first-order quan

t u m resonance, as seen in Fig. 12.2(a). However, this t ime a finite temperature gas is 

considered, w i th w = 1/128 in Fig. 12.4(a), and w = 1/1024 in Fig. 12.4(b). 

We find that the asymptote given by Eq. (12.3) is resolvable in both figures. In 

contrast, we find that the asymptote given by Eq. (12.5) is only resolvable in Fig. 12.4(b). 

We also see finer detail to the feature used to construct asymptote Eq. (12.3). These 

effects are due to the lower temperature plot showing greater resolution of the higher-

order antiresonance features. 

In Fig. 12.5, we examine the gravity dependence in finer detail to investigate the 

substructure of the quantum resonance feature. Notice that for the higher temperature 

gas in Fig. 12.5(a), the quantum resonance is broad, meaning that the high-order quantum 

antiresonances cannot be resolved. In contrast, in Fig. 12.5(b), we plot asymptote (12.5), 

which may be used to measure the value of f ) . 

12.3.1 Prospect for precision measurement 

The sensitivity to gravity of the quantum resonance features is determined from the 

definition given by Eq. (4.13), 
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12. 12.3. G r a v i t y measurement w i t h a finite t emperature gas 

Figure 12.4: {{p^})}/^ in units of HK for a 5-kicked accelerator in a low temperature gas. 
Parameters axe Af = 1000, (pd = O.STT, and T = TT (^ = 2). The gravity dependence is shown in 
the vicinity of = 0 (Quantum resonance), with the initial Gaussian distribution of width (a) 
w = 1/128; and (b) w = 1/1024. The dashed hnes correspond to Eq. (12.3), and the sohd line 
in (b) corresponds to Eq. (12.5). 

0.005 0.003 

-0.005 0.005 

Figure 12.5: Zoom of the quantum resonant feature in the vicinity of 11 = 0, with the same 
parameters as shown in Fig. 12.4. The soUd hne in (b) corresponds to Eq. (12.5). 

Differentiating the gravity parameter w i t h respect to g, we obtain 

1^ ~ h^K^ ' 
(12.9) 

and rearranging, we obtain a measure of the quantum resonance wid th in terms of the 

local gravitational acceleration to be 
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12. 12.3. G r a v i t y measurement w i t h a finite t emperature gas 

Substituting Eq. (12.7) and setting ^ =̂  2, we obtain the quantum resonance wid th 

f^K'^ 1 
5g = 

4 7 r M 2 n 2 " 
(12.11) 

In practice, the quantum resonant effects could be examined w i t h finer resohition, since 

we anticipate that f i t t i n g experimental data to a theoretical scan across VL, which would 

enable the quantum resonance wid th 5Vl to be further reduced. This means that this 

asymptote provides an upper bound to the systematic error. 

Experimental parameters are provide in Table 12.1. We have calculated that to obtain 

a statistical error of 8g < 10~^ ms"^, a large number of kicks are required. The experiment 

must remain stable for the duration of the pulses. I f quantum antiresonances are used to 

perform a precision measurement, then this measurement could be performed on a length 

scale comparable w i t h the size of the atom cloud. Note however, that the cloud w i l l st i l l 

be fal l ing under the influence of gravity since we have transformed to a frame moving 

w i t h the centre of mass of the atom cloud. 

Recent gravimetry experiments have achieved an uncertainty on order of 1 part in 

10"̂  using ^''Rb Bose-Einstein condensates, periodically pulsed w i t h standing waves [149 . 

Our model confirms the feasibihty for measurement of gravity using the 5-kicked acceler

ator. This is in comparison w i t h interferometric techniques, for which precision has been 

measured to 1 part in 10^° [150, 151 . 

Experiment Oxford, U K Austin, Texas, USA 
Atomic species •̂̂ Ĉs '•̂ ^Na 
Mass 133 a.m.u. = 2.21 x IQ--^ kg 23 a.m.u. = 3.82 x lO" ' ^ kg 
Atomic transition D l : 62Si/2(F=4) ^ 62Pi/2(F=3) 3Si/2(F=2) ^ 3P3/2(F=3) 
Detuning - 3 0 GHz - 2 0 MHz 
Wavelength A 895 nm 589 nm 
Wavenumber K 1.40 X 10^ m - i 2.13 X 10^ m - i 
Talbot time TT 133 ^s 10 ^s 
n{5g = lO-'^ ms--) 7,000 80,000 
Experiment duration t 1 s 0.8 s 
Reference [107] [108] 

Table 12.1: Comparison of experimental parameters for the atom-optical (5-kicked accelerator. 
Using Eq. (12.10), we evaluate the time evolution of the quantum resonance width, to determine 
the number of kicks required to reduce the upper bound on the systematic error to 6g < 10~^ 
ms - 2 
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12. 12.4. Conclus ions 

In comparison to an experiment at Innsbruck [118, 119]. i t iias been shown t l ia t it is 

possible to study Bloch oscillations i n Bose-Einstein condensates for over twenty thousand 

periods, allowing integration times in excess of 10 s. 

12.4 Conclusions 

The quantum resonance wid th decreases at low temperatures and high kick numbers. 

Therefore, in order to perform a precision measurement, the gas must be ultracold and 

the experiment must be stable at long integration times. 

We have developed a method to quantify the w id th of the quantum resonance feature 

at Q = 0, w i th our model building upon a proof of principle experiment performed in 

Oxford [107]. Our theory does not consider systematic errors or experimental errors. We 

have provided a theoretical upper bound to the gravitational sensitivity of the 5-kicked 

accelerator. 
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Chapter 13 

Thesis conclusions 

We have investigated the 5-kicked accelerator in the context of atomic physics, assessing 

the dependence of the time evolution upon pulse period T , gravity parameter Q, and the 

in i t ia l temperature which is parametrised by w which indicates the wid th of the in i t ia l 

momentum distribution. We verified that by tuning to specific values of the system pa

rameters, quantum resonant phenomena are observed, which were quantified by extracting 

momentum moments and momentum cumulants f rom the momentum distribution data. 

We observed quantum resonance and quantum antiresonance of the (5-kicked rotor by 

setting the pulse period to an integer multiple of the half-Talbot time. We found that 

for rational values of the gravity parameter, such that Q = r/s, the 5-kicked accelerator 

exhibits fractional quantum resonant features of order s. 

Signatures of quantum resonance are presented in Table 7.1, w i t h quantum antireso

nance categorised by recurrence of the in i t ia l momentum state. Above a thermalisation 

temperature, the system adopts the thermal regime, as summarised in Table 8.1. 

In Chapter 9, we observed the time evolution of individual momentum eigenstates, 

f rom which we established the quasimomentum dependence for specific values of T and 

Q. We studied the temperature dependence of the (5-kicked rotor in Chapter 10, and 

discovered conditions under which the dynamics undergoes a transition f rom the ultra-

cold to the thermal regime, h i Chapter 11, we studied high-order quantum resonant 

features observed for fractional values of fl for the (5-kicked accelerator. We established 

a thermalisation temperature by analysing the fourth-order momentum cumulant using 

linear regression analysis. I n Chapter 12, we investigated the dependence of the dynamics 

upon Q, and quantified the wid th of the quantum resonance features, which confirmed 

the feasibility for precision measurement of local gravitational acceleration. 
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Appendix A 

Operator identities 

A . l Overview 

In this appendix, we provide operator identities which are used to derive analytic results 

presented in the main body of the thesis text. 

A.2 The displacement operator 

For operators A and B and parameter r [152], 

For a commutation relation [A, B] = c, where c is a scalar, the higher order terms are 

zero, and so 

= B^cT. (A.2) 

Furthermore, for any function f [ B ) that can be Taylor expanded, 

e^^f{B)e-^^ = f{B + cr). (A.3) 

The displacement of B by a scalar is used in this thesis to simplify the operators describing 

the time evolution of (5-kicked systems. 
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A . A . 3 . U n i t a r y transformations of the Hami l ton ian 

Subst i tut ion for E q . (3.29) 

Setting A = J' and B = 6, w i t h the commutation relation [ J ' , 6] = —ik. we see f rom 

(A.3) that 

e~'''''- exp {i(bd cos 6^ e'^''- = exp (i(f)d cos{e - rri)^ . (A.4) 

This relationship is substituted into Section 3.4.3 to introduce quantum antiresonance for 

the case of the quantum 5-kicked rotor. 

Subst i tut ion for E q . (A .15 ) 

Setting A = p\Tp^+P2T^p-\-PiT^ and B = ^z, we note that since \p-, z] = —2ihp commutes 

w i t h A, we may make use of Eq. (A.3) to obtain 

This is used in Section A.5 to factorise the free-evolution operator. 

A.3 Unitary transformations of the Hamiltonian 

A unitary operator acting on a wavefunction can be expressed by 

| * ) = f / | ' J ) . (A.6) 

Differentiating using the product rule, 

at at at y at J 

Comparing this w i t h the time-dependent Schrodinger equation (3.7), under a unitary 

operation, the Hamiltonian thus satisfies the transformation relation, 

H = ih^U^ + UHUl (A.8) 
at 

We make use of this identity in Appendix B to relate H2\eve\ to the form of Hs\ia.- Identity 

(A.8) is also used in Section 4.4.1 together w i t h displacement operator (A.3) to transform 

the 5-kicked accelerator Hamiltonian to the reference frame accelerating w i t h the centre 
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A . 4 . Bas i s transformations 

of mass of the cloud of fal l ing atoms. 

A.4 Basis transformations 

In this section, we derive expressions for basis transformations following a procedure by 

S. A. Gardiner [153]. Consider a basis formed by two orthogonal states, 1-0) and \(p). The 

unitary operator Ui = exp{^\'tjj){ip\) w i th parameter ^, satisfies the identities [153 

Ui\4>) - !(/)) 
(A.9) 

In comparison, the case where = \ip) [153 

U^\^) = e«!-(/;) 
(A.IO) 

Identities (A.9) and (A.IO) are combined to give 

U,\<p){(t)\Ul = \0){d\ 

u,\^){ml = \^){^\ 

U,\^P){c|>\Ul^e^\'^){4>\ 

U,\^){il'\Ul = e-^\4>){iljl, 

where the Hermitian conjugate is defined as the conjugate transpose, denoted Ul — {U*)'^. 

Generalising further, i f 

t/2 = exp (6 | ^ ) (V ' |+6 l<? i ) (0 | ) , (A. r2) 

then 

u.lcp) m l = {(!>) {4>\ 

U2mmi = \^){'^\ 

[ / 2 | 0 ) ( ^ | [ / ] = e « - ^ ' | 0 ) ( - 0 | . 

Identities (A. 13) are used in Appendix B to transform the Hamiltonian and in Appendix 
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A . 5 . Factor isat ion of the free-evolution operator 

C to transform the time-evolution operator. 

A.5 Factorisation of the free-evolution operator 

In this section, we present a derivation f rom Publication [3], which we use to factorise 

Floquet operator ( C . l ) . I t is convenient to separate the terms that depend on z f rom 

those that depend on p. Consider a general operator of the form 

6 ( t ) = exp {p\Tfr + p2r~p + p-iT^) e x p ( 7 r i ) . (A. 14) 

Taking the part ial derivative of O w i th respect to r gives 

= pirp=+p2r2p+P3r3^;g-(p,rp2+p2r2p+P3r3) ^ (^^^2 ^ 2p2rp + 3p3r-)] 6 ( r ) . (A.15) 

Making use of the identity (A.5), this simplifies to 

dd{T) 

dT 
= pif + 2 t {p2 - ihpa)p + iz + T- (3p3 - ihpn)] 0 ( r ) . (A. 16) 

Choosing po and p-^ such that terms proportional to r and vanish, i.e., po = ?-/ipi7, and 

subsequently p3 = —fi,'-p;7-/3, Eq. (A.16) reduces to 

^ = (p ip ' + +7i )0( r ) . (A.17) 

Noting f rom Eq. (A.14) that 6 ( 0 ) = 1, Eq. (A.17) can be integrated to give 

6{T) = exp(/3irp- + jTz). (A.18) 

Hence the result 

exp ( p i r p " - I - jTz) = exp ( p i r p ' + ihpi^T'p — h^pi'y'^r'^/3) exp {-JTZ) . (A.19) 
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A . 5 . Factor isat ion of the free-evolution operator 

Setting p i = -i/2Mh, 7 = -iMa/h. and r = T, reveals 

paT 
e x p i - - 2M 

+ Maz T = exp 
h 2M + 

iMazT\ ( jMa^V 
X e x p ( ) ex]D 

(A.20) 

h ) ' \ 6/1 

This is the factorised form of the free-evolution component of the Floquet opei-ator ( C . l ) . 
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Appendix B 

The atom-optical Hamiltonian 

B . l Overview 

We start w i t h the Hamiltonian for the atom-optical configuration, 

1 fr 
/̂ 2ievei = 2 ^ 0 (|e)(e| - + ^ + Mgz 

+ \Mla, [e'('=^'^-'-'^*+^')|e)(^| + e-^('^^-^-"^'-+'^')|.g)(e|] ( B . l ) 

which was introduced in Section 4.2.3. I n this appendix, we demonstrate that by imposing 

certain conditions, that i t is possible to reduce the two-level atom model to the fo rm of the 

quantum 5-kicked accelerator. We explain in detail a derivation presented in Publication 

3] which generaUsed a derivation f rom Publication [1] by incorporating gravitational 

effects. 

By deriving .H'̂ ka, we have demonstrate that the quantum resonant effects introduced 

in Chapter 3 may be experimentally investigated using the atom-optical configuration 

described by Hamiltonian ( B . l ) . We discuss the concequences of this result in Chapter 4, 

and go on to derive the kick-to-kick t ime evolution operator in Appendix C. 
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B . 3 . R e m o v a l of \g){g\ t erm 

B.2 Trig Rearrangement 

Setting the Rabi frequencies equal, such that Qm = Q/jo = 0 ^ / 2 , we focus on the terms 

involving \e){g\: 

\ ' (B.2) 

4 ' 

Using 2cos2; = - e~'^, and defining dr = <p\ - 02 and (1)^ = (</>! + </'2)/2, the |e)(g| 

factor simplifies to 

^/iOfiCOs(^7.2 + 0,./2)e-^("^'-'^'\ (B.3) 

The complex conjugate of this factor is obtained for the Hermitian conjugate term, \g){e . 

Therefore, Hamiltonian ( B . l ) is factorised to 

1 p2 
i?2ievei = - ^ o ( | e ) ( e | - \g){g\) + ^ + Mgz 

+ -hQRCO%{kLZ + cbr/2) [e-'('^^'-^-')|e)(5| + H . c ] , 

where H.c. denotes the Hermitian conjugate of the other term wi th in the same set of 

brackets, which is defined by taking the conjugate transpose of the relevant term. 

B.3 Removal of \g){g\ term 

To carry out the unitary transformation defined by 

ij; = exp(z[u;z.|e)(e| - a;o(|e)(e| + | ^ ) (p | ) /2 ] t ) , (B.5) 

we carry out the procedure introduced in Section A.4. Setting \(f)) — \e) and = \g). 

w i t h ^1 = it{uL — LJo) and 2̂ = —^^^^o/2. .Applying this to (B.4), we obtain 

f/3^2.eveit/] = ^ ^ o ( | e ) ( e | - \g){g\) + ^ + Mgz 

+ \hQ.RCOs{kLZ + (br/2) [e-'^^^'-'f'^^e''^^^'^°l^^\e){g\ + H, 
Li 
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B . B . 4 . Transformat ion to accelerating frame 

In addition, we find 

^h^Ul = -h{ut - uJom\e){e\ + h{u^,/2)\g){g\. (B.7) 

Substituting these into (A.8), the Hamiltonian transforms to, 

-2 
=hll\e){e\ + ^ + Mgz 

+ \hQacosikLZ + (j)r/2) [e"^'\e){g\ + H . c ] , 
(B.8) 

where we have defined the detuning A = OJQ - U>L. Therefore, the Hamiltonian has been 

simphfied by transforming to the frame in which the \g){g\ term is eliminated. 

B.4 Transformation to accelerating frame 

We now transform to the frame accelerating wi th the walking wave, w i th the unitary 

transformation, 

U, = exp ( ^ M a , i i ) exp ( - ^ ^ ) exp Q x ( t ) ) • (B.9) 

We find that 
dx{t) Ma^z - a^pt + 

dt 
[B.IO] 

We make use of the displacement operator (A.3) by noting that [ i , p ] = ih is a scalar. 

Thus U4ZUI = z - a^t-/2 and U4PUI = p - Ma^t. Setting cpr = kia^pt-. we simphfy the 

function 

f/4 cos (k,z + Ul = cos (^k,z + I - = cos{k,z). ( B . l l ) 

We determine 

UAHL.eiU4 =hA\e){e\ + j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ' + Mgiz - a , f / 2 ) 

+ -hVltiCos{k,J) [e"^'\e){g\ + H . c ] , 
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B . 5 . Ad iabat i c e l iminat ion in the far detuned l imit 

Combining (B.IO) and (B.12), we obtain 

=hA\e){e\ + ^ + M{g - a^)z - Ma^{g - a^)ty2 - ^ 
2 M (it 

+ ^hnftcos{kLz) [e"^'\e){g\ + E.c' . 

The explicit t dependence can be removed by setting x(^) = ^^Io.<t>{9 ~ a,p)^^/6, which 

yields, 

= /tA|e)(e| + 1^ + Maz + hvLaco^ikiz) [e''^^e){g\ + e-''^'\g){e\] , (B.14) 

w i t h the acceleration of atoms in this reference frame given by o. = g — a^. 

B.5 Adiabatic elimination in the far detuned limit 

In the far detuned l imi t , for which 

\^R\ « | A | , (B.15) 

the transition between \g) and |e) may be suppressed [154]. A t sufficiently low tempera

tures, the atoms begin in the ground state 1^), and therefore the excited state |e) is not 

populated. This enables the elimination of the excited state from Hamiltonian (B.14), 

which reduces to a one-level atom subject to a laser potential. 

Making use of a result by S. A. Gardiner [13], i t is possible to show that 

^ ( L e i = ~^ + Maz + h--^[cos{2k^z) + l ] . (B.16) 

The t r ig term may be simplified by setting K = 2ki and performing the unitary trans

formation ^ 

U, = e^Y>[-^^\9){9\t), (B.17) 

to reveal 

2 M 8 A 
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B̂ ^ B . 6 . T i m e dependence of the laser intensity 

B.6 Time dependence of the laser intensity 

Assuming that each pulse is spectrally narrow, for which the pulse duration tp > 1/A, the 

time-dependent system can be described by Haniil tonian (B.18) wi th an additional time-

dependent amplitude included in the standing-wave term. We approximate the system 

by the Hamiltonian 

n=0 

We consider the situation where the laser standing-wave amplitude is switched on and off 

instantaneously at i = 0, wi th subsequent pulses apphed w i t h periodicity T. In practice, 

a short pulse duration on the order of tp = 25 femtoseconds is experimentally achievable, 

for example [155]. For the applications discussed in this thesis, we explain in Section 4.2.4 

that a 5-function is sufficient due to relatively long times between the pulses [1, 46, 48 . 

The pulses are separated by an order of microseconds, for example, T = 133 /.is for 

caesium [107]: and T = 1.58 / J S for sodium [109]. Defining an effective potential depth 

d>d = < l | t p / 8 A , we obtain 

-9 
Hsk2L — 

p- + Maz - h(pdCos{Kz)^5{t - nT), (B.20) 
2 M 

n=0 

which has the form of the ^-kicked accelerator Hamiltonian (4.3) [57 . 
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Appendix C 

The atom-optical evolution operator 

C . l Overview 

In this appendix, we express the time-evolution operator of the 5-kicked accelerator in 

the reference frame of the the fal l ing atoms. We explain in detail a derivation presented 

in Publication [3] which generalised a derivation f rom Publication [1] by incorporating 

gravitational effects. 

C.2 The Floquet operator 

For a time-periodic system, the unitary time-evolution operator for a single temporal 

period is known as the Floquet operator. Hamiltonian (4.3) has temporal period T and 

we choose to define the Floquet operator f rom just before one kick to just before the next, 

such that 

F<ska = exp ( - -
2M 

+ Maz T exp {i<pdCos{Kz)) ( C . l ) 

Using Eq. (A.20), this Floquet operator can be rewrit ten to 

F<5ka = exp 

X exp 

iMa^T'^ 
m 
iMazT 

h 

e x p i - - 2M 2 

exp cos(i<'l)) 
(C.2) 
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C . C . 3 . T h e transformed Floquet operator in the accelerating frame 

C.3 The transformed Floquet operator in the accel
erating frame 

In the accelerating frame defined by unitary operator (4.5), the Hamiltonian (4.8) is 

not periodic in time, so strictly speaking there is no Floquet operator. However, i t is 

useful to consider the transformed Floquet operator which is the time-evolution operator 

describing kick-to-kick dynamics of the system in the accelerating frame. The Floquet 

operator ( C . l ) , transformed according to the unitary operator (4.5), becomes 

F ( n r , [n - 1]T) = U4{nT)FUl{[n - 1]T). (C.3) 

The time variables on the left-hand side are required to indicate explicitly that the trans

formed Floquet operator corresponds to the system evolution f rom just before the (71, — l ) t h 

kick to just before the n t h kick [19 . 

Substituting Eq. (C.2) into Eq. (C.3), then using U4{nT)pUl{nT) = p - ManT and 

simplifying, we find that 

F{nT, [n - 1]T) = exp \W - 3n + 1 T' 
\ 6h ^ ' J 

I 
X exp I — h 

s2 (C^4) 

X exp {i(j)d.cos{Kz)) 

The first exponential term in Eq. (C.4), i.e., the global phase,^ is not generally of interest. 

Therefore, we absorb it into the transformed Floquet operator by defining 

Fn = exp ( ^ ^ [ S r i - - - 3n + 1]T^^ F{nT, [n - 1]T), (C.5) 

such that 

F„ = exp - -
\ n 

' r - ^ ( 2 n - l ) T ^ 
2 M 2 

exp ( zc t )dCOs(A ' i ) ) . (C.6) 

Finally, we substitute the discrete and continuous components of p f rom Eq. (6.2.3) into 

Eq. (C.6). A further simplification is then possible due to quasimomentum conservation 

discussed in Section 4.4.2 [1, 19, 125, 126]. When the transformed Floquet operator acts 

on a general quasimomentum eigenstate \^JJ{P)) = J2k^k\k + 0 ) , where the dimensionless 

'̂ The global phase is corrected slightly from that given previously [57]. 
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C . 4 . Q u a n t u m resonant parameters 

momentum eigenkets \k + P) satisfy p\k + (3) = hK{k + (3)\k + (3) and {k' + (5'\k + P) = 

Skk'S{l3—P') [1], the operator P can be replaced by its eigenvalue p. Hence, the transformed 

Floquet operator, restricted to acting on a particular quasimomentum subspace [19], is 

2M 
(k + P)-T - nhn{k + P){2n - 1) exp {id)dCos{Kz)). (C.7) 

In Eq. (C.7), we have defined Q = KaT'-/2Tv. This parameter is a dimensionless 

rescaling of the effective gravitation acceleration a = g — a^, in the frame comoving wi th 

the laser walking wave. The experimental configuration is discussed in detail in Section 

4.2, and described mathematically in Section 4.3. In the context of quantum accelerator 

modes, Q has been referred to as the unperturbed winding number [21]. This is in analogy 

wi th the sine-circle map [156], which can be considered a particular dissipative l imi t ing 

case of the dynamics of the quantum (5-kicked accelerator. 

C.4 Quantum resonant parameters 

The time evolution described by the transformed Floquet operator (C.7) varies signifi

cantly depending on the system parameters. I n this thesis, we investigate the effect of the 

effective gravity parameter Q on quantum resonant dynamics in the classically chaotic 

regime, for which K'Thcpd/M > 1.5. For the 5-kicked rotor, for which Q = 0, quantum 

resonant effects occur for pulse periodicities T equal to integer multiples i of the half-

Talbot time TT/2 [104], as explained in Section 3.6. For the atom optical configuration, 

the Talbot time is defined by Eq. (4.11). 

The transformed Floquet operator (C.7), for the case where the pulse periodicity T is 

given by Eq. (4.10), simphfies to 

p_^(^P'^ = Q-i-^[p-e-0f^{^n-l)]^-iTr[k+2k(Se-kn{2n-i)]^i(l>acosiKz) 

where, because the eigenvalues of k are integer, we have used that exp(—i^TrA:'^) = exp{—ii7rk) 

19, 125, 126]. I n the case where T = ITT/2, the effective gravity parameter is Q = 

2-KeaM^~/h^K\ 

The first exponential term in transformed Floquet operator (C.8) provides a quasimo

mentum dependent phase, which we may remove, since i t does not change the observed 

dynamics for the momentum distribution. The th i rd term describes the momentum kick 
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C . C . 5 . S u m m a r y 

due to a laser field pulse. The second term can be wri t ten more concisely by defining 

Kn'n = Tr[{l + 2p)i-Q{2n-l)], (C.9) 

which means that the transformed Floquet operator simplifies to 

FniP) = exp (^-iK-Ynk) exp cos{Kz)). (C.IO) 

I t is evident that, for an integer value of Q , exp(—?;A'7„,A;) —> exp(—'iA'7oA;) and the explicit 

n-dependence of transformed Floquet operator (C.IO) drops out. 

C.5 Summary 

The derived result of kick-to-kick operator (C.IO) is used in Chapter 4 to concisely convey 

the time evolution in the accelerating frame, wi th analytic results presented in Chapter 5. 

I n Chapter 6, we investigate the time evolution numerically, and obtain solutions without 

restricting the treatment to quantum resonant values of the pulse period. The general 

expression used for the transformed Floquet operator, is given by Eq. (C.6) . 
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Appendix D 

Matrix elements 

D. l Overview 

In this appendix we derive expressions for the matr ix elements for various values of the 

system parameters. We summarise results f rom Publication [2] which we make use of 

in Publication [3]. In Section D.2, we introduce Gauss sums, which we use to derive a 

quantity u, to be used in this thesis to determine the momentum moments. 

The ultracold l imi t is considered for rational Q. values in Section D.3, w i t h the mo

mentum moment results summarised in Section 5.4. We then evaluate u for a f ini te 

temperature, for integer Q in Section D.4, and for half-integer Q in Section D.5. The 

finite temperature matr ix elements are used to extract momentum moments in Appendix 

E, w i t h case of the thermal l imi t summarised in Section 5.5. 

D.2 Matrix element definitions 

The distr ibution evolution given by Eq. (5.4), is dependent upon the probability ampli

tudes Ckj{p.nT). The matr ix elements are derived to be [2 

where the parameters x, and T are explained in Section D.2.2. 
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D . D . 2 . M a t r i x element definitions 

D.2.1 Di s tr ibut ion evolution 

In this thesis, we are interested in the momentum moments and cumulant, which are 

defined in terms of the momentum distribution, which evolves according to 

oo 
D,{[5A = nT) = \c,,{P,nT)\'~D,iP..t = 0), (D.2) 

k=—oo 

as stated Section 5.2.1. This is dependent upon the modulus of the probability amplitude, 

which f rom Eq. ( D . l ) is given by 

\c,,{P,nT)\'= j]_,{co), (D.3) 

f rom which we obtain an expression for the distr ibution evolution 

oo 

D,{f3A = nT) = Jj-MDd/3,t = 0). (D.4) 
fc=—oo 

Therefore, the imaginary part of Eq. ( D . l ) is not required. In this appendix, we explain 

how the Bessel function argument in Eq. (D.4) depends upon the parameters of the system. 

D.2 .2 M a t r i x element parameters 

The matr ix elements are dependent upon the parameter oj, which is defined 

a;e'̂  = 0di^ (D.5) 

which is defined by 

u = 'Ae-'(2"^-"'^")77, (D.6) 

incorporating the Gauss sum [157-160 

The evolution of the momentum moments is proportional to \ri\, the absolute value of the 

Gauss sum [2 . 

The dependence of the Bessel function argument to incorporates the gravity parameter 
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D . 3 . E v a l u a t i n g to for fractional 9. values in the /? = 0 subspace 

VL in the Gauss sum. The quasimomeutum and pulse period T are incorporated into the 
parameter 

T = + 2P)L (D.8) 

Often the parameter dependence of u w i l l be specified explicitly by wr i t ing u — m„ ^ ( i l , 

f rom which the value of uj is inferred by taking its magnitude. 

D.3 Evaluating uj for fractional Q values in the /3 = 0 
subspace 

In the /? = 0 subspace, where T —> 7r^/2, u can be evaluated analytically for Q. = l/,s, at 

kick values n which are specific multiples of s [2 . 

D.3.1 Fract iona l quantum resonance condition 

We investigate quantum resonance features to order 5 by setting s ( l — ^) to be even. We 

f ind that for n a multiple of s, 

As a result, for even values of — t h e magnitude of u increases hnearly wi th n at a rate 

proportional to l / \ / s . This leads to fractional quantum resonant behaviour, where energy 

is transferred f rom the laser field to the atom cloud in quasi-periodic bursts. Substituting 

into Eq. (D.5), the argument of the Bessel funct ion for the sth-order quantum resonant 

condition is given by 

u = (D.IO) 

wi th fractional quantum resonances in the ultracold l imi t discussed in Section 5.4.3. 

D.3 .2 Fract iona l quantum antiresonance condition 

For s ( l - £) even or odd, and n a multiple of 2.s, 
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D- D . 4 . E v a l u a t i n g u for integer Q values 

Taking the modulus of Eq. ( D . l l ) , the Bessel function argument is given by 

0 d n [ l + ( - l )^ ( ' - ' ^ ) ] 
u = (D.12) 

Two main classes of behaviour can be identified, as we saw in Section 3.4.3 when con

sidering the simpler case of the quantum 5-kicked rotor, for which acceleration parameter 

Q was not incorporated into the model. For even values of s ( l — i), Eq. (D.12) reduces 

to the fractional quantum resonant result shown in Eq. (D.IO). 

I n contrast however, for odd values of s ( l — i), Eq. (D.12) every 2s kicks the value of 

u collapses to zero, and the in i t i a l state is reconstructed. We refer to this temporal recon

struction w i t h period 2s as fractional quantum antiresonant behaviour, as are discussed 

further in Chapter 12. 

In Section 5.4.4, we explain that the even-ordered momentum moments oscillate w i t h 

period 2T. First-order quantum antiresonance, is characterised by the recurrence of the 

ini t ia l state every two kicks, as depicted in Fig. 4.2, and characterised by the Floquet 

operator identity (3.31). 

D.4 Evaluating LJ for integer Q values 

In this section, we evaluate v for an arbitrary P eigenstate, f rom which the momentum 

moments are derived in Section E.3. We consider the case for which Q is an integer, using 

the notation Q = r-i, for which the quantity u becomes 

n - l 

For n integer we have that exp(^7^rln-) = exp(5i7rrin) and Eq. (D.13) simphfies to 

n - ] 

i^nA^i-J) = 26-''"^e'""'"' ^e'^- '^-" '" ')^ ' . (D.14) 
j = 0 

Evaluating the geometric series in Eq. (D.14), and simplifying, yields 

r'.AruP) = ^ - • ( • + 0 ( T - . n / . ) S i n ( ^ y - ^ r , / 2 1 ) 
sm(T - 7 r r i / 2 ) 
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D . D . 5 . E v a l u a t i n g LO for half-integer Q, values 

Taking the modulus of v, we f ind that u is given by 

^ s i n ( n [ T - 7 r r ] / 2 ] ) 
^ = g>d . ,^ r r ^ - (D.16) 

sm(T - 7rri /2) 

In Appendix E, this is substituted into Eqs. (E.3) and (E.5). We find that for integer 

values of f ) , in the thermal l imi t , {p')n is given by Eq. (E.33) and {p'^)n is given by 

Eq. (E.35). 

Note that for the case of the (5-kicked rotor, we set Q — 0, and therefore, ri = 0, which 

means that 
s in(nT) ^ = (^d . \ ' , D . l ? 
sm(T) 

as has been verified experimentally [47 . 

D.5 Evaluating LU for half-integer Q values 

In this section, we evaluate for an arbitrary /? eigenstate, f rom which the momentum 

moments are derived in Section E.4. We consider the case for which Q. is an integer, using 

the notation Q = r 2 / 2 , for which the quantity u becomes 

n - l 

UnA'''2/2, P) = 26-2"'-^e'""''-^/^ Y l e'^'^e-'"'^''''-/-. (D.18) 
j=Q 

For even values of j , exp{-iTTj-r2/2) = 1, and for odd values of j , exp{-iTTj-r2/2) = 

exp(—i7rr2/2). For an even number of kicks n = 2n', Eq. (D.18) can be rewritten as two 

sums, each wi th the same number of elements, i.e.. 

Simplifying, we find that 

n ' - l n ' - l 

b i = o j2=o 
(D.19) 

n ' - l 

i^n=2n',K^2/2, /?) = ^e-'''"'^ [1 + e ^ ( 2 ^ — ^ e''^^. (D.20) 
j = o 
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D . D . 6 . S u m m a r y 

Evaluating the geometric sum, and simplifying further, yields 

^ „ = 2 n ' , K r 2 / 2 , /?) = 2ze-^l^(^--'-*-^)+-/^l cos ( T - ^ rW4) (D.21) 
sm(2T) 

Resubstituting for n = 2n' gives 

i . „„ , ( ro . /2 , /3) = 2ze-[^("+^)+-^/' ' l cos ( T - 7rr . , /4) ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ (0-22) 
sm(2T) 

which applies for even n only. 

Therefore, u is given by 

u = 20 , cos ( T - 7rr2/4) (D.23) 

In Appendix E, this is substituted into Eqs. (E.3) and (E.5). We find that for half-integer 

values of f i , in the thermal l imi t , {p^)n is given by Eq. (E.37) and is given by 

Eq. (E.39). For the case of the 5-kicked rotor, we set Q = 0, and therefore, ?'2 = 0, which 

means that 

which, as expected, reduces to the integer case given in Eq. (D.17). 

D.6 Summary 

We have determined u for a range of parameters, and make use of this quantity to deter

mine the momentum moments. In Appendix E, we derive expressions for the momentum 

moments for a finite temperature distribution. In Chapter 5, we summarise the analytic 

observables predicted using this theory. We verify that the analytic results are consistent 

w i t h the numerical results for the ultracold l imi t in Chapter 7 and for the thermal l imi t 

in Chapter 8. 
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Appendix E 

Momentum moments 

E . l Overview 

A t finite temperature, the gth-order momentum moment is given by Eq. (5.7), which are 

evaluated in this appendix. We explain a method for evaluating momentum moments 

that is presented in Publication [2] for integer values of Q. We make use of this method to 

derive momentum moments for half-integer values of 9, as presented in Publication [3 . 

For various parameters, we substitute matr ix element ( D . l ) using the values of UJ derived 

in Appendix D. Returning to the atomic momentum notation p = hK{k + p), we find 

that 

{p')n = d p ^ J j {u) D{p) {hKj + pf . ( E . l ) 

Using the Bessel funct ion identity J-jit]) = ( —!)• ' J j (7 ] ) , we f ind that all odd-ordered 

momentum moments are zero for symmetric momentum distributions D{p). The even-

ordered momentum moments are finite in general. Here we consider only the second- and 

fourth-order momentum moments in detail. 

The second-order momentum moment is given by 

/

oo 

dp J2 J] i^) D{v) [ { h K f f + 2hKjp + p'] . (E.2) 

j = -oo 

Using the Bessel funct ion identities T,T=-ocfJjiv) = ^V2, T.T=-oojJjiv) = 0, and 
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E . 2 . M o m e n t u m distr ibut ion integrals 

T,T=-ocJjiv) = 1 [1, 133], Eq. (E.2) becomes 

{ p \ = J dpD{p)p' + (hK)'^ J dpD{p)u\ (E.3) 

The fourth-order momentum moment is given by 

{vX= d p Y , J j H D i p ) [(/lAOV +HhKr3'p + 6{hRr-jY + 4hKjp'+p']. 
j=-oo 

(E.4) 

Using the Bessel function identities above, as well as J2%-ooJ'^Jj{v) = 0 and Yl'jL-oc3'^'^ji''l) 

37778 + 7/72 [2], Eq. (E.4) becomes 

{PX = j p'D{p)dp+ihK)'^ J dpD{p)uj'-

+ {hKf?, j dpD{p)pW + {hK)''^ J dpD[p)u\ 
(E.5) 

In Section E.2, we derive analytic expressions for these integrals, w i t h the moments 

evaluated for integer values of Q in Section E.3, and for half-integer values of Q in Section 

E.4. 

E.2 Momentum distribution integrals 

I n this section, we obtain analytic expressions for momentum integrals, which we substi

tute into Eqs. (E.3) and (E.5). 

E . 2 . 1 In i t ia l momentum moments 

A t finite temperature, the in i t ia l gth-order momentum moment is given by Eq. ( E . l ) wi th 

u; = 0, given by 

(p'?)_o = j dpD{p)p'^. (E.6) 

I n the case where the atomic momenta are distributed according to the Gaussian (5.14), 

the in i t ia l second-order momentum moment is 

( r ) n = o = j dpD{p)p'~ = { h K f w \ (E.7) 
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K E . 2 . M o m e n t u m distr ibut ion integrals 

and the in i t ia l fourth-order momentum moment is 

{p%=o = j dpD{p)p' = Z{hKfw\ (E.8) 

E . 2 . 2 E v a l u a t i n g / dpD{p)u~ 

When Q takes integer values, i.e., = r j , u; is given by Eq. (D.16) and 

Using the expansion [2 

sin"(nx) 
sin"(.x) 

we rearrange Eq. (E.9) to 

n - l 

= n - F 2 ^ ( n - m ) c o s ( 2 m . T ) , (E.IO) 
m = l 

dpD{p)u~ = Ml j dpD{p) + 2©^ ^ ( n - m ) ( - l ) ' " ' " ' / dpD{p) cos{2mr). ( E . l l ) 
7T1.= ] 

In the case where D{p) is Gaussian [see Eq. (5.14)], / dpD{p) = 1 by our choice of 

normahzation, and the second integral in Eq. ( E . l l ) can be evaluated using cos(2mT) = 

(-l)'"^cos(2m7r^p//iA'") w i th 

j dpcos(Ap)e-P'/"' = y ^ a e - ^ ' " ' / ^ (E.r2) 

We find that 

/ dpD{p)u'' = nci>l + 2d>lY,{n - m)(- l ) ' " ( ' -^+^)e-^™'^ '^ ' " ' . (E.13) 
•' m.= l 

When n takes half-integer values, i.e., Q = 7-2/2 w i t h ro odd, uj is given by Eq. (D.23) 

for even kick numbers n = 2n'. Hence, 

/ dpD{p)Lo'- = 40^ / d p D ( p ) ' " ' " i ^ ' i ^ ^ cos^ ( T - 7rr2/4). (E.14) 
J J sm- (2T) 
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E . 2 . M o m e n t u m distr ibut ion integrals 

Using Eq. (E.IO), cos(47nT) = cos{4m7rip/hK)., and 

cos^ (t - ^^) = i + l ( - l ) ' - ( - ' ) « s m (1^) , (E.15) 

we rearrange Eq. (E.14) to 

dpD{p)uj^ =2n'Sl + 4(/)2 y (n ' - m) / dpD{p) cos ( 

+ 2 0 ^ ( - l ) ^ - ^ ( - - ) / ^ j dpDip) sm (E.16) 

where again we have used the normalization of D{p) to evaluate the first term. I n the 

case where the atomic momenta are distributed according to the Gaussian (5.14), the 

first integral on the right-hand side of Eq. (E.16) can be evaluated using Eq. (E.12). The 

remaining integrals vanish due to the even parity of D{p). Therefore, we find that 

n'-l 

m = l 

I d.pD{p)Lu^ = 2n'(t>l + ^ ( n ' - m)e-^™'" '^ ' ' " ' . (E.r7) 

Substituting n = 2n' yields 

j dpDip)u' = n<Pl + 24>l J] (n - 2m)e-«"^ '^ '^ ' ' " ' , (E.18) 
n / 2 - l 

m = ] 

where n is even. 

E . 2 . 3 E v a l u a t i n g / dpD{p)p-uj-

For integer Q, i.e., Q = r i , 

[dpD{p)pW = <PI[ dpD{p)i-'^^^^;^^^^^. (E.19) 
J J sm-(T - 7rr ] / 2 ) sin"(T — 7rr ] / 2 ) 
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E . E . 2 . M o m e n t u m distr ibut ion integrals 

Following the evaluation of / uj'^D{p)dp in Section E.2.2, for integer Q, and making use 

of Eq. (E.7) and the integral 

Jp'cos{Xp)e-^'/"'dp = ^V^a' (^1 - (E.20) 

we f ind that for a Gaussian D{p) described by Eq. (5.14), 

j dpD{p)p-u- = {hKfw-cj)^ 
n - l 

n + 2 J](n - m ) ( - l ) " ' ( ' - ' + ^ ) ( l - Am^7:H-w-)e- 2m.--K-l-w~ 

rn=\ 

For half-integer O. i.e., Q = ?'2/2, and even kick numbers n = 2n', 

dpD{p)pW = A<i>l j dpD{p)p''-^^^^ cos'iT - nr,/4). 

(E.21) 

(E.22) 

Following the treatment in Section E.2.2, for half-integer Q, and using Eqs. (E.7) and 

(E.20), we f ind that for a Gaussian D{p) described by Eq. (5.14), 

dpD{p)p'uj~ = {hK)-w'(f)\ 

Substituting n = 2n' yields 

j dpD{p)p-Lo- = {hKfurcf>l 

n ' - l 

2n' + 4 ^ ( n - m ) ( l - 4m-Tr^fw'^)e' •8m-TT-e' 

m=\ 

n / 2 - 1 

n + 2 (n - 2 m ) ( l - Am,^TT^iW)e-^'"''''^'"'' 
m=l 

(E.23) 

(E.24) 

E . 2 . 4 E v a l u a t i n g / dpD{p)uj^ 

For integer Q., 

dpD{p)u'= 4>', / dpD{p) — sm\n[r - 7r7-i/2]) 

Using the expansion [2 

sin' '(nx) n n - l 

sin (x) 3 
= - ( 2 n ^ + 1) + ^ c o s ( 2 m i ) 

m = l 

s i n ' ' ( T - ^ r i / 2 ) 

2 n . 
- 2nm- - m + — ( 2 n - + 1) 

2n-2 

— ^2 cos{2m,x) 
,3 m " „ , , 1 \ 2n, 

— - 2 n m 2 + 4n - - m + — ( l - 4 n - ) 
3 V 3 / 3 

:E.25) 

(E.26) 
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E . E . 2 . M o m e n t u m distr ibut ion integrals 

and following the treatment in Appendix E.2.2, we find that 

J dpD{p)u'='^<l>',i2r>'+ 1) 

m = l 
2n-2 

77?,̂  - 2n777- - 771 -h —(27?- -|- l ) 

m—n 
,3 77?" 0 / 9 1 \ 2 n , 

— 2n777r -I- 471" — - 777,—(1 — 4n~) 
o \ 3 / 3 

(E.27) 

For half-integer Q, and even kick numbers n = 27?/, 

sin7277'T) J dpD{p)u' = 160^ I dpD{pf^^^-^^cos'{r - 7Tr,/4). (E.28) 

Using Eq. (E.26), 

cos 

and following the treatment in Appendix E.2.2, we find that 

d.pD{p)uj' ='^n'{2n"- + 1) 3-e' 

+ ©: 

n ' - l 

m = ] 1-

277/ 
777'' - 27l'77?- - 7T?, + —(27?/- + l ) 

3 

1 , . _ ,o 27?' 
2n'-2 r 3 777, 

m=n' 

2n'm^ + -(127?'- - l ) m + ^ ( 1 - 47?/̂ ) 

(E.29) 

(E.30) 
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Substituting n = 2n' then yields 

/ dpD{p)u'J-n{n' + 2)<i,', 3 - e 

7 1 / 2 - 1 

+ 
m = l 

1 
m'' - 77,777/ - 7 7 ^ - 1 - -n{n~ + 2) 

n - 2 

m=n/2 

_ _ nTTl- + -(377,2 - 1)777, + 3 ( l " U') 

X 
-87r2(m+l)2f2,„2 _ 87r2(m-l)2£2„;2 

(E.31) 

E.3 Momentum moments for integer values 

In this section, we explain an analytic method to describe the time evolution for integer Q 

values, developed by P. L . Halkyard, and published in [2]. The theory presented here treats 

the momentum distr ibution by Gaussian funct ion (5.14), improving upon an analytic 

treatment presented in [1], for which the in i t ia l momentum was modelled by a square 

distr ibution function. 

For integer values of Q, the second-order momentum moment evolution for a Gaussian 

distr ibution is given by Eq. (E.3) w i th u of Eq. (D.15). Using the integral results (E.7) 

and (E.13), we find that 

71,-1 
= + ^ n + <plY(n - m) ( - l ) - ( ' ^ '+^ )e - ' 2 ' - ^ ' ^ ' 

777,= 1 
{hKy " • 2 

In the l imi t w 3> l/\/2TTi, the decaying terms become negligible and we can write 

{p% = [hKf [w-' + '^n 

(E.32) 

(E.33) 

The fourth-order momentum moment for a Gaussian distribution is given by Eq. (E.5). 
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E . E . 4 . M o m e n t u m moments for half-integer Q values 

Using Eqs. (E.8), (E.13), (E.21), and (E.27), we find that 

0: 

+ 2( - l ) "^( ' - '+^ ' (n - m ) e - ^ ™ ' ^ ' ^ " 
TO=1 

^ m = l 

9 ^ 
- 277,77? - - 777, — (27?^ 1) 

3 

— 277772 
o 

2 ( 1 2 7 7 , - ^ - 1 272 
2 772+ y ( l - 477,'̂ ) 

(E.34) 

Similarly, in the l imi t w :$> l/V27ri, the decaying terms become negligible and we can 

write 

(E.35) {p% = {hKf ( ^77,^' + ^ 7 7 , - I - ^ 7 7 , + Zw'cj^ln + 3w' 
8 

E.4 Momentum moments for half-integer Q values 

In this section, we make use of the analytic method introduced by P. L . Halkyard to 

evaluate the time evolution for half-integer Q values, as published in [? . 

For half-integer values of Q, the second-order momentum moment evolution for a 

Gaussian distr ibution is given by Eq. (E.3) wi th LU of Eq. (D.22). Using Eqs. (E.7) and 

(E.18), we find that 

(hK) 

n / 2 - 1 

^ = ^ 2 + + 0̂  ^ (77 - 2777,)e- (E.36) 

In the l imi t w » l/2y/2Tvi, the decaying terms become negligible and we can write 

(E.37) 

Note that Eqs. (E.36) and (E.37) only apply for even 77. 

The fourth-order momentum moment for a Gaussian distribution is given by Eq. (E.5). 
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E . E . 5 . S u m m a r y 

Using Eqs. (E.8), (E.18), (E.24), and (E.31), we f ind that 

{hhy 
= 3 ^ 4 ^ _^ 3 ^ 2 ^ 2 „ ^ ^ ^ ( ^ 2 + 2) ( 3 - e-^-- '^^) 

n / 2 - 1 

+ 60^u;- ^ (n - 2m)( l - in^m'~fw^)e-'^' 

+ 

X 

30: 
8 

7 7 J - 1 

4 " / 2 - 1 r 

E m? — nm' — m + -n{n~ + 2) 

3K E 
m=n/2 

- 72777,'-̂  + ^ (377 ,^ - 1)777, "h ^ ( l - 77,'-̂ ) 
77 

X 
gg-87r27n2£2 ,u2 _ ^ _ 8 7 r 2 ( m + l ) 2 £ 2 u , 2 _ g -87r2( , „ , -1 )2 ( !2^ 

:E.38) 

In the hmit w :$> l /2 \ /27r£, we can write 

{ p \ = {hKf i ^ n ' + ^ n + 4 ^ + 3w'cPln + 3w' 
8 8 

(E.39) 

Again, we emphasize that Eqs. (E.37) and (E.39) only apply for even 77. 

E.5 Summary 

We discuss the analytic momentum moment results in Section 5.5, f rom which the momen

t u m cumulants are derived. In Chapter 8 we verify that these equations for the thermal 

l imi t are consistent w i t h the numerical simulations, and extend the model -by exploring 

the temperature dependence in Chapter 11 

In the thermal l imi t , the second-order momentum moment is independent of Q, as 

shown analytically by Eqs. (E.33) and (E.37). In comparison the fourth-order momentum 

moment does depend upon 0 , as seen f rom Eqs. (E.35) and (E.39). 
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In this thesis we investigate quantum resonant effects in the atom-optical 5-kicked 
accelerator. 

Using Floquet analysis, we theoretically study the time evolution of quantum systems 
which have a classical counterpart that exhibits chaotic dynamics. We introduce quantum 
resonance and quantum antiresonance features of the quantum (5-kicked rotor by setting 
the pulse period to an integer multiple of the half-Talbot time. The model is generalised 
to the atom-optical 5-kicked accelerator by considering thermal alkali atoms subject to a 
periodically pulsed standing wave potential formed from counter-propagating laser beams. 

The dynamics of the momentum distribution is analysed by evaluating the momentum 
moments and momentum cumulants. We derive analytic solutions for these observables 
for the ultracold and thermal limiting cases, and observe fractional quantum resonant 
phenomena. Simulations have been developed to examine the time evolution for individual 
momentum eigenstates, which we use to construct a non-interacting finite temperature 
gas, based upon a Monte Carlo method. We investigate the temperature dependence of 
the 5-kicked rotor, neglecting gravitational effects, and show that the atomic dynamics is 
highly sensitive to the initial momentum width of the gas. A generalisation of the model 
to quantify the transition between the ultracold and thermal temperature regimes of the 
atom-optical 5-kicked accelerator is examined using linear regression analysis. High order 
quantum resonance features are found to be sensitive to the relative acceleration between 
the atomic gas and the pulsed optical standing wave. 

We assess the dependence of the (5-kicked accelerator upon gravitational acceleration, 
quantifying the width of the high order quantum resonance features, which we use to 
assess the prospect for precision measurement using a finite temperature gas. 


